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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Formulation of the Problem

The central problem of this dissertation is the question how syntactic generalizations
can be adequately captured in a compositional framework.

This problem will be investigated within the controlled M-Granamar formalism. I
will describe how a number of complex syntactic constructions have been dealt with
in this formalism, which has been used in developing the Rosetta machine translation
system. In particular, I will show that these syntactic constructions have been dealt with
in a syntactically adequate manner in a framework which is compositiortal in nature,
and where consequently the grammar has a strong semantic bias.

The syntactic generalizations that I am mainly interested in here relate to the fact that
many constructions can be described most adequately by a conglomerate of construction-
independent rules. This construction-independence of syntactic rules, and the relation
between syntax and semantics will be discussed in more detail in section 1.2.

In addition, Che research has been carried out in the context of research into machine
translation, i.e. application-oriented research. Application-oriented research differs from
purely theoretical research in a number of respects. Some of the differences will be
presented in more detail in section 1.3.

The general conclusions of this study are (]) that the grammatical formalism used,
conn~olled M-gi~amniar, supplies - due to its compositional nature - a firm frame-
work to deal with certain phenomena, especially when they relate fairly directly to
semantics (e.g. predicate-argument relations);(2) that the framework makes it possi-
ble to incorporate analyses in which constructions are created by a conglomerate of
construction-independent rules; (3) that it is possible to incorporate and extend syn-
tactically adequate descriptions based on insights from theoretical linguistics into this
compositional framework in a fairly direct manner.

It will, however, also become clear that many improvements of the framework, or
of specific linguistic analyses within it, are still possible.

In the Rosetta translation system, grammars have been developed for the languages
Dutch, English and Spanish. The general conclusions presented will therefore be es-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUC'TION

tablished on the basis of examples from these languages which have actually been
implemented, with an emphasis on Dutch.

1.2 Syntax and Semantics

The aim of this book is to show that a number of complex syntactic phenomena can
be (and have been) dealt with in a compositional grammar by means of rules which
are not construction-specific. The most adeyuate syntactic description of a construction
often turns out to be a description in which the construction arises as a consequence
of the interaction of a number of different syntactic rules, most of which play a role
in the formation of a wide variety of other constructions as well and are therefore not
specific to one construction. I have attempted to achieve such descrip[ions in the Rosetta
machine translation system as often as possible.

The attempt to make rules of grammars construction-independent is one aspect of
the so-called Moi~e a program as pursued by Chomsky and other theoretical linguists.
Another aspect of this program is the attempt to replace language-specific rules by
language-independent principles. In fact, within this program, the thesis that there
are no construction-specific and no language-specific rules, for a substantial core of
the grammar, is pushed to its limits. As will become clear later, many analyses of
constructions within the Rosetta system have been inspired by analyses of these con-
structions proposed within the M~~re a program, though the emphasis was on developing
analyses which use construction-independent but language-specific rules. The issue of
language-specificity will be briefly mentioned, and the conclusion is that improvements
are possible. A way of dealing with this aspect is suggested, but the analyses to be
presented are all formulated in terms of language-specific rules. A comparison with
other possible analyses of the same facts from computationally oriented frameworks is
made incidentally.

It is certainly not the case that I attempt to describe a direct implementation of a
grammar constructed in accordance with the More a program. On the contrary, an
attempt was usually made to extract a number of key features of a specific analysis
and to express these in the analysis developed. There are several reasons for not
directly implementing such a system. First, the aim is to develop adequate syntactic
analyses in a compositional framework. The compositionality of the framework imposes
restrictions which do not hold in a pure Mm~e a framework. Second, analyses developed
within this framework tend to be extremely non-deterministic, which is undesirable in
a computational environment. Third, the restriction 'for a substantial core', mentioned
above, is cruciaL Given the nature of the Rosetta project (see below~, it was impossible
to restrict oneself to a`substantial core'. In addition, the Moi~e a program is a program
which is still under development, and which still has many unresolved problems. In
many analyses presented within this framework, language-specific rules also occur, for
phenomena which have not yet been investigated, or which are not yet fully understood,
or for which a further reduction is perhaps not possible at all.

The attempt to describe constructions as the result of a number of interacting
construction-independent rules within the controlled M-grammar framework has the
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flavor of a paradox. The controlled M-grammar framework is designed to describe
translation-eyuivalent utterances of different languages ` isomorphically'. The exact
meaning of this notion will become clear below, when the adopted framework will
be described in more detail (chapter 2), but it can be explained informally in the fol-
lowing manner. The basic idea is that a construction from one language corresponds to a
construction from another language with the same meaning. Under the 'isomorphic' ap-
pmach, the grammar of one language contains a rule which creates this construction and
the grammar of the other language contains a different rule which creates the translation-
equivalent construction. This appears to force one to describe these constructions by
means of construction-specific rules, and to a certain extent this is actually the case. So,
how can one devise analyses with construction-independent rules in this framework'?
The paradox is resolved in the following way: it is carefully determined which aspects
of a construction are essential to the construction and its meaning or translation. For
these aspects, a rule ( or more than one rule) is written which is construction-specific,
and which partakes in the isomorphy relation. All other aspects, however, are dealt
with by rules which do not partake in the isomorphy relation (called syntactic transfnr-
mations), and which need not be construction-specific. Chapter 3 will describe this in
more detail for a number of constructions.

Svntactic~ n-ansforn~atioils play a crucial role here in making it possible to adequately
express syntactic generalizations. Transformations are important because they are rules
which have the identity operation as their meaning operation, which makes it possible to
capture syntactic generalizations, and they allow, like all rules of the grammar formalism
adopted here, powerful s[ructural operations on syntactic trees.

In many other computationally oriented syntactic formalisms, transformational op-
erations are not available, so in these frameworks many phenomena for which well-
motivated analyses in terms of transformational operations exist must be dealt with in a
different manner. I will show that in most cases these alternative analyses are inferior
to the analyses from the transformational frameworks, either because of observational
inadequacy ( not all relevant facts are covered) or because of descriptive inadeyuacy
(existing regularities and generalizations are not adequately captured), or both.

Rules with transformational power which apply to syntactic trees have never been
very popular in computational linguistics. Nevertheless, 1 claim that they are useful,
and in fact necessary to describe language adeyuately. Most of the objections to the
use of transformations in natural language processing systems (e.g. the problems for
transformational parsing pointed out by King (1983)) are not applicable to the specific
variant of transformations and their mode of application within the Rosetta framework.
1 will argue, based on the analysis of several syntactic phenomena implemented in the
Rosetta machine translation system, that transformations provide an excellent operation
to adeyuately describe (and process) natural language, and that the analysis given in the
Rosetta grammars is superior to non-transformational analyses.
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1.3 Theoretical and Application-Oriented Grammars

The work for this dissertation was carried out in the Rosetta project. This project
was a unique combination of basic research into machine translation and large-scale
development of grammars. Within the project, a number of research themes were
defined, but at the same time it has always been the intention to develop a large prototype
system which could form the basis for real applications of the machine translation system
and of its spin-offs (see Odijk (1992)). All analyses described in this dissertation
have actually been implemented in the Rosetta3~ machine translation system, unless
explicitly indicated otherwise. The system was developed and tested in the period from
1985 to 1991. One of the consequences of this character of the project is that from
a given point in time certain assumptions had to be fixed, and the analysis had to
be performed within the limits existing at that point. This had advantages, but also
disadvantages. A clear disadvantage is that it was impossible or very difficult to change
certain assumptions, even if they tumed out to complicate the system. Advantages,
however, were that the relevant assumptions were relatively fixed, and that certain
analyses were carried out to their limits within these restrictions, which made very clear
what problems the resirictions imposed. Certain improvements of the system would
probably not have been thought of as being relevant if the current system had not been
applied this systematically to such a large array of constructions. This dissertation will
contain a number of suggestions and proposals for possible improvements of the current
grammars which have not yet been implemented.

The research carried out in the Rosetta project was application-oriented research.
This kind of research differs from purely theoretical research in a number of ways. In
particular, 1 would like to indicate here how the grammars (or grammatical descriptions)
constructed in application-oriented research differ from grammars or grammatical de-
scriptions constructed in purely theoretically oriented research. The major differences
relate to the following points:

~ Application-oriented grammars are artifacts, not intended as theories of any real
existing mental or Platonic object.

~ In application-oriented grammars one attempts to achieve descriptive adequacy,
but observational adequacy must never be sacrificed. In theoretically oriented
grammars e~plcnrcrrorti~ ndeyuac.~~ is aimed for.

. Broad coverage is desirable for application-oriented grammars, but of less impor-
tance for theoretically oriented grammars.

~ Application-oriented grammars must be expressed in a formalism which makes it
possible to actually parse and generate utterances. In grammars set up for purely
theoretical purposes these consideration play no role.

Each of these points will be discussed in more detail.

~The Rosetta3 system was preceded by two smaller systems, Rosettal and Rosetta2.
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1.3.1 Artifacts

The Rosetta grammars are artifacts. They are not intended as a theory about the inter-
nally represented grammar of human beings, nor as descriptions of a grammar as an
abstract Platonic object. They solely serve as a grammar for the machine translation tiys-
tem, and their design is specifically adapted to machine translation. This does not mean
that they cannot be used for other purposes (in fact, they can be and have been used for
other purposes). The fact that the R~setta grammars are artifacts, constructed specifi-
cally to serve a special purpose (machine translation), implies that completely ciifferent
criteria of adequacy are relevant for the Rosetta grammars than for other gr~unmars
which are intended for other purposes. The adeyuacy of the Rosetta grammars is to be
measured by their success as a part of the machine translation system. The activity of
constructing grammars oriented to a specific purpose is a form of liu,~~nistic c~rr,~inec~rin~.
and this dissertation is about linguistic engineering.

It must be emphasized that this does not imply that the Rosetta grammars can be more
sloppy (i.e. overaccept or overgenerate) than theoretical grammars. It has always been
the intention to construct very precise grammars which describe the language correctly.
Tha1 is not only more interesting and more challenging from a theoretical puint of
view, but also important for practical reasons. Designing precise grammars will make
it possible to use these grammars in spplications other than machine translation, and
'spurious analyses' (which can lead to 'spurious ambiguities' for well-fonned input)
are avoided. 'Spurious analyses' are empirically incorrect analyses assigned to an
expression by a`~rammar which is not sufficiently precise (see below for examples).
Avoiding spurious ambiguities fornis a major practical reason why the grammars must

be very good. The refevancy of precise grammars to avoid spurious ambiguities has

been emphasized by Flickinger ~t aL (1987) and Sag (1991), and i fully agree with the
remarks made there. The same point has also been made by [sabelle (1989) and Van
Noord(1993: I I) who also argue that constructing rerc~r.rihlc grammars makes the task
of constructing precise grammars easier. One might think that a grammar can be more
sloppy for sentences which will never be offered for translation. However, it is very
difficult to establish that certain sentences will never be offered to a system, unless the
system is intended for a very restricted application. This can be illustrated by one of
our own experiences, which again shows that it is absolutely vital to have very precise
grammars, and that ignoring certain rules will almost always cause problems.

In Rosetta, it was decided to first construct sentence grammars, and to build s}'stems
that could handle text and relations between sentences only in a later phase. Because of
this, it was decided that the interpretation of non-reflexive pronouns would not be dealt
with in the first phase, because it was assumed that rules dealing with those phenomena
would be rules of text grammar.

It was also generally assumed that there was at least one rule that dealt with a part
of the interpretation of non-reflexive pronouns in the sentence grammar, viz. an analog
of principle B of the Binding Theory of Chomsky (1981). This principle states that a
pronoun cannot be bound by an antecedent within a certain local, structurally determined
domain.'- It was expected, however, that this principle reyuired no implementation in the

'This domain can t~e defined very precisely, but that is irrelevant in this context.
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first phase, for the following reasons. First, for third-person pronouns, principle B dces
not exclude sentences, only certain interpretations of sentences, in particular relating to
the interpretation of pronouns. Leaving out principle B for these pronouns would have
no negative effects if pronominal interpretations were not dealt with. Second, principle
B does exclude sentences in the case of first and second-person sentences, but it was
assumed that such ungrammatical input would never be offered to the system. So, for
this case principle B could be omitted as well, and since no other cases were to be
considered, it was decided that principle B would not be implemented in the first phase.

It turned out, however, that this soon led to problems. The reasons for this were the
following. First, in Dutch, reduced first and second-person ref~e.rii~c pronouns have the
same form as reduced first and second-person non-reflexii~e pronouns. As a conseyuence,
in a sentence such as ik scheer nie the reduced pronoun me could be analyzed either as
a reflexive or as a non-reflexive pronoun. With me as a reflexive pronoun, the sentence
is well-formed, and it is correctly translated into 7 am shanin,~'. With me as a non-
reflexive pronoun, the sentence is ill-formed, and it would be excluded by principle B
if it were implemented. Since this was not the case, the system yielded an additional
result (~`I am sharir~,~ me) , which is neither a correct English sentence, nor an acceptable
translation of the Dutch sentence.

Even more unexpectedly, the absence of principle B caused problems in a completely
different type of sentence. Dutch has imperative constructions with overt subjects.
e.g. the sentence koni~ u binnen, literally cnme ynu i~rside, is a sentence containing an
imperative verb (knmt) and an overt subject (u). The sentence is correctly translated
by the system into please enter or please corne irrsicle. Again, however, the system
yielded an additional result which was neither a correct English sentence nor acceptable
as translation. Since the Dutch word hinnen is also a post-position, the sentence given
could also be analyzed as an imperative sentence without an overt subject, and with n
as a complement to the post-position binnen (as in knmt het huis binnen 'cnme into thc
hc~icse'), resulting in the translation ~cnme iruci }ou.

Both problems mentioned were caused because principle B was not implemented.
When these undesirable results were encountered, it was decided to implement a version
of principle B.

This example clearly shows that abstracting from certain rules of grammar will
almost always lead to spurious parses. In Rosetta, however, there are additional reasons
that the highest quality grammars are required.

It has always been the central idea behind the Rosetta system that it would be
an interactive system in which the system, after analyzing the source text, and after
consulting the user in the source language to resolve ambiguities that the system cannot
resolve on its own, would generate a well-fornied sentence in the target language. The
kind of applications envisaged reyuires no knowledge by the user of the target language.
Given this kind of application, the grammars must be very reliable in generation: the
system must be able to generate a correct sentence of the target language without any
additional help from the user or any other person.
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1.3.2 Descriptive Adeyuacy

A second difference between theoretically oriented grammars and application-oriented
grammars concerns the relevant level of adeyuacy on the scale set by Chomsky (1964:28-

9).
In theoretical linguistics, one atiempts to achieve e.iplanatory adcquacy, i.e. one tries

to describe phenomena in a way that relates these phenomena to rules and principles

that are part of a general theory of grammars and of language. This goal is so important

that very often observational adeyuacy is sacrificed (temporarily) to achieve ii.
Explanatory adeyuacy is not a main concern if one intends to develop a machine

translation system. Of course, wherever possible one makes use of descriptions which

relate to known general properties of grammar, so that e.g. the description of related
phenomena from different languages is more uniform, but it is not a purpose in itself

to make descriptions that satisfy the criterion of explanatory adequacy.
Because the success of the grammar in the machine translation system is the only

criterion that counts, observational adeyuacy, i.e. correctly describing the facts of the

language and translating correctly, is essential.;
In addition, extensibility and modifiability of the grammar is essential, so that one

attempts to reach the level of descr-iptit~e adequacy, i.e. a description that correctly

captures all relevant generalizations and regularities within the language. One has to

attempt to achieve this goal, because if one does not do so, the size and complexity of

the grammar will become intolerable. However, this level of adequacy often cannot be

achieved, and in many cases a description is required which attains at best the level of
observational adequacy.

These differences between theoretically oriented grammars and the Rosetta gram-
mars can be illustrated with the following example. Consider again the distribution of

reflexive pronouns. It is well-known that a reflexive pronoun entertains a relation with

some other phrase in the sentence (its antecedent), and that there are strong conditions

on where an antecedent for a reflexive pronoun can occur relative to the pronoun. Many

theoretical works have dealt with the issue of how to characterize precisely this rela-

tion between the antecedent and a reflexive pronoun in a unifying way. In the Rosetta

grammars, it is not necessary to find a unified way of characterizing this relationship: if

necessary, simply all possible configurations, or all classes of configurations (if there is

an infinite number of possible relationships) can be spelled out, and this has indeed been

done in this manner for the case under discussion. Of course, the number of grammar

rules wíll then increase, but for the practical purposes of machine translation coverage

of the relevant facts counts more than searching for a unified account of this relation-

ship. This is not to say that looking for a unified characterization of this relationship

should not be done. On the contrary, it should, but it should be done by theoretical lin-

guists and not by developers of a machine translation system. If a convincing unifying

characterization is found, these results can be incorporated into the Rosetta grammars

(if the formalism allows it, and if not, the formalism might be adapted to enable the

incorporation of these results).

;1 do not limit the notion of observational adeyuacy to the correct specification of a finrte set of observed

data, though Chomsky might have intended this.
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1.3.3 Broad Coverage
As pointed out before, hrnad coi~cru,e is essential. There are two aspects to this notion.

First, certain phenomena occur in virtually every utterance (e.g. time, predicate-
argument structure, etc.). Since a real working system is to be developed, one simply
cannot abstract from such phenomena. [f these phenomena are not taken into account,
not a single utterance can be dealt with. Thus, several different linguistic phenomena
must somehow be dealt with in the grammars of a machine translation system.

It is also not possible to abstract from certain facts and make a distinction between
c~~rc~ and peripheral facts in the same way as in theoretical linguistics. In theoretical
linguistics, such distinctions are determined by theoretical considerations: recalcitrant
facts which appear [o form direct evidence against perhaps far-reaching hypotheses can
be set aside and ignored temporarily by declaring them periphernl. One cannot do that
when constructing a machine translation system. Of course, a distinction between core
and periphery can be made (and it actually has been made), but it must be made on the
basis of completely different criteria.

Related to this is the fact that in a machine translation system real grammars must
be written: theoretical linguists do not write grammars. They investigate certain con-
structions in some detail, abstracting away from other phenomena, and they concentrate
on the relevancy that the construction investigated has for the general theory of gram-
mar. The fact that phenomena can be studied in isolation, abstracting away from other
phenomena, can also lead to a situation in which analyses for different phenomena
are mutually inconsistent, even if these analyses assume the same framework to work
in. Of course, there is nothing wrong with that (though the inconsistency should of
course be resolved at a certain point), but it does imply a difference between theoreti-
cal linguists and linguistic engineers: linguistic engineers do write grammars, and they
must incorporate in these grammars mutually consistent descriptions of several different
phenomena.

In a second se~nse of the term hincrd crn.era~~e, it means that many different construc-
tions must be dealt with. Actually occurring texts are enormously varied; very many
different constructions occur even in the simplest and rnost uniform texts.

This has an important further conseyuence: for research into machine translation,
the time and the resources to investigate every phenomenon in detail are simply not
available: perhaps some phenomena can be studied in detail, but most of this work
must be left to theoretical linguistics.

Linguistic engineers must therefore base their work on existing analyses. Their
major task is to try to extract the common properties from all the proposals made in the
theoretical literature and in traditional grammars etc., make concrete decisions about
the non-common properties, translate them into the terms of their own framework, and
integrate this consistently with all other elements in the granunars used in the system.
This dissertation is in part a report of an attempt that has been made to do exactly this,
although tbr some phenomena new and orieinal analyses are proposed.

Because of this, the yuality of systems which process natural language making use
of explicit grammars will be a function of the status of theoretical linguistics.
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1.3.4 Formal Differences

Further differences between application-oriented grammars and theoretical grammars
relate to more tornial properties.

First, in a machine translation system both generation and analysis procedure. are
reyuired. It would be undesirable if generation and analysis were based on different
~,rammars. [n the ideal case one would like to have one grammar from which both a
~,eneration and analysis procedure is derived automatically. This reyuires the grammar
to be reversible.

Second, both generation and analysis must be effective, i.e. they must generate
or analyze a sentence in finite (and preferably very short) time. These two properties
(reversibility and effectivity) impose additional reyuirements on the grammar. These
additional reyuirements arc irrelevant for theoretical grammars theoretical linguists
who do not want to implement their system will not reject a theory of grammar if it
happens not to be reversible or effective, but these are very important properties of the
Rosetta grammars.

1.4 Organization of this Book

This dissertation is organiced as follows. In chapter 2 the frarnework assumed in thiti
book, the co~rn~olln~lM-~~rcmrrr~cn-fi-cm~crrork, is described in detail. A general discussion
on the necestiity of syntactic transformations in a compositional framework, their role in
such a framework, and their conseyuences for the relation between syntax and semantics
is given in chapter 3. In chupter ~ the treatment of predicate-argument relations within
the adopted framework is outlined. lt is shown there that the compositional nature of
the framework detennines this treatment to a large degree. In chapter 5 the analysis
of several specific constructions is dealt with ín detail: the analysis of passive con-
structions (section 5.2), the analysis of Verb-Second phenomena in Dutch (section 5.3),
the analysis of unbounded dependencies (section 5.q), and cro5sing dependencies in
Dutch (section 5.5). A special chapter is devoted to the complex syntax of R-pronorms
in Dutch (chapter 6). In these chapters, existing analyses of the constructions men-
tioned are adapted to the tipecihc framework adopted and the reyuirements imposed,
and partially new and original analyses are proposed for complex syntactic phenomena.

Chapter 7 states the conclusions and summarizes which additional improvements
are needed and possible in the system.



Chapter 2

The Grammatical Framework

In this chapter, the framework adopted in this dissertation, the controllecl M-~ranimar
framework, will be described in detail. It will be preceded by an introduction of the
fi-ee M-~ranzmar framework, since controlled M-grammars are an extension of free M-
grammars. More elaborate descriptions of these formalisms can be found in Landsbergen
(1987) for free M-grammars, Appelo et al. (1987) for controlled M-grammars and in
Rosetta (1993).

First, the concept of compositional granrmar~ is defined (section 2.1). Free M-
grammars and controlled M-grammars are briefly characterized and compared. Sec-
tion 2.2 introduces the concept of S-tree, which plays an important role in these frame-
works. Next, fr-ee M-~ramnrars are discussed in more detail ( section 2.3). The frame-
work actually adopted in this dissertation, controlled M-,~rammar, is sketched in sec-
tion 2.4. In section 2.5 it will be outlined how this grammatical framework can be used
to define a translation relation, and section 2.6 describes how it can form the basis of
an actual machine translation system (section 2.6). Finally, a number of assumptions
which have been made within the formalism proposed are enumerated. These are sub-
stantive elements which are not part of the formalism, but which have been assumed in
the grammars of the Rosetta3 machine translation system. They are crucial for a correct
understanding of the rest of this book.

2.1 Compositional Grammars

We speak of compositionality of ineanin~ if the meaning of an expression is a function
of the meanings of the parts of the expression and the way they are combined.

Compositional Gr-ammurs are grammars which incorporate compositionality of inean-
ing in a very direct manner: form and meaning are explicitly related by the so-called
rule-to-rule approach. In this approach it is assumed that form and meaning are com-
posed in tandem in the following manner: a compositional grammar consists of hasic
e.rpressions and srntactic rules. A syntactic rule can turn a tuple of expressions (its ar-
guments) into a new expression. Basic expressions are associated with hasic meanings,

Il
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and syntactic rules are associated with nreunin~ nperutions. The fonn of an expression
can be constructed by recursively applying the syntactic rules to their arguments, ini-
tially basic expressions. The meaning of an expression can be derived in tandem by
recursively applying the meaning operations associated with the rules to their arguments,
initially the basic meanings associated with the basic expressions.

M-~~rammurs are a special kind of compositional grammars, which can be viewed
as a computational variant of Montague grammar (see e.g. Montague (1974b)). Their
properties will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3. They will be briefly charac-
terized here by comparing them to Montu,~ue Gr-ummur.

The major differences between M-grammar and Montague grammar are: ( l) an
M-~~rammar uses a special kind of syntactic objects (called S-trees) and a special kind
of rules (called M-rrrlec) operating on S-trees in its syntax, while Montague used rules
operating on symbol strings (Montague (1974a)) or a fonn of categorial grammar (Mon-
tague (197db)). (2) M-grammars are intended to be used in natural language processing
systems, in particular (though not exclusively) in machine translation systems. For this
reason M-grammars satisfy a nim~ber of conditions which are motivated from a com-
putational point of view, in particular, M-grammars must define a relation which can
form the basis both for analysis and generation of utterances. We will see below how
this is achieved. See Landsbergen (1981) for an adaptation of Montague grammar to
the requirements of parsing.

Ccrntrollccl M-,runrnrurs are an extension of free M-grammars. As in free M-
grammars, the syntactic objects they manipulate are S-trees, and the rules are M-rules,
but controlled M-grammars differ from free M-grammars in the following respects (1)
controlled M-grammars consist of subgrammars; in a subgrammar, it is possible to con-
trol the application of rules: whether they are optional, obligatory, iterative, etc. (2)
in controlled M-grammars a special kind of rules, .rwrtuctic trunsf~~rmutions, is distin-
guished. They do not contribute to the meaning, in other words they have the identity
operation as associated meaning operation. Controlled M-grammars are discussed in
more detail in section 2.4.

The basic objects manipulated by rules of the free M-grammar framework and of
the controlled M-grammar framework are S-trees. ]n section 2.2 I will first define this
notion and descríbe how they are notated.

2.2 S-trees

In order to be able to describe the gramrnatical frameworks, first the notion of S-n~ec will
be intmduced. [nfornially, an S-tree is a labeled ordered tree familiar from theoretical
lin,uistics. It is used to specify the syntactic structure of an utterance. From a more
formal point of view, an S-tree is a tuple ~ N, S ~, in which N is a nndc, and S is a
sequence of tuples ~~ r~, ti ~.. ..,~ r,;, t„ ~~ in which each r; is a ,~~ramnrutic~u! relutinn,
and each t; is an S-tree. A nnde is a tuple ~ C, AV ~, in which C is a swrtactic cute,~crr-~~
and Al~~ is a set of attribute-value pairs.

The following notation is used for S-trees:

(1) N[rilti.....r,~~t„]
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Here N is a node, and ri~ti,...,r„~t„ represents a seyuence of tuples ~ ri.ti ~ to
~ r,,,t„ ~. Each r; is a grammatical relation and each t; an S-tree. If this seyuence is
empty we notate N[ J or simply N.

Nodes are represented as follows: C{ai:vi,...,a,,:v„ }, where C is a syntactic cate-
gory and where each a;:v; is an attribute-value pair.

It is often useful to focus on certain aspects of S-trees. In such cases S-trees will he
represented partially, by only showing the properties re~levant in the context and leaving
out all other details. S-trees will also often be represented by the familiar tree diagrams,
since these are generally easier to read than the notation given abovc.

The syntactic categories and the grammatical relations are defined for each individual
lunguage by enumeration. For each syntactic category in each language the set of
appropriute attributes is also specified by enumeration. The values for attributes in
attribute-value pairs can be atomic, or they can be 6nite sets of atomic values. The
possible values for e~ach attribute are defined for each language by enumeration or by a
set-constructor.

A su~ fuce tree is a special kind of S-tree with the property that its `leaves' correspond
to the words of the actual sentence. These leaves are small S-trees, called lc~.ricul S-
trees, which have special syntactic categories, called fe.rical cute~,~crries as the categories
of their top nodes and which correspond to words.

2.3 Free M-grammars

2.3.1 Description

Free M-grammars consist of three components ( I) the syntactic component, (? ) the
semantic component, and (3) the morphological component.

The syntactic component of a free M-grammar defines a set of surface trees. It
consists of basic expressions and rules. The basic expressions in a free M-
grammar are S-trees, ealled husic S-t~~ees. The rules of the syntactic component
are compositional rules that take S-trees as their arguments and produce an S-
tree as their result; they are called M-rules. An S-tree which is for-med by the
application of M-rules to basic expressions is called a clerii~ecl S-tree. A surface
tree is a special kind of derived S-tree, of which [he category of the top node is
taken from a special set, called TOPCATS.

The derivation of an expression is represented in a.r~~ntuctic derii~ation n.ce !I will
often use D-tree as an abbreviation for deriratiorr n~ee). A syntactic D-tree is a
tree which consists of names of basic expressions (as its leaves) and names of
rules (as i[s non-leaves). It indicates how a surface tree has been derived.

(2) The semantic component of a free M-grammar relates syntactic derivation trees to
semantic cleriratiun trees. A semantic derivation tree is a tree which consists of
names of basic meanings (as its leaves) and of names of ineaning operations (as
its non-leaves). The semantic component can relate syntactic D-trees to semantic
D-trees simply by relating basic expressions to basic meanings and syntactic rules
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to meaning operations. Corresponding syntactic and semantic D-trees have the
same geometry, and differ only in the labels at their nodes.

The semantic component is rather rudimentary in character. For translation pur-
poses it is sufficient to deal with n-anslational equii~alence. For this reason the
semantic component need not be worked out in full detail. See Rosetta (1993)
for additional discussion of this point.

(3) The morphological component relates lexical S-trees occurring in surface trees to
symbol strings. The morphological component will not be discussed here. See
Rosetta (1993).

Before free M-grammars are illustrated by deriving a sentence with an example
M-grammar, the notions of syntoctic i~ariable, substitution i-ule and start rules will be
introduced.

A special type of element in S-trees, called a.ryntactic variahle, plays an important
role in the syntax of the Rosetta grammars. The example grammar contains them as
well. A syntactic variable is a basic S-tree consisting of one node, having a specific
category~ and associated attribute-value pairs, and a special attribute called the inde.r.
The inde.i attribute takes integers as values. Variables function as place-holders for
the phrases that will be substituted for them later in the derivation. There is a set
of special M-rules, called suhstitistion rules. These are parameterized rules, taking an
inde.r pcu-ameter that can assume integer values, and two arguments, i.e. two S-trees. A
substitution rule with index parameter i applies to an S-tree containing a variable with
index i, and some other S-tree (the so-called suhstituent), and substitutes this latter S-
tree for the variable with index i occun-ing in the former S-tree. So, the index parameter
determines which variable the substituent must be substituted for. In derivation trees
the notation Rsubst,i is used to indicate that the substitution rule Rsuhst substitutes for
the variable with index i.

A derivation usually begins with a start rule, i.e. a rule that combines some argument-
taking basic expression (a predicate) with a number (zero or more) of variables. There
are start rules which combine a monadic predicate (e.g. pass) with one syntactic variable,
start rules which combine a dyadic predicate (e.g. see) with two variables, etc.

2.3.2 Example M-grammar and Example Derivation

In order to clarify how a sentence can be derived by a free M-grammar, 1 will (partially)
specify an example M-grammar GF and derive the example sentence a carpassed slox~ly
with it. The example is intended for expository purposes only, and it is for this reason
unrealistically simple. No linguistic claims are made with the example at all.

First, the syntactic categories and the grammatical relations of the example grammar
are specified ( in table 2.1). For each syntactic category, it is specified which attributes
are appropriate, and what their possible values are. The possible values of an attribute
are indicated by a name for a type, which is defined separately.

~ In the real grammars there are several categories for syntactic variables. but in the example grammar
only one is distinguished.
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RELATIONS
det, head, mod, subj

Type name Possible values
nametype A, CAR, PASS, SLOW, LY, THERE, ...

boundnesstype stem, suffix
numbertype singular, plural, unspecified

deftype def, indef
voicetype active, passive

moodtype declarative, wh-interrogative, imperative

typetype main, subordinate
formtype finite, participle, infinitive, ingform

tensetype present, past, unspecified

indextype 1,2,3,...

SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES appropriate AV-pairs

ART name: nametype

ADV
BADJ name: nametype

BADV name: nametype, boundness: boundnesstype

BN name: nametype

BV name: nametype
N number: numbertype

NP number: numbertype, def: deftype

S voice: voicetype, mood: moodtype, type: typetype

V number: numbertype, form: formtype, tense: tensetype

VAR index: indextype

LEXICAL CATEGORIES
ART, ADV, N, V

Table 2.1: Relations, categories and A-V-pairs of the example grammar GE
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The grammar contains the M-rules listed in (2). These rules will not actually be
formulated here. An informal characterization of their task is given below. The names
of the meaning operations associated with these rules are also given.

{?I

Rule Name Meaning Name
Rstart 1 Lstart I
Radv Ladv
Rmod Lmod
Rsubst Lsubst
Rpast Lpast
Rmaindecl Lmaindecl
RNP LNP

The basic expressions of the example grammar are given in (3), together with the
names of their associated basic meanings. The names of the basic expressions are equal
to the values of the attribute nunic~.

(31

Basic Expression Basic Meaning
BADV { name:THErtE, boundnessatem } B I
BN {name:CAR } B?
BV {name:PASS} B3
BADV{namea.Y, boundnessauffix} B4
BADJ { nameaLOw} BS

Apart from the basic expressions mentioned in (3), an infinite number of variables
VAR{incler:l }. L'AR{inder:~}, . .. with associated basic meanings Xi,X,.... are ba-
sic expressions of the example grammar. The names of these basic expressions are
represented as .ri,.r~.....'

In the example sentence, there is one expression which is not a basic expression,
but which is introduced syncategorematically ( i.e. some rule introduces this expression
though it is not an argument of the rule).

(4) ART{name:A}

The major steps in the example derivation can be described in the following manner.
The syntactic component derives a surface tree for this sentence. By recording how the
S-tree has been derived, a D-tree is created, which can be mapped onto one or more
semantic derivation trees in the semantic component The morphological component
turns the sequence of lexical S-trees occurring in the surface tree into a symbol string.

This derivation will now be illustrated in more detail. We start by applying M-rules.
A start rule (RStcn-tl ) is applied to the basic expression BV {name:PASS } and a variable
VAR{index:l } to form an active sentence. This yields the following S-tree:

'-The basic expre„ion with name THF..RE which cxcurs in 13) does not play a role in the derivation of the
erample ,cntence. But it can be used in other sentences, e.e. in The rar- pa~sed rhere. See section 2.5 tiir
further discu~sian.
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S {voice:active}

tiubj head

VAR{index:l } V

head

(5) BV {name:PASS }

In addition, an adverb is created from the basic expression sLOw (of cate~ory BADJ)
and the suffix LY by the M-rule Rudi~. This yields:

(6)

ADV

mud ~d

BADJ{name:SLOW} BADV{boundnetisauffix,name:LY}

This latter S-tree is combined with the former S-tree by the rule Rm~~cl (modifica-
tion). Applying this rule yields the following S-tre~e:

subj head

VAR { inder: I } V ADV

head mod head

(7) {~~m~~ASS} ~:A~~sLOw} BADV {houndne~sauffix,name:LY}

The M-rule RNP forms an S-tree of category NP from the basic expression CAR (of
category BN), puts the noun in singular and introduces the article A syncategoremati-
cally:

NP-{number.singular. dc(:fulsc}

det ~ ` hcad

ART{name:A } N {number.singular}

Ihead

(~} BN{name:CAR}

The substitution rule Rsubst substitutes this NP for the variable with index l, in
S-tree (7) and makes the verb and the subject agree:

S { voice:xctive }

tiu

NP{number:: ngular.
def aalse~

exd

V {numtxr.singular }

od

ADV

de~ ~ead Ihead mod

(9)

ART{name:A} N BV {name:PASS) ADJ
{ number sinaular } ~name:SLOW }

head

BN {name:CAR}

cad
ADV
boundnessauftix,namc:LY }
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The M-Rule Rpast puts the head verb into past tense, and the rule Rmaindecl deter-
mines that the sentence is a main declarative sentence:

S{voice:active, mcwd:declarative, type:main }

subi- rhead

(10)

singular} {name:PASS} {name:SLOW}

Ihead

BN {name:CAR }

BADJ

ead
BADV

{ boundness: su ffi x,name: LY }

This surface tree can also be represented as in (11):

(11) S {voice:active, mood:declarative, type:main}
[ subj ~ NP {def:false, number:singular}

[ det~ART{ name:A },
head~N {number:singular}

[ headBN{name:cAR}]
1,

head ~ V {form:finite, tense:past, numberaingular}
[ headBV{name:PASS}]

mod ~ ADV {}
[

modBADJ {name:sLOw}
headBADV {boundnessauffix,name:LY}

1
1

The corresponding D-tree is given in (12):

Rmaindecl
~

Rpast
~

R.ubst.l

Rmod RNP

~ I
Rstan I Radv CAR
~ ~

(12) PASS xl LY SLOW

Note that the terminal nodes of D-tree (12) are labeled by unique names of basic
expressions.

The semantic component can associate the semantic D-tree (13) to this syntactic
D-tree:

ntod

NP{numtxrsi gular, V{numbersingular, ADV
deFfalse~ form:finit~,

tense:past
dei~ead head mod

ART{name:A} N{number BV
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Lmaindecl

~
Lpast

~
Lxubst, I

Lmod

~
Lstart I Ladv

~~ ~~
(13) B3 XI B4 BS

LNP
~

B2

19

The morphological component consists of a lexicon which relates unique names to
strings and morphological rules. It turns each lexical S-tree from surface tree (1 1) into
a string, while retaining the relative order of the S-trees. The lexical S-trees of the
surface tree (11) are:

(14) ART{name:A}
N { number:plural } (head~BN {name:cAx } J
V{form:finite, number:plural, tense:past}

~ headBV{name:Pnss}]

ADV{ }
[ modBADJ{stem:SLOw},

head~BADVboundnessauffix,stem:LY }
J

The first lexical S-tree is turned into the string a, since the morphological lexicon
associates the uniyue name A to the string a. The second one is turned into the string
car. The third one is changed into the string pussed by applying morphological rules to
form the past tense of the verb PASS which is associated with the string puss. The last
lexical S-tree has internal structure. First, the parts of this lexical S-tree are tumed into
the strings slc~x~ and ly respectively by lexicon look-up, and then a rule combines these
strings to form the string slotrl~~. The sentence u carpussed slnx~lv has now been derived.

The example illustrated is very simple. In reality it is possible that the M-rules
yield more than one S-tree (in the case of paraphrases). Furthermore, the morphological
component can also yield several variants (e.g. if there are spelling variants, or if a word
can be conjugated in more than one way).

2.4 Controlled M-grammars

The controlled M-grammar framework is an extension of the free M-grammar frame-
work. Many properties of ihe controlled M-grammar framework are the same as in the
free M-grammar framework: the grammar defines a set of surface trees, the grammar
is compositional, it contains basic expressions and rules, the objects manipulated are
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S-trees, the rules to forni S-trees are M-rules, the role of derivation trees remains the
same, etc.

The properties of the controlled M-grammar fonnalism which are new in comparison
to the free M-~rammar fornialism can be summarized as follows:

1. A controlled M-grammar consists of a set of srrh~~rummurs.

?. In a controlled M-grammar a special kind of rules, syntactic transformations, is
distinauished. These rules do not contribute to meaning, i.e. they have identity
as their meaning operation.

3. The application of rules can be controlled. It is possible to specify by means of a
cnnn-o! e.rpres.cinn in which order the rules and transformations must be applied,
whether they are optional, obligatory, iterative, etc.

Suh~~runrnrur.c take a number of S-trees as input, apply a number of rules (including
n-ansfonnations) to them, and yield an S-tree ati output One input S-tree has a special
status. It is called the hcad. By convention, the head is always the tirst argument
in M-rules. Subgrammars are defined by specifying: (1) a name for the subgrammar;
(2) a characterization of the heacl; (3) a characterization of the S-tree delivered by the
subgrammar, called its e.rpnrt; (4) a control expression, which specifies which rules
must be applied, and in which order, (5) a characterization of the rest of the input
S-trees, apart from the head, called the irnpnr~ of the subgrammar. Subgramrnars can
apply freely in the grammar. Whether they can be applied depends on whether the
relevant S-trees match with the heuci and inrj~ort of the subgrammars.

In the current grammars, the characterizations of the head, import and export of the
tiub~~rammars is done by specifying the category of the top node of the S-trees, but in
principle more detailed characterirations are possible.

This can be illustrated with a simple example. One example subgrammar could
have the name PPfornlu~run, take prepositions (P) as its head and yield prepositional
phrases (PPs) as export. Its control expression rould specify that several different kinds
of rules must be applied in a certain order, e.g. rules to introduce complements of P,
rules to introduce modifiers of P, rules to assi~n cuse to noun phrases (NPs) inside PPs,
etc. (See below for an example control expression). The import for this subgrammar
could be e.g. NPs, PPs and adverbial phrases (ADVPs). Given this subgrammar, one
can form PPs from a head P by applyin~s rules which add complements and moditiers,
or change the structure in some way by M-rules as indicated in the control expression.

Ti-unsf~rnru~inns' are nomial M-rules in all respects, but they are associated with the
identity operation as their meaning operation, i.e. the result of applying a transformation
T to S-tree ~ with associated meaning t is a new S-tree t' with the same meaning.
Transfomiations always take exactly one S-tree as their input: they cannot combine
several S-trees into a new S-tree. This follows from their semantics: the arguments of
a rule always have a meaning, at least a basic meaning. The identity operation cannot
combine two (or more) meanings into a new meaning, so the identity operation can only
be as,ociated to monadic rules. (see Janssen (1986)). In this respect, the controlled

'P~trtee (19731 was the tirst who proposed to incorporate transforniations in a cornpositional grammar.
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M-grammar framework is more restricted than non-compositional frameworks which
allow rules which are not associated to a meaning operation: in such frameworks there
would be no problem having rules which take more than one argument and which are
not associated to any meaning, e.g. the generalized transformations as in Chomsky
(1957) and Chomsky (1992). See chapter 3 for further discussion.

Since the contribution of transformations to meaning is nihil, it is often useful to
remove them from a derivation tree when they have applied. Syntactic D-trees from
which transformations are removed are callcd recluced D-n-ees. When no ambiguity can
arise, I will also use the simple term D-tree instead of reduced D-tree.

Conn~o! e.tpressions are a restricted variant of regular expressions over names of
M-rules. They are used to specify which M-rules are to be applied, and how. It is
possible to specify in which order rules must be applied, whether rules are obligatory
(they must apply), optional (they can but need not apply) or iterative (they can apply
any number of times, including zero), and whether there are altemative rules that can
be applied.

( l5) is an example control expression:

(15) (Ri) . (R~ ~ R~) . {R,} . [Rs ~ R~1

This control expression consists of a number of rules (Ri...R~,) plus a specification
how they must be applied. The dot (.) stands for `followed by', the symbol ~ separates
alternatives, curly brackets indicate iterative rule application (i.e. zero or more times),
syuare brackets enclose optional rules and round brackets enclose obligatory rules. The
example control expression must be read as follows: first, apply the rule Ri obligatorily,
then apply either rule R~ or rule R~. Next, apply rule R~ as many times as one chooses,
and finally apply either rule RS or rule R~ or do not apply any rule at all.

Control expressions make the order in which rules must be applied explicit. In the
free M-grammar formalism this was left implicit. It followed from the applicability
conditions of the individual rules, but this turned out to require a more complex and
often somewhat artificial formulation of many rules.

Surface trees are derived in a controlled M-grammar in the following manner.~ One
starts with basic expressions: these are a special kind of S-trees, basic S-trees. One
should find a subgrammar in which the head characterization matches with the basic
S-tree. If they match, the rules from the subgrammar can be applied to the input S-
tree, in accordance with the control expression specified in the subgrammar. If a rule
requires more than one argument, it takes a derived S-tree formed by other applications
of subgrammars or a basic S-tree as import of the subgrammar. When all rules of a
subgrammar have applied, the subgrammar yields a derived S-tree as its export. This
derived S-tree can then be used by other subgrammars, either as head or as import,
to derive larger structures, etc. When a derived S-tree has a category from the set
TOPCATS at its topnode, a surface tree has been derived.

~See Appelo er uL ( 1987) and Rosetta (1993) for a more fomial definition of controlled M-grammars.
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2.5 Translation Relation

Up to this point the controlled M-grammar framework has been presented as a frame-
work to describe natural tanguage, and not as part of a machine translation method. Of
course, the main emphasis in this book is on monolingual aspects, in particular how syn-
tactically well-motivated analyses can be incorporated in a compositional framework.
but it remains important to emphasize that the framework has been developed as part of
a method for machine translation. In this section, it will be outlined how the controlled
M-grammar framework can be used in the adopted method of machine translation, the
method of c~onipositional n-unslation, to define a translation relation between expressions
derived by different grammars.

First, it must be emphasized that we are interested in defining linguistically pnssible
translations, i.e. each utterance from language Li is associated with a set of utterances
from language L, which are possible translations of the original utterance if we restrict
attention to linguistic issues. General knowledge of the world, or knowledge of the
particular situation might be relevant for choosing the correct translation, but this is not
taken into account in the method described here.

The basic idea behind the method of compositional translation is the principle of
Cnmpnsitinnalit~~ of Trunslution (see Rosetta (1993)). This principle states that

Two expressions are each other's translation if they are built up from parts
which are each other's translation, by means of translation-equivalent rules.

This principle can be realized by tuning compositional grammars of different lan-
guages. `Tuning' of two compositional grammars G 1 and G2 means that for each basic
expression from G 1 there is at least one translation-equivalent basic expression in G2,
and that for each rule from G 1 there is a translation-equivalent rule in G2. Grammars
which are attuned to each other in this way are called isnniorRhic ,qrammars, and the ap-
proach in which such grammars are used is sometimes called the isomorphic uphroach.
Note that transformations are not involved in tuning grammars: transformations need not
have a translation-equivalent rule in other grammars. The notion h-anslatinn-egr~ii~ulent
used here entails `having the same meaning', but it covers not only meaning, but any
aspect that might be relevant for translation. For discussion, see Rosetta (1993).

When two sentences are built up from parts which are each other's translation by
means of translation-equivalent rules from two compositional grammars attuned to one
another in the way indicated, they have the same semantic D-tree. The set of semantic
D-trees is used as the interlingua. This interlingua is an automatic by-product of the
tuned grammars, and it is a valid interlingua only for the languages dealt with.

It is now possible to derive sentences which are translations of each other in parallel,
i.e. by recursively applying translation-equivalent rules to the results of their arguments
(which are translations of each other), initially translation-equivalent basic expressions.

This will be illustrated by deriving the Dutch sentence Er kx~ant lan,~~-uam een
uuto roorbij, which is a translation of the sentence u carpassed slox~h~, which has been
illustrated before. The derivation of the Dutch sentence is fully parallel to the derivation
of the English sentence, and they have the same semantic D-tree.
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First, a second example grammar Gn is defined which describes a(tiny) fragment

of Dutch. As before, the grammar has an illustrative purpose only, and no linguistic
claims are made with it.

Table 2.2 specifies which syntactic categories and which grammatical relations can
be used in the example grammar Gt~. For each syntactic category it is specihed which
attributes are appropriate, and what their possible values are. The possible values of an
attribute are indicated by a name for a type, which is defined separately.

There are rnany similarities with the example grammar Gr; given earlier, but also
some differences. Grammar G~ has different basic expressions, it has a category PART
and a grammatical relation purt. The possible values of the attribute for-m differ slightly,
there is an attribute r- for the categories BADV and ADV, and an attribute nartic(e for
the category BV.

The grammar contains the M-rules listed in (16). These rules will not actually be
for-mulated here. An informal characterization of their task is given below. The names
of the meaning operations associated with these rules are also given:

(16)

Rule Name Meaning Name
DRstart 1 Lstart 1
DRadv Ladv
DRmod Lmod
DRsubst Lsubst
DRpast Lpast
DRmaindecl Lmaindecl
DRNP LNP

The basic expressions of the example grammar are given in ( l7) together with the
names of their associated basic meanings:

(17)

Basic Expression Basic Meaning
BADV { stem:ER, boundnessatem, r. true} B l
BN{stem:AUTO} B2
BV{stem:vOORBIJKOMEN, particle:vOORBU } B3

BADV{stem:AS, boundnessaufhx, r:false} B4
BAD1 { stem:LANG7.AAM } BS

Apart from the basic expressions mentioned in (17) an infinite number of variables
VAR{inde.r:l }, VAR{inde-z:?}, ... with associated basic meanings Xi,X,,... also belong
to the basic expressions of the example grammar. The names of these basic expressions
are represented as .ri , xz, . . ..

Apart from basic expressions, grammar Gr~ has two expressions which are introduced
syncategorematical ly:

(18) ART{stem:EeN}

PART{ stem:vOORBIJ }

Note that the example grammars Gr~ and Gf- are isomorphic: for each basic expres-
sion from one grammar there is a translation-eyuivalent basic expression in the other,
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RELATIONS
det, head, mod, subj, part, top

Type names Possible Values
nametype EEN, AUTO, VOORBIIKOMEN, LANGZAAM, AS, VOORBII, ER, ...

boundnesstype stem, suffix
numbertype singular, plural, unspecified

deftype def, indef
boolean false, true

voicetype active, passive

moodtype declarative, wh-interrogative, imperative
typetype main, subordinate
formtype finite, passpart, prespart, infinitive
tensetype present, past, unspecified
indextype I ,2,3,. . .

Syntactic Categories 8z appropriate AV-pairs

ART stem: nametype
ADV r: boolean
BADJ stem: nametype
BADV stem: nametype, boundness: boundnesstype, r: boolean

BN stem: nametype
BV stem: nametype, particle: nametype
N number: numbertype

PART stem: nametype
NP number: numbertype, def: deftype

S voice: voicetype, mood: moodtype, type: typetype
V number. numbertype, form: formtype, tense: tensetype

VAR index: indextype

LEXICAL CATEGORIES
ART, ADV, N, V, PART

Table 22: Relations, categories and A-V-pairs of example grammar G~~
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and for each rule from one grammar there is a translation-eyuivalent rule in the other.'
This is illustrated in (19):

(19)
Rule Name Go Meaning Name Rule name G~;
DRstart 1 Lstart I Rstart 1
DRadv Ladv Radv
DRmod Lmod Rmod
DRsubst Lsubst Rsubst
DRpast Lpast Rpast
DRmaindecl Lmaindecl Rmaindecl
DRNP LNP RNP
Basic Expression G~~ Basic Meaning Basic Expression G~.
ER B1 THERE
AUTO B2 CAR
VOORBIJKOMEN B3 PASS

AS B4 LY

LANGZ.AAM BS SLOW

x; X; x;

We can now describe how the sentence er kH~um lanRzaum een auto voni-bij can be
derived in a way which is isomorphic to the derivation of the sentence a car pussed
slowly.

As before, the syntactic component derives a surface tree for this sentence. By
recording how the S-tree has been derived, a D-tree is created, which can be mapped
onto one or more semantic derivation trees in the semantic component. The morpho-
logical component turns the sequence of lexical S-trees occurring in the surface tree
into a string.

We start by applying M-rules. Start rule (DRSturtl ) is applied to the basic ex-
pression BV{s[em:vOORBIJKOMEN, par[icle:vOORBIJ} and a variable VAR{index:l } to
form an active sentence. In addition ihe rule syncategorematically introduces the particle
voORBU, triggered by the attribute purtic~le of the verb. This yields the following S-tree:

tiubj

VAR { index: l }

part

S { voice:active }

PA R"i

{name:VOORBIJ}

(20)

head

V

Ihead

BV{stem:VOORBIJKOMEN, particle:VOORBIJ}

In addition, an adverb is created from the basic expression LANGZAAM (of category
BADJ) and the suffix As by the M-rule DRad~~. This yields:

51n this example. this is, for simplicity, a 1-1 relationship, but with realistic gramman this relation need
not be I-I.
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ADV {r.false}

mod ~ head

BADV
{boundness:suffix,
r:false,stem:AS }

This latter S-tree is combined with the former S-tree by the rule Rmod ( modifica-
tion). Applying this rule yields the following S-tree:

S {voice:active }

BADJ

(ZZ)

BADV
{name:LANGZAAM} {boundnessauffix,

r:false.stem:AS }

BADJ
{ name:

LANGZAAM}

ADV{r:false} VAR{index:l} 1'ART VERB
{name:VOORBIJ} {numbersingular}

hc~d

BVERB
{name:VOORBIJKOMEN,

particle: VOORBIJ }

The M-rule RNP fornis an S-tree of category NP from the basic expression AUTO
(of category BN), putting the noun in singular and syncategorematically introducing the
article EEN:

det

NP{numlxr.singular, def:false}

,4RT { stem: EEN }

head
`

N { numbersingular }

head

BN {aem:AUTO }

The substitution rule Rsuhs~ substitutes this NP for the variable with index l, it
makes the verb and the subject agree, and it introduces the adverb ER syncategoremati-
cally in the topic position. The rule introduces this element if the subject NP is indefini[e:
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S {voice:activc }

(24)

hcad

ADV
{r.true }

NP PART
{numberamgulur. {nam~:

dcf:C~Ise} VOORBIJ}
hcad

BADV BADJ BADV ART{nxme:A} N{numbersingular} BVFRB

{name:er, {name: {boundnes.:xufiix. {name:VOORBUKOMEN,

r.true } LANGZAAM } r.falsc.stem:AS } head P,irticle:VOORBU }
BN{name:AUTO }

The M-Rule Rpast puts the head verb into past tense. The rule Rmaiiidc cl determines
that the sentence is a main declarative sentence and puts the finite verb in the 'second
position'. At this point, surface tree (25) has been derived:

(2S) S {voice:active, mood:declarative, type:main}
~ top ~ ADV {rarue}

[ head~BADV{ stem:ER, boundnessatem, r.true }~,
head ~ V {form:finite, tense:past, numberaingular}

[ head~BV{stem:VOORBUKOMEN}J,
mod ~ ADV {r:false }

[
mod~BADJ {s[em:LANG7AAM },
headBADV {tx~nnane,,auffix,stem:AS,r:false }

ADV{r:falsc}

1,
subj ~ NP {numberaingular, def:definite}

[ det~ART{name:EEN},
head~hl { numberaingular }

[ head~BN{stem:AUTO}~
l .

part~PART {name:voortBtJ}

VERB
{number.singular}

The corresponding D-tree is given in (26):
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DRmaindecl
~

DRpast

~
DRsubst.l

DRmod DRNP
~ I

DRstart I Radv AUTO

(26)
~ ~

VOORBIJKOMEN xl AS LANGZAAM

Note that D-tree (26) has the same geometry as (12). They are isnmorphrc: only
the names on the nodes differ, but in other respects the trees are identical.

The semantic component can associate the semantic D-tree (13), given earlier when
the sentence u c~ar passed slnwly was derived, to this syntactic D-tree. The sentences
u cur pussc~d slntl~h~ and er A-wum (un,~-aam een uuto vnorbij share a semantic D-tree.
Since they share a semantic D-tree, they are built up from parts which are each other's
translation, by means of translation-equivalent rules. As a consequence, these sentences
are characterized as translations of each other by the example grammars.

The morphological component turns each lexical S-tree from surface tree (25) into
a string, while retaining the relative order of the S-trees. The lexical S-trees of the
surface tree (25) are:

(27) ADV {rarue}
[head~BADV{name:ER, boundnessatem, rarue}]

V{form:finite, number:plural, tense:past}
~ head~BV{stem:VOORBUKOMEN, particle:VOORBIJ}]

ADV {r.false }
~ modBADJ{stem:LANGZAAM},

head~BADV {boundnessauffix,stem:AS,r:false}

1
ART{ stem:EEN }
N{numberaingular}~head~BN{stem:AUTO} J

PART{ name:vooRB1J }

The first lexical S-iree is tumed into the string c~r. The second is changed into the
string kx~um by applying morphological rules to form the past tense of verbs. The third
lexical S-tree has internal structure, but the suffix is an abstract expression, i.e. an
expression which does not con-espond to a string. The rules to form adverbs turn this
lexical S-tree into the string lmig-uuni. The fourth lexical S-tree is turned into the string
een, and the fifth into the string uuto. Finally, the last lexical S-tree is tumed into the
string rnnrhij. The sentence er ~-a1~am lan,~~aam Pen uuto i~oorhij has now been derived.

The example grammars illustrate the use of basic expressions, of expressions which
are introduced syncategorematically, and of abstract basic expressions. Basic expres-
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sions such as AUTO, CAtt play a role both in semantics and in syntax, and have a corre-
sponding string representation. A basic expression such as aS in G~~ also plays a role
in syntax and semantics, but it has no corresponding string representation. lt is called
an abstract basic expression. Certain expressions are introduced syncategorematically,
e.g. A, EE[v, voo[tt3u and ER. Expressions which are introduced syncategorematically
only play a role in syntax, but not in semantics. They are not represented in the syn-
tactic D-tree, nor in the semantic D-tree, but only in S-trees. The expressions EEN and
vooRt~u are always introduced syncategorematically. But the expression ER is a basic
expression, and is introduced as a basic expression in some structures (e.g. in a sentence
such as De auto k~~am er ronrbi.j 'The car passed there'), but syncategorematically in
o[hers (e.g. in the example derived).

Tuning grammars implies that the organization and form of each grammar is in-
fluenced by the other grammars that it is tuned to. This might lead to `unnatural'
grammars, but it is possible to avoid the most undesirable aspects of tuning grammars
by using transformations which are not subject to tuning: phenomena which are purely
syntactic peculiarities of a specific language can be dealt with by transforn~ations.

2.6 Translation System

ln the preceding sections a framework was presented which abstractly and relationally
characterizes languages and translation relations which hold between them, but it was
not discussed how this framework is to be used in a real language processing system.

In this section, I will show how the framework adopted can form the basis tbr an
actual machine translation system ( section 2.6.1), and 1 will illustrate this system with
an example translation (section 2.62).

2.6.1 Description of the System

If the framework presented is to be used as an actual natural language processing
system, it must be possible to use the framework both for analysis and for generation.
This reyuirement is satisfied: controlled M-grammars are reversihle. A controlled M-
grammar G defines a relation R between semantic derivation trees and utterances, and
two functions can be (automatically) derived from it: one function yields, given an
utterance a, all semantic derivation trees D for which ~ D, s~ E R holds; the other
function yields, given derivation tree D, all utterances s for which ~ D, s~ E R holds.

An additional constraint, effectiveness, requires that these functions yield their result
in finite time, for all input. We will discuss below how this can be achieved. If a
grammar satisfies both these reyuirements, it is efféctively rei~e~sible.

I will describe here informally what form these functions take (for more details see
Landsbergen (1987), Appelo et aL (1987), Rosetta (1993)), and I will show how the
Dutch example sentence dealt with above can be translated into English by the system.

A controlled M-grammar defines two functions, ANALYSIS and GENERATION.
ANALYSIS takes strings of characters as input and yields semantic D-trees. GENER-
ATION takes semantic D-trees as input and yields strings of characters. The functions
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ANALYSIS and GENERATION are composed out of a number of functions, each of
which is derived from the components of a controlled M-grammar.

The two functions derived from the semantic component are called A-TRANSFER
(for analysis) and G-TRANSFER (for generation), respectively. A-TRANSFER takes
as input syntactic D-trees and yields semantic D-trees, G-TRANSFER takes as input
semantic D-trees and yields syntactic D-trees.

The syntactic component yields two pairs of functions. First, there is the pair M-
PARSER (for analysis) and M-GENERATOR (for generation). M-PARSER takes as
input S-trees and yields syntactic D-trees. M-GENERATOR takes as inpui syntactic
D-trees and yields S-trees. Second, there is the pair S-PARSER (for analysis) and
LEAVES (for generation). S-PARSER takes a sequence of lexical S-trees as input,
and yields S-trees. LEAVES takes S-trees as input and yields a sequence of lexical
S-trees. Note that M-GENERATOR and M-PARSER relate syntactic D-trees to S-trees.
The morphological component relates sequences of lexical S-trees to symbol strings.
Thus, an additional module is reyuired to relate the S-tree to a sequence of S-trees.
In generation, this is no problem: the module LEAVES picks out the lexical S-trees
which occur in the S-tree. In analysis, a more complicated module is required. In fact,
a separate grammar, called surface grammar, defines a set of surface trees. S-PARSER
uses this grammar to turn a sequence of lexical S-trees into a surface tree. The surface
grammar is in essence a context-free grammar, which makes it possible to use efficient
parsing algorithms. However, the surface grammar defines a superset of the language
defined by M-GENERATOR and M-PARSER, so that S-PARSER will yield a set of
candidate surface trees for an input sentence. This set always contains the surface
trees which are accepted by M-PARSER, but it also contains surface trees which will
not be accepted by M-PARSER. The surface grammar has no principled status. Its
main function is to insure that a set of candidate S-trees can be found by S-PARSER
efficiently.

The morphological component defines two functions, A-MORPH and G-MORPH.
A-MORPH takes a string of characters as input and yields a seyuence of lexical S-trees.
G-MORPH takes a seyuence of lexical S-trees as input and yields a string of characters.

Each of these functions is set-valued. If the set contains more than one element in
analysis, we speak of umhi,quir~~. If the result of a function is the empty set, analysis
(or generation) blocks.

ANALYSIS is the `composition' of the functions A-MORPH, S-PARSER, M-PAR-
SER and A-TRANSFER. GENERATION is the `composition' of the functions G-
TRANSFER, M-GENERATOR, LEAVES and G-MORPH. The set-valued nature of
the functions, however, is taken into account:~ each element from the resulting set of
the preceding function is offered as input to the next function.

As pointed out before, ANALYSIS and GENERATION must be effective functions.
This can be achieved by guaranteeing that the grammars satisfy measure conditiotts.
These measure conditions must guarantee that the rules in an iterative rule class can be
applied only a finite number of times. See Appelo r~t aJ. (19R7) and Rosetta (1993) for
di,cussion.

~This is why the word rompnsitinn was yuoted in the preceding sentences.
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Each of the functions is implemented as a module in the system. A graphical

representation of a complete system, with 8 modules is given in figure 2.1.

2.6.2 Example Translation

In this section 1 will illustrate how the translation system operates by running the

example sentences given earlier through the system. The grammars described above

characterized the sentences A car pussed sloK~ly and Er krt~am langzaam een auto ronrbij

as translations of each other. It will be shown that inputting the first sentence (A ccrr
passed slnwly) to the ANALYSIS function derived from GF , followed by the GEN-

ERATION function derived from grammar G~ yields the second sentence ( Er ~x~am
lun~~-aam een auto i~onrhij) as a result.

The input string is A car pas,red slowly. The first module to apply is A-MORPH.

A-MORPH analyzes each word from this string and turns it into a lexical S-tree. If

a word can be analyzed in more than one way, A-MORPH will yield two or more

lexical S-trees for it. The output of A-MORPH is a set of seyuences of lexical S-trees.

In the example sentence, each word except passed can be analyzed only in one way.

The word passed can be a past tense form or a participle, so that two lexical S-trees

are associated with this string. [n this way, A-MORPH introduces an ambiguity. The

ambiguity will turn out to be a temporary ambiguity in this example, since it is resolved

before we reach semantic D-trees. If the input string contains an unknown word (e.g. a

misspelling), A-MORPH will yield the empty set as a result, and the derivation blocks.

The two seyuences of lexical S-trees have been represented in (28):

(28) a Result 1:
ART {name:A }
N{numberaingular} [headBN{name:CAtz} ]

V{form:finite, number:plural, tense:past}
[ head~BV{name:PnSS}]

ADV { }
[modBADJ { stem: s1,ow } ,
head~BADV{boundnesssuffix, stem:LY}

l
b Result 2:

ART{name:n}

N {number.singular} [headBN {name:cnR} ]

V{form:participle, number:unspecified, tense:unspecified}
[ headBV{name:Pnss}]

ADV { }
[modBADJ { stemal,ow},
head~BADV{boundnessauffix, stem:LY}

l
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source target
language language
sentence sentences~

A-MORPH,S~. G-MORPH~~~

seyuences of lexical S-trees sequences of lexical S-trees

~ ~

S-PARSERs~ LEAVESi~

~
Syntactic surface trees Syntactic surface trees

}

M-PARSER.s~ M-GENERATOR~~

Syntactic derivation trees Syntactic derivation trees

}

A-TRANSFERti~. G-TRANSFER~~

Semantic
derivation

trees

Figure 2.1: The 8 modules of the Rosetta machine translation system
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The seyuences of lexical S-trees are each input to the next module, S-PARSER.
S-PARSER attempts to construct a surface tree with the lexical S-trees as its 'leaves'. It
can only yield a result for the seyuence of lexical S-trees in which the lexical S-tree for
puss is a past tense form. So, the umbiguity introduced by A-MORPH is immediately
resolved in S-PARSER. S-PARSER can resolve ambiguities created by A-MORPH, but
it can also create ambiguities of its own. Such ambiguities are called surface structural
ambiguities. No ambiguities are created in this example, but this is a yuite exceptional
situation. As with A-MORPH, it is possible that S-PARSER cannot find a single pos,ible
analysis for its input seyuences of lexical S-trees. In that case, S-PARSER yields the
empty set as a result, and the analysis process blocks. The result of S-PARSER for the
example sentence is represented in (1 1) above.

The result of S-PARSER is input to the module M-PARSER. M-PARSER attempts
to break down the surt~ace tree into smaller S-trees, ultimately into basic S-trees, by
applying M-rules `in reverse'. It is recorded in a syntactic D-tree which M-rules apply
and which basic expressions occur. The output of M-PARSER is a set of syntactic
D-trees, which describe how the surface structures have been analyzed. M-PARSER
can resolve ambiguities created earlier, or it can create its own ambiguities. Such
ambiguities are called derivational ambiguities. If M-PARSER cannot associate any
syntactic D-tree to its input surface trees, it yields the empty set, and the derivation
blocks. This is not applicable in this simple example, where M-PARSER yields only
the single syntactic D-tree represented in (12) above.

The next module, A-TRANSFER, takes this syntactic D-tree as its input and yields
a set of semantic D-trees by mapping the names of basic expressions onto the names of
their basic meanings, and by mapping the names of the M-rules onto the names of their
associated meaning operations. A-TRANSFER can create ambiguities, in particular if a
word has two or more meanings with the same syntactic and morphological properties.
Ambiguities created in A-TRANSFER are called senrantic anrhi,~~urties. A-TRANSFER
can also block derivations, e.g. it will not yield a semantic D-tree for the syntactic D-
tree of a sentence such as Hij ~s;afer de brui a~rn (`He quit') under a literal interpretation,
since br~~i has no literal meaning.

A-TRANSFER tums the syntactic D-tree (12) into the semantic D-tree (13).
Having dealt with the function ANALYSIS of GF , we now turn to the function

GENERATION of G~~.
The semantic D-tree (13) is turned into a syntactic D-tree of Gi~ by G-TRANSFER.

G-TRANSFER replaces each name of a basic meaning by the name of the corresponding
basic expression, and each meaning operation name by a rule name. G-TRANSFER
generally creates multiple ouiput: one meaning operation name usually corresponds to
several rule names. The result of applying G-TRANSFER to the example is represented
in (26) given above.

The next step is M-GENERATOR. M-GENERATOR takes as input a(reduced) syn-
tactic D-tree and turns it into one or more surface trees by applying the rules occurring
in the syntactic D-tree and transformations in accordance with the control expressions.
[f one syntactic D-tree corresponds to several surface trees, we speak of paraphrases.
The result of applying M-GENERATOR is represented in (25)

This surf~ace tree is input to LEAVES, which takes the subtrees dominated by a node
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with a lexical category out of the surface tree. The result is given in (27) above.
Finally, G-MORPH applies to this sequence of lexical S-trees, turning each lexical

S-tree into a character string. The result is the sentence Er- kx~am lan,~-aanr een autcr
voorhi j.

In this way it is possible to use the controlled M-grammar as the basis for an actual
natural language machine translation system.

2.7 Some Specific Assumptions

The preceding sections described the M-grammar fonttalism. This formalism entails
only a limited number of linguistic claims (e.g. that S-trees play a role in adeyuate
linguistic descriptions). The formalism itself should not be seen as a theory or a de-
scription of language: it is a fomrnalism to express such a theory or description in. The
formalism is compatible with a wide variety of linguistic theories and descriptions. (See
Shieber (1987) for the distinction between these notions).

In this section I will discuss a number of specific assumptions which have been
made with respect to the grammars used in the system. These assumptions are not part
of the formalism, but are a specific linguistic description expressed in the formalism.

A fairly standard set of syntactic categories has been assumed in the grammars of
the Rosetta3 system, though certain adaptations to the framework have been made and
certain assumptions have been made explicit.

For the familiar lexical categories nnun. rer-h, udjectire, and adrerh three series of
categories are used.

The categories BN (husir nnrar), BV (husic rerh), BADJ (hasic udjective) and BADV
(hasic urh~erh) are used for entries of the respective categories as they occur in the
lexicon that cannot be analyzed further.

The categories SUBN (suhuourr), SUBV (suhc~er~h), SUBADJ (subadjertire) and SUB-
ADV (suhud~~erh) are used for the results of compounding and derivation rules. These
categories did not appear in the example grammars for expository convenience.

The categories N(rroun), V(i~er-h), AD.I (udjecric~e) and ADV (ad~~erh) are used for
(possibly inflected) words.~

In an example such as varkenshnuder-s (lit. `pigs keepers') rarkeri 'pig' is a BN and
houd 'keep' is a BV. The word varkens is plural N. The part hnuder is a SUBN created
by derivation from the BV houd and the suffix BN -er '-er'. The part vurkenshouder
is a SUBN derived by compounding the N t~ur-kens and the SUBN houder-. The whole
word is a plural N.s The structure is represented in (29):

~With regard to the categorial distinction between adjectives and adverbs in Dutch, we followed traditional
grammar. It is necessary anyway to distinguish between words such as Rrau,K, which can be used only
adverbially, and other words which can be used predicatively and adverbially. This distinction is encoded
categorially in the Rosetta grammars.

RThis description might suggest that the word-intemal structure subdivides the actual string. [n reality, the
relation between the word-intemal structure and the string is much more complcx. e.g. inflectional suffixes
are not represen[ed in the struc[ure, see e.g. the lexical S-tree in (29). This will not be discussed any fLrther,
since it is not relevant here.
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Apart from the major lexical categories a number of minor categories have been
assumed, of which PREP (adposiNor~)y, ART (article) and a series for different kinds of
pronouns are the most important.

Concerning phrasal categories, a familiar set consisting of NP, l'P. ADJP. ADVP
and PP has been assumed. In addition, a less familiar set of categoríes NPP, VPP.
AD.IPP, ADVPP and PPP has been assumed for `small clauses' ( see chapter 4).

Though the formalism does not force one to assume headed structures, it has been
assumed that most phrasal categories have an element which bears the grammatical
relation hecrd, d~ough these need not be present in surface trees. In surface trees, no
lexical or phrasal categories can occur which do not dominate anything. Therefore,
headless structures must be allowed in surface trees to deal with examples such as hij
-a~s,~ er ,~istei-e~~ tx.ec ' he saw two yesterday', in which tx~ee is a headless NP.

For sentences, the categories CLAUSE and S(sentence) are used. A CLAUSE
represents a partially derived sentence which is overtly marked for tense and aspect, but
to which mood ( declarative, yes-no interrogative, etc.) has not yet been assigned.

Utterances have the category UTT. An utterance can dominate any phrasal category.
The set LEXCATs ( lexical categories) contains the categories N, V. ADJ. ADV.

PREP, ART and a number of other minor lexical categories.
The set TOPCATS consists of the category UTT.
Each category has a set of appropriate attribute-value pairs. 1 will not discuss these

here, but introduce the relevant ones where appropriate in the chapters to follow.
In S-trees, grammatical relations must be specified. In the grammar implemented,

however, grammatical relations are often used in a different manner than is usual in

`~This category is used for prepositions, post-positions and circumpositions in Dutch. A separate attribute
is utied to distinguish among these.
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most grammatical frameworks. The relations have been used as names for yuu{if~ed
pnsitious, i.e. relations are used to indicate named slots. A partial order has been defined
on relations which corresponds to left-right order of phrases bearing these relations. In
cases where this partíal order does not apply, certain positions are distinguished purely
by name (hence the term qua{ified positions) where necessary.

This can be illustrated with the following example. Traditional grammar would say
that the boldface phrases are suhjects in each of the following examples from Dutch:

(30) a las de man een kranY?
'Is the man reading a newspaper'

b de man las een krant
'The man is reading a newspaper'

c Er las een man een krant
`Someone was reading a newspaper'

d `F.r werd een krant gelezen

'A newspaper was read'

In the Dutch grammar which is implemented, however, only the bold face phrase
in (30a) bears the grammatical relation .rubject. The other phrases bear different gram-
matical relations, shifi (in (30b)), pnstsubjert (in (30c)) and ohject (in (30d)). These
different grammatical relations correspond to different positions. Thus, a phrase bearing
the relation shift always precedes a phrase bearing su{iject, and this in turn precedes
a phrase which bears the relation pnstsuhject, which in its turn precedes any phrase
bearing the relation ohject. The reasons for assigning these grammatical relations will
not be given here,~~~ but it must be pointed out that the position a phrase occupies
co-determines which grammatical relation it bears.

A number of grammatical relations (from Dutch) which play a role later will be
introduced here. Topicalized phrases and interrogative phrases occupy a sentence-initial
position and bear the grammatical relation s{iift. Subordinate conjunctions, and finite
verbs when in 'second position' occupy a position called couj. Immediately to the right
of couj there is a position called suhject. It is occupied by subjects or by expletive
elements serving as `antieipatory subjects'. Indefinite subjects can occupy a position
further to the right. If they occur there, the subject position is usually occupied by an
expletive element (cf. the presence of er in (30c)). Direct objects can occur to the left
of sentential adverbs in Dutch. An example sentence is given in (31):

(31) Hij heeft het boek waarschijnlijk niet gelezen

He has the book probably not read

`He has probably not read the book'

There is potentially an (in principle) unlimited number of positions to the left of
each adverb. These positions are called prcudr positions.

~~~The specihc assignment is inspired by recent andlyses of the structure of thc sentence ín Dutch. Compared
with theories developed in the Principles and Parameters framework (see Chomsky and Lasnik ( 1991 ) for a
recent description of this theory). one can batiically eyuate shrfr to SpecCP, strhjec~~ to SpeclP, pos~suhje~r~ to

SpecVP, and ohject to ~NP.X].
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2.8 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter the grammatical forma(ism adopted has been outlined, and some more

specific linguistic assumptions have been made.
One of the virtues of this framework is that it is possible to write grammars from

a generative point of view which can also be used for analysis. There are only two

conditions which must be obeyed to achieve this effect. First, the grammar rules must

be reversible. This does not give problems in practice. In many cases, the rule notation~

have been chosen to automatically guarantee reversibility.
Second, the grammars must satisfy the measure condition (see section 2.6.1). Our

experience is that in practice this condition hardly ever causes problems.
If the grammars satisfy these two conditions, they can be used both for generation

and analysis. For this reason, there is no need to discuss both aspects separately in this

book. We can, and will, restrict ourselves to grammatical descriptions from a generative

point of view, and ignore aspects regarding analysis. Only in exceptional cases, e.g.

when S-PARSER is described, will analytical aspects be discussed.



Chapter 3

Compositionality and Syntactic
Generalizations

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter a special kind of compositional grammar, controlled M-
grammar, was introduced to describe the form and meaning (or, in the context of
machine translation: translational equivalence) of expressions. The basic idea of com-
positional grammars, e.g. Montagues PTQ (Thomason (1974)), is that they relate form
and meaning in a very direct way. Such grammars usually have a strong semantic bias,
in the following sense: in a compositional grammar, basic expressions are associated
with a basic meaning, syntactic rules are associated with a meaning operation, and it is
the proper composition of the meaning of an expression which determines how many
and which syntactic steps to form an expression are distinguished. This semantic bias is
essential given the translation method adopted, in which isomorphic grammars are used
to define a translation relation, but it might lead to a grammar which is less adequate
from a syntactic point of view.

The introduction of syntactic tr~ansfor~matinns in controlled M-grammars, makes it
possible to overcome this disadvantage. Syntactic transformations do not contribute to
the meaning and are not involved in the isomorphy relation.

In this chapter (1) [ will supply additional evidence that such transformations are
essential to achieve an adequate modularization of the syntax, so that optimal descrip-
tions of syntactic phenomena and their associated meanings can be obtained; (2) I will
describe in detail for a number of constructions which rules must be meaningful rules
and which rules must be transformations, and why; (3) I will show that the addition
of transformations makes the relation between form and meaning considerably more
indirect than one might expect.

This does not imply that the relation between form and meaning is unclear in the
grammar. However, it will become evident that in many cases the rules which account
for the form differences are not directly associated to the related meaning operations.

39
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Often, the meaning operation is associated with a rule which changes the expression
only at an abstract level. Two situations are typical, though they do not necessarily
exhaust the possibilities: (1) the application of a meaningful rule to an abstract structure
leaves a trace, which is used to trigger syntactic transformations that actually perfonn the
relevant operations on the form, and (2) syntactic transformations apply blindly, creating
a number of alternative structures, after which meaningful rules check whether the right
configurations have been created for them to apply. The form changes performed by
these meaningful rules tend to be rather small and often have no direct reflex on the
surface.

In short, I attempt to contribute to the search for an optimum in the relationship
between syntax and semantics, so that complexity and redundancy can be minimized in
syntax, in semantics and in their mutual relationship.

The emphasis in this chapter is on an investigation into the question which rules
are required to adequately describe certain syntactic constructions, and which of these
rules must be meaningful rules and which must be transformations. In chapter 5 and 6
we will concentrate on how certain transformations must be formulated, which formal
operations are required to obtain adequate syniactic descriptions, and how the resulting
analyses relate to analyses in more theoretically oriented frameworks.

In section 3.2 the problem is introduced in more detail using the syntax of auxiliaries
and inversion in English as an illustration. The solution proposed is outlined in general
terms, and applied to the specific case at hand. In the sections to follow it is shown
that this kind of problem occurs quite frequently, and that the solution proposed is
applicable to all of these problems. Phenomena relating to mood in Dutch (section 3.3),
variants of sentences which differ only in linear order (section 3.4), phenomena relating
to H~h-movement (section 3.5), and the proper treatment of genericity (section 3.6) are
used to argue this.

3.2 Auxiliaries and Inversion in English

In this section I will introduce the general problem using the peculiar properties of
English auxiliaries as an example (section 3.2.1). A general characterization of the
solution to this kind of problem, and an instantiation of this kind of solution, specific
to the problem at hand, will be described in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 The Problem

Let us start by considering the following two sentences

(32) a He bought a book.
b Did he buy a book?

At first sight, these sentences appear to be excellent examples for an analysis within
a compositional approach. The two sentences clearly differ in meaning (declarative
sentence versus yes-no question) and corresponding to this meaning difference there
is a difference in fonn. Sentence (32a) contains a sentence-initial subject followed
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by an inflected main verb, while sentence (32b) contains a sentence-initial inflected
auxiliary verb, followed by the subject, followed in its turn by the main verb in its
basic form.~ It is fairly straightforward how two different rules can be constructed,
each associated with its own meaning, and each carrying out different fornial changes
to an input structure. Let us assume that certain rules have derived a structure which I
will represent informally with S(he hnu,~ht a bncrk). The properties common to (3?a,b)
have heen expressed in this structure, which will be the input for the rules to form
declarative and yes-no interrogative sentences. One rule, which will be called R~EC~,
will take this structure as its input, and it simply resets the value of the attribute niood
of the S-node dominating the strueture from unspecified to decl . The rule is associated
with the meaning of declarative sentences. A second rule, which will be called RvtvQ,
also takes this structure as input, and it effects the following changes: the attribute
mood of S is changed from un.rpecified to ~~nq, the auxiliary verb dn is introduced in
a sentence-initial position, the tense features are copied from the main verb onto this
auxiliary, and then deleted from the main verb. This rule is associated with the meaning
of yes-no questions.

If we extend the grammar with additional rules, however, it soon becomes clear that
the simple approach outlined above runs into severe trouble. 1 will extend the grammar
with a number of rules using the compositional approach as indicated, to illustrate in
what ways such an analysis is unsatisfactory.

Consider the following sentence:

(33) Which book did he buy'?

This sentence differs from the sentences discussed above in several respects. Let us
compare it with (32a). First, there is a semantic difference: ( 32a) has the meaning of
a declarative sentence, (33) has the meaning of a wh-yuestion. Second, corresponding
to this semantic difference, there is a formal difference: sentence ( 33) has a sentence-
initial NP, with the determiner K~hich instead of the article a; this NP is followed by
an inflected auxiliary verb, which is followed by the subject, and the main verb in its
basic form is sentence-final. Again, it is quite straightforward to write a rule to form
such sentences, and to associate this rule with its own meaning. If we assume that the
input for the rule is S(he hnirg{:t x~hich honk), the rule, which will be called RwHQ,
has to perform the following formal changes: the attribute ntood of the S-node must be
reset from unspecrfred to H~hq; the NP H~hich hnnk must be preposed to a sentence-initial
position, the auxiliary verb dn must be inserted, the tense features of the main verb must
be copied onto this auxiliary verb, and then these tense features must be deleted from
the main verb.

Let us add a rule to introduce adverbs. This rule will be called Rnw. It takes a
sentence and an adverb of a certain kind (e.g. ncrer) as input, and inserts the adverb
into the sentence immediately before the main verb. Given S(he hou,~ht a hnnk) and
the adverb net~er as input, we can derive S(he nerer horr,~ht a hook). This structure can
then be input to the rules introduced earlier to derive the sentences {re rterer- hou,~~ht cr

~Dctails relating to punctuation will tx ignorcd.
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hook and did he net~er huy a hook and from a structure such as he never hought H~hich
honk we can derive H~hich bonk did he nerer- bui~'.

Let us add a further rule. Consider the sentence in (34):

(34) Never did he buy a book.

As before, this sentence differs from the sentences discussed earlier in form and
in meaning, or at least in pragmatic aspects (e.g. topic-comment partitioning). And,
again, it is fairly easy to write a rule which can take these phenomena into account. Let
us call this rule RTOP. One possible input for this rule is S(he never bou,~ht a hnok).
The rule must perform the following changes: the adverb nei~er must be preposed to
a sentence-initial position, the auxiliary verb do must be inserted to the right of it, the
tense features of the main verb must be copied onto this auxiliary verb, and then the
tense feature must be deleted from the main verb.~

We continue to add rules. Let us assume a rule to introduce the adverb not. This
rule (RNE~) takes a sentence as input, e.g. S(he hous;ht a hnok), and it performs the
following formal changes: the adverb not is introduced, the auxiliary do is introduced,
the tense features are copied from the main verb onto this auxiliary verb, and the tense
features are deleted from the main verb. The meaning of the rule corresponds to logical
negation. The rule derives sentence (35) from a structure such as S(he hought a hocik):

(35) he did not buy a book

Finally, let us introduce a rule to fonn emphatic affirmative clauses. This rule,
called REMPH, has the semantics of forusing, and it performs the following changes: it
introduces the auxiliary verb do to the right of the subject, it copies the tense feature
from the main verb onto this auxiliary verb and deletes these features from the main
verb. The result, when applied to the structure S(he hous,~ht a book), is sentence (36):

(36j he did buy a book

We have now postulated several rules, five of which we want to discuss further:
RYNQ, RwHQ, RTOP, RNEG and REMPH. Each of these rules has its own meaning,
and each perfornis its own formal operations. They could readily be incorporated
into a compositional grammar. Nevertheless, the approach adopted here has serious
shortcomings. Note that certain operations occur in each of these rules:

~ introduce the auxiliary verb dn

~ copy the tense features from the main verb onto the auxiliary verb do

~ delete the tense teatures from the~ main verb.

'-Of course. 1 grossly oversimplify the description of the relevant facts here. In panicular. I left rather
vague what properties cause inversion in these constructions. This is a very complex issue which we will not
go into here.
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These operations must be described separately in each of ihese rules. It is clear
that this is an undesirable state of affairs. In fact, the situation is worse than described,
because the operations were only de6ned for a limited variety of sentences. As soon as
we try to extend the analysis to cover an interesting fragment of English, the common
operations invariably become considerably more complicated: different operations must
apply if the input already contains auxiliary verbs, the introduction of the auxiliary
verb is optional if the main verb is hare, and then the main verb hare starts to occupy
the position where otherwise the auxiliary verb is introduced, etc., etc. The important
point here is that all these complications are the same for all the rules introduced. By
formulating these rules separately in each rule given above, this fact is described as
being accidental; a considerable redundancy is introduced into the system; the rule
system is unnecessarily large, and maintaining and updating the system of rules is
made considerably more complex. In short, it is clear that a number of linguistic
generalizations have been missed.

3.2.2 A Solution
It is obvious how the problems described in the previous section can be solved: the
operations common to all these rules should be factored out. Each individual rule can
then be considerably simplitied, the grammar as a whole becomes smaller, the common
properties are explicitly identified and isolated, and maintainability and updating become
easier. A future change in an operation that has been factored out will immediately have
effects in each of the constructions mentioned, clearly a desirable result.

One way to factor out these operations is by writing these operations as separate
rules of grammar. This is the method which will be illustrated here, and has actually
been used in the Rosetta system. This method has several advantages. It turns out
that most of these operations resemble syntactic rules to a high degree. The method
adopted accounts for this fact immediately: it supplies one with a format and a notation
to describe [he operations, and the modes of in[eraction with existing rules are also
immediately detennined. In addition, it makes it possible to keep the relevant operations
local, as will be illustrated in section 3.5. An alternative method could consist of writing
a set of funetions which are called by rules, as suggested by Partee (1977), Partee (1979)
and Partee et al. (1990:318-9). Though 1 did not compare the methods in detail, the
latter method requires additional clarification of the operations allowed, a format and
a notation for them and a specification of the possible modes of interaction with rules,
and it appears that certain operations cannot be kept local under this approach (see
section 3.5). To my knowledge, this latter method has never been applied in a real
large-scale system, while the method adopted here has proven its usefulness in the
Rosetta system.

There are, however, examples where it is advantageous to call functions from within
rules, and where an analysis in tenns of separate rules does not really achieve the desired
result. These examples will be described in section 3.7. However, the functions called
can perform only a limited set of well-defined operations which are independently
reyuired in the grammar.

Applying the solution, in which the common properties are factored out in separate
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rules, to the analysis of auxiliaries in English, we observe that the rule in which the
common properties of the preceding rules are described performs operations on auxiliary
verbs. It is not at all obvious that a meaning can be associated with this rule. The rule
performs a number of the operations needed to form yes-no questions, wh-yuestions, top-
icalized constructions, negated sentences and emphatic sentences. Its semantics should
be the 'intersection' of the meanings of these constructions, but this intersection is most
probably empty. In addition, it is highly unlikely that translation-eyuivalent rules can
be found in other languages. This rule must therefore be a transfornratinn, i.e. a rule
which is associated with the identity operation as its meaning. The rule will be called
RAUx.

When we consider the rule RAUx in a realistic system, it proves desirable to split it
up into two different rules. Note that R~ux introduces an auxiliary verb in all examples,
but in certain cases it should do so to the right of the subject (in the constructions for
which RNE~. RENtPH have been proposed), and to the left of the subject in others (in
the constructions for which RvNQ, RwHQ, R~roP have been proposed). When another
auxiliary verb is present in the structure, no additional auxíliary verb should be intro-
duced, but in the case of RYNQ, RwHQ and RTOr~ the auxiliary present has to change its
position and be placed before the subject. By isolating and factoring out this operation
of inverting the subject and the auxiliary verb, the complicated rule RAUx can now
be broken down into two simpler rules: one which introduces the auxiliary verb dn
if no other auxiliary is present, and one which inverts the subject and the auxiliary in
certain configurations. The rule of inversion is necessary anyway, to deal with cases of
inversion involving auxiliaries other than the auxiliary verb do. This rule can now also
be simplified, since it need no longer exclude the auxiliary verb do: it can simply state
that in certain configurations any auxiliary verb must invert.

In fact, the rules and the whole grammar can be simplified still further if the auxiliary
verb is introduced into all structures which do not already contain an auxiliary verb,
and by postulating a rule which copies the tense features from the auxiliary dc~ onto
the main verb and deletes do if, at the end of the derivation, d~ and the main verb are
adjacent. This simplifies the rule of auxiliary introduction, simplitïes the rules assigning
values to tense attributes (these rules can now refer in all cases to the auxiliary verb), and
simplifies the rule of subject-verb agreement (which also need only refer to the auxiliary
verb). The only problem it creates is that this solution will not work for REwtPH (e.g. in
he drd brn~ a bnnk the auxiliary verb d~ and the main verb are adjacent, but dn cannot be
deleted). This, however, can be solved in a very simple manner, e.g. by marking dn in
this construction as [fstressed], and formulating the rule of auxiliary deletion in such a
way that it does not apply to ~tstressed~ elements, or by postulating an abstract element
EMPH which occupies the position between dn and the main verb, and is deleted later
in the derivation. This abstract element could be a basic expression and correspond to
Dutch t1~el which must occur in translations of this English construction: he did bu~~ a
hnol: - hij koc~lrt wél een hoek. The analysis of the English auxiliary system presented
here is, of course, based to a large extent on the analysis given originally by Chomsky
(1957) and in several studies since.

To summarize, the resulting analysis which has actually been implemented, can be
described as follows. There is a transformation which introduces the auxiliary do to the
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right of the subject in all finite sentential structures, unless [here is already an auxiliary
or modal verb. The meaningful rules RtvEG, REMpH, RYrvQ, RwHQ and RTOP still apply,
but they have been considerably simplified since the operations common to them have
been factored out. There is an inversion transformation which inverts the auxiliary or
modal verb and the subject in certain contigurations created by the meaningful rules
R~foP, RwHQ and RYtvQ. And there is a transformation which copies the tense features
of the auxiliary do onto the main verb and deletes this auxiliary if it is adjacent to a
verb.

In the analysis, the relation between the meaning and the form of the sentence has
now become very indirect. Though the sentences (37a,b,c) differ formally only with
regard to the presence of an auxiliary and to the relative positions of the subject and
the auxiliary, neither of these formal differences is accounted for by a rule which takes
care of the semantic differences.

(37) a he bought a book
b he did buy a book
c did he buy a book?

This situation is typical of most phenomena in natural language. The kind of ap-
proach described here, in which common properties of rules are maximally factored out
and written as separate transfor-mations, turns out to be useful for many constructions.
This will be illustrated with a number of examples in the sections to follow. It will
be shown that common properties have been factored out of semantically motivated
rules, and that this leads to operations which operate in a purely formal, syntactic way,
making the relation between meaning and form considerably more indirect.

3.3 Mood in Dutch

An account similar to the one given in the preceding section can also be given for
mood' in Dutch. Consider the following Dutch sentences:

(38) a Hij koopt een boek liL `he buys a book'
b Koopt hij een boek? lit. 'buys he a book'

Here, as before, we have two different sentences: the sentences differ in fonn, and
in meaning, and it would be straightforward to formulate rules to form each of the
sentences and associate each with its own meaning. The formal differences between
the two sentences relate to the position of the finite verb, and to the position of the
subject. However, when one considers more relevant facts from Dutch, it appears
that the simplest description for the facts conceming the placement of finite verbs and
subjects in main clauses involves two rules: (1) a rule putting a finite verb into the
position of a subordinate conjunction (provided none is present), and (2) a rule preposing

;I use the term 'mood' here to distinguish different types of sentences, e.g. declaratives, interrogatives.
imperatives, etc.
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the subject in a topic position. The first rule applies in a variety of constructions: in
main clauses, in subordinate clauses, and even in certain kinds of adverbial clauses.
[t appears impossible to associate this rule with any semantic aspect. For the second
rule it also appears to be implausible that semantics can be attached to it: one might
think that this rule plays a role in topic-comment relationships, but in fact the rule also
applies to subjects which are completely meaningless grammatical elements such as
expletives, the Dutch variants of weather-ir and extraposition-it, and idiom chunks, for
which topic-comment relations appear irrelevant. And even for semantically non-empty
phrases, the particular rule does not seem to change topic-comment relations at all:
the position of the subject relative to other arguments and adjuncts in the clause does
not change. In addition, it is not clear whether this rule can be associated with rules
from other languages: there appears to be nothing that could correspond to this rule in
English or Spanish, which also makes it difficult (or at least unnatural) to associate a
meaning to this rule. Thus again we find a situation where a certain meaning difference
is correlated to a formal difference, but where none of the rules taking care of the formal
aspects is itself directly responsible for the meaning difference.

In the actual Dutch grammar in the Rosetta system, the relevant facts are accounted
for in the following manner. There is a transformation which optionally puts phrases
(among them: subjects) into a topic position. There is a set of ineaningful rules,
called nu~od rrrle.i, which assign mood to structures (i.e. declarative, yes-no question,
imperative, etc.) and which read off the structure whether this is possible. Thus, the
mood rule to form declarative main clauses reyuires the presence of a~-wh]-phrase as
a topic. The mood rule to form wh-interrogatives reyuires the presence of a ~twhJ-
phrase as a topic, and the mood rule to form yes-no questions disallows any topic
at all. Where appropriate, the mood rules introduce subordinate conjunctions. After
the mood rules, transforniations apply to put the finite verb in its appropriate position.
These transformations apply blindly, and put the finite verb in the position of the
subordinate conjunction if none is present (see chapter 5 for a more detailed treatment
of these rules). So here again, the relation between the fonn and the meaning is very
indirect. The whole grammar is considerably simplitied by the approach adopted, and
linguistically established generalizations are adeyuately expressed.

3.4 Order variants

Many sentences have variants in which the phrases have a slightly different relative
order, sometimes accompanied by small additional formal differences ( e.g. presence of
a preposition). Some examples are given in (39-43).

(39) a He gave the boy a book
b He gave a book to the boy
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(40) a Hij heeft waarschijnlijk die jongen gezien
He has probably that boy seen
`He has probably seen that boy'

b Hij heeft die jongen waarschijnlijk gezien

He has that boy probably seen

`He has probably seen that boy'

(41) a Hij heeft naar het programma gekeken

He has at the program looked
`He has looked at the program'

b Hij heeft gekeken naar het programma
He has looked at the program
'He has looked at the program'

(42) a Hij heeft aan de jongen dat boek gegeven
He has to the boy that book given
`He has given the boy that book'

b Hij heeft dat boek aan de jongen gegeven
He has that book to the boy given

'He has given that book to the boy'

(43) a He bought a book for the boy
b He bought the boy a book

47

In (39a) the indirect object precedes the direct object, but in (39b) it is the other
way around (and the indirect object is accompanied by the preposition to). In (40a) the
direct object follows the sentential adverb, but in (40b) it precedes this adverb. In (41a)
the prepositional complement precedes the verb, but in (41b) it follows. [n (42a) the
indirect-object phrase headed by the preposition uan precedes the direct objeci, but in
(42b) it follows. And in (43a) the direct object precedes the beneficiary phrase (headed
by the preposition for), but in (43b) it follows.

Semantic differences are frequently (but not always) associated with these different
variants. These differences are sometimes rather subtle, but in other cases yuite obvious.
Thus, the sentences often differ with regard to topic-comment relations, and often there
are scope differences. Of course, there have to be syntactic rules to describe the form
differences between these sentences. Since there are meaning differences between these
variants as well, the issue arises whether such rules must be meaningful rules, and what
the corresponding rules are in the other languages dealt with. If the rules to create
these order variants are to be associated directly with meaning operations, a number of
generalizations will be missed. Each of the relevant rules will have to be tripled, because
in certain cases application of the rules does not correlate with any meaning difference
and in other cases the meaning difference relates to scopal properties, while in yet other
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cases only topic-comment relations are changed. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to
describe the relevant rules in such a way that the right meaning differences are correctly
associated. In addition, the effects of such rules are global, i.e. moving a phrase into
another position might change its scope relative to some other phrase which does not
figure in the rule or its specific application at all. Finally, it is very difficult to set
up rules in other languages which can correspond to these rules: they should have the
sarne semantic effects, and apply in the same manner in the corresponding syntactic
configurations.

This suggests that the rules responsible for the phenomena indicated should be trans-
formations, and the semantic effects should be dealt with by rules which can take the
global structure of the sentence into account. Phrases are therefore not introduced di-
rectly into a structure. [nstead, s~~ntuctic rui-iubler, i.e. small syntactic trees eonsisting
of exactly one node with a special attribute iude-r, are initially introduced into the struc-
ture. Transformations to yield different orders then apply. And, finally, the semantic
aspects, e.g. scope, are taken care of by suhstitutinn rules. These are rules which
substitute a phrase for a variable with a specific index occurring in a syntactic tree.
These substitution rules take global aspects of the sentence structure into account. For
example, if a certain scope difference is expressed by linear order, they take linear order
into accounL This approach to scope, with variables and substitution rules, has been
adopted directly from Montague (1974b). The only difference with Montague (1974b)
is that there are no syntactic transformations which can apply to syntactic varíables in
that analysis.

A similar approach can be adopted to account for the syntactic realization of topic-
comment relations. Meaningful rules which mark a certain variable as being tnpic
or comnient might be assumed; several transformations can move variables into other
positions, and the substitution rules which substitute the actual phrases for these variables
should take syntactic conditions on topic-comment realization into account, e.g. be
applicable only if the variable marked as comment occurs in a specific position. If this
were comhined with a pragmatic theory of which topic-comment relations in a sentence
are appropriate in a specific context, we would have the beginnings of a full-fledged
account of topic-comment relations.

In these examples we again see that certain semantic and pragmatic differences
correspond to certain formal differences, in pariicular, differences in word order. But
the rules which are responsible for the formal differences are not themselves directly
responsible for these semantic or pragmatic differences.

3.5 Wh-movement

Consider the following sentences:

(44) a He can see something

b He can see what'?
c What can he tiee?
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These three sentences differ semantically and pragmatically: (44a) is a simple declar-
ative sentence, sentence (44b) is an echo-question, and sentence (44c) is a wh-question.
Correspondingly, they also differ in certain formal respects. First, (44a) contains the
word somet{ri~ig as a direct object, and the other two examples contain the word ia~hut
instead. Second, in (44b) the phrase H~har follows the verb, but in (44c) this phrase oc-
cupies a sentence-initial position. At first sight, an ideal situation for the compositional
approach, but again, things will turn out to be slightly more complex.

Sentences (44a) and the other two sentences differ because they contain different
basic expressions: sontethi~r,~~ in (44a), x-hut in the other two sentences. It remains to
account for the difference between (44b) and (44c). The only difference between these
two sentences is the position of the phrase H~hut. So, it appears natural to postulate a
rule, Rrvtw[i, which preposes the phrase H~hut from the normal position of direct objects
into a clause-initial position, and which accounts for the meaning of (44c). In addition,
a rule is needed to assign a meaning to (44b).

The tirst problem for this simple approach, however, is that not only the fact thut
the phrase x~{iu~ is preposed to a clause-initial position is relevant, but also lanH~ fur it
is preposed. This is illustrated in (4i):

(45) a He will know what he can see
b What will he know he can see'?

In both sentences of (45) the phrase wHut has been preposed to a clause-initial
position, but they clearly have a different meaning. The only difference between the two
sentences is the distance over which the phrase K.hu~ has been preposed. So this aspect
must be taken into account as well. Second, it has been argued by Chomsky (1977b)
that the rule preposing ~~Itut in such sentences plays a role in many constructions,
e.g. in relativization, in topicalization, clefting, pseudo-clefting, tough-constructions,
comparative deletion, subdeletion in comparatives, equative constructions, complements
to 1~x~, etc. In all these constructions an operation of preposing is required which obeys
exactly the same restrictions.a So it is desirable to analyze all of these constructions
as involving the rule Rtvtw[i as a suboperation. But now it has become quite difficult
to assign a unique meaning to this rule. It cannot concern questioning, and in fact we
should find a common semantic factor in all of these constructions and show that it has
to be associated to this rule (and not to other operations). A third problem is created by
languages which can form yuestions such as (44c) without applying a preposing rule.
In such languages the phrase corresponding to u~hot can create wh-questions without
being preposed. French is an example. The sentence il peu~ savoir q~u~i? can have the
meaning of a normal question such as (44c). This would require that in French there is
a rule corresponding to English RMwH which performs no formal change.

These arguments suggest that the rule RMwtt should be a transformation, and that
the difference between (44b) and (44c) should be dealt with in some other manner. In
fact, as before, a substitution rule, in combination with the mood rule RwH proposed
earlier, can achieve exactly the desired effect. The transformation RMwH preposes [twhJ
variables to a clause-initial position. If there is more than one clause-initial position,

~Where there are difference., these c~n be accounted for by independent factors.
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RwH will, in principle, yield two results. A substitution rule substitutes a wh-phrase
for the [fwh] variable which is clause-initial. And the mood rule RwH accounts for the
fact that the clause which the interrogative phrase happens to introduce is turned into
a wh-question. Thus, the combination of a substitution rule and the mood rule RwH
will automatically control the application of the preposing rule RMwH, and account
for the relevant semantic aspects, so that rule RMwH need not be associated with a
meaning and can apply freely. This is a typical example of the situation mentioned
in the introduction, in which transformations apply freely, after which their results are
input to meaningful rules, which perform additional form changes and account for the
semantic aspects. The approach described here is compatible with the semantic analysis
of wh-complements as outlined by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982), and therefore it
makes it possible to integrate a well-motivated syntactic analysis of wh-movement with
a well-motivated semantic analysis of wh-questions.

If we can also show that in all the other constructions mentioned above other rules
than the rule R1~fwH are required and that Ihe relevant semantics must be associated
to these rules rather than to R1vtwH, we can fully integrate Chomsky's (1977b) insight
that the RMwx plays an important role in all these constructions. I think that this can
indeed be done, and I have actually implemented such analyses for relativization and
topicalization.

These facts show again that the relation between form and meaning is rather indirect.
The sentences (44b,c) differ in meaning and in form, but the only formal difference
which is directly visible (the position of what) is accounted for by a rule (R[vtwH)
which itself is not directly responsible for the meaning difference.

The construction dealt with here also provides us with an argument in favor of the
method in which operations which are factored out are written as separate rules, and
against the method in which functions are called from within rules. The movement op-
eration illustrated here can apply, in principle, over indefinite distances. By formulating
the movement operation as a separate rule, the rule can be applied in a successive cyclic
manner, so that each application is local. In the alternative approach, in which func-
tions are called from within a rule, the function will be called in the rule RwH, and the~
movement must be able to apply over indefinite distances. Of course, all other things
equal, local rule-applications are to be preferred to global applications, and in addition,
there is empirical evidence that the rule involved here must apply in a successive cyclic
manner ( see chapter 5).

3.6 Generic Sentences
Consider the followin~ sentences from Dutch:
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(46) a Hij zegt dat honden blaffen
`he says that dogs bark'

b Hij zegt dat er honden blaffen

He says that there dogs bark
'He says that dogs are barking'

c Blaffen honden'?
Bark dogs`?
`Do dogs bark'?'

d Blaffen er honden?
Bark there dogs`?
`Are do~s barking'?'

SI

The subordinate clause in (46a) must be interpreted as describing a generic' prop-
erty of dogs, while the subordinate clause in (46b) must be interpreted as a statement
pertaining to a specific situation in which some dogs happen to be barking. Similarly,
(46c) is a question pertaining to a generic property of dogs, but (46d) asks whether -
in the particular situation at hand - it happens to be the case that dogs are barking.
Corresponding to these semantic differences, there are formal differences: the sentences
(466,d) contain the word er~ which does not occur in the other sentences. Again, we
find a situation where a semantic difference appears to correlate fairly directly with a
formal difference at first sight. It appears straightforward to write rules which account
for these facts. However, as before, 1 will show [hat the situation is actually far more
complex than one might think.

If one writes a rule to deal with sentences (46b,d) directly, then this would be a
rule, say RNONGEN which introduces er and relates it to some NP, so that the NP is
interpreted non-generically. And an additional rule would be reyuired, say RGEN, which
would account for the generic interpretation of this NP. An initial problem with this
approach is that it is unclear how the use of ei- in this construction can be related to other
uses of er- in a principled manner. The pronoun er is also used in impersonal passives
(47a), in passives of verbs with sentential complements (47b), in sentences where the
subject must be interpreted non-specifically (47c), and in existential sentences (47d):

(47) a Er werd gedanst
There was danced
`There was dancing going on'

b Er wordt beweerd dat hij ziek is
There is said that he ill is
'He is said to be ill'

`Zwarts (198R) contains a discussion of genericity in the framework assumed here.
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c Er kocht iemand een boek
There bought some~one a book

'Someone was buying a book'
d Er zijn geen boeken

'There are no books'

A second problem is that one can show that absence or presence of er is not a
crucial factor in all cases: in (48) the NP can be interpreted non-generically, but no e~-
is present:

(48) a Altijd lopen daar mannen
Always walk there men
'There are always men walking there'

b Altijd spelen in het stadion voetballers

Always play in the stadium soccer players

'In the stadium soccer players always play'

The crucial factor here is a difference in position. And in fact, this holds for
the earlier examples as welL the occurrences of the phrase honde~i occupy different
positions in (46a,c) and (46b,d) as well. This is shown in (49):

(49) a Hij zegt dat honden altijd blaffen

'He says that dogs always bark'

b hij zegt dat er altijd honden blaffen

'He says that there always dogs bark'

'He says that there are always dogs barking'

c Blaffen honden altijd'?
Bark dogs always'?
'Do dogs always bark'?'

d Blaffen er altijd honden'?

'Are there always dogs barking?'

In (49a,c) the adverb altijd follows the phrase hniiden, while in (49b,d) it precedes
this phrase. This order is obligatory:

(50) a ~`Hij zegt dat altijd honden blaffen

He says that always dogs bark

b ~`Hij zegt dat er honden altijd blaffen
He says that there dogs always bark

c ~`Blaffen altijd honden?

Bark always dogs`?
d ~`Blaffen er honden altijd?

Bark there dogs always'?
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This suggests that we should consider introduction of er to be a purely syntactic
transformation, and that the rule accounting for the generic or non-generic interpretation
of NPs must be formulated in terms of the position the NP occupies. This would make
it possible to relate the use of er- in these constructions to other uses of er, and it is
now also possible to account for the examples where no er occurs.

There are, however, reasons for assuming that the generic v. non-generic interpreta-
tion should not be associated to the different positions of the phrase either, ihough this
is more con[roversial. First, an account which is formulated purely in terms of positions
would be insufficient in two ways: on the one hand there are many NPs that can never
be interpreted generically, whatever position [hey occupy, and on the other hand there
are NPs that can be interpreted generically or non-generically irrespective of the posi-
tion they occupy (e.g. bare plurals in direct-object position: he bou,~ht,fiowers v. he
like.r flox~ers). So, there must be additional rules to specify which NPs can and which
cannot be interpreted generically. Second, generic NPs cannot co-occur in just any type
of sentence. There are strong restrictions on the aspectual and temporal properties of
generic sentences. E.g. a generic NP can rarely occur in a sentence with the main verb
in perfect tense (unless certain adverbs, e.g. alti;jd 'always' are present): ??Hoi2den
hehhen gehluft 'dogs have burked'. So there must be conditions on the combination
with tense and aspect forms of verbs as well.

In Spanish, generic and non-generic NPs differ in form. The NP honden in its
generic interpretation is translated into los perro.r, and this NP in its non-generic reading
is translated into perros. This clearly shows that rules forming NPs must take genericity
into account: there must be rules to generate the NP perros as an NP which cannot
be interpreted generically, and the NP los perros as one which can. In English the
distinction between the generic and the non-generic interpretation is formally encoded
here by different tenses of the verb:

(51) a He says that dogs bark
b He says that dogs are barking
c Do dogs bark?
d Are dogs barking?

In order to account for all these facts, I assume that the semantic difference between
generic and non-generic NPs must be ascribed only to rules forming NPs. Bare plural
noun phrases in Dutch and English are formed by two different sets of rules, one set
yielding the generic NP, and the other yielding the non-generic NP. The restrictions
on the occurrence of generic and non-generic NPs are accounted for by formulating
appropriate conditions on the substitution rules that introduce such NPs into a clausal
structure. The rules forming NPs account for the right form of the NP, and substitution
rules check that generic and non-generic NPs are inserted into a structure in the right
positions and only if the sentence has specific temporal and aspectual properties. In
Spanish, perros and los perros are formed by different rules, and substi[ution rules check
that they occur in the right environment.

This approach to these phenomena again leads to an indirect relation between form
and meaning. Though initially it appeared necessary to ascribe the difference between
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generic and non-generic NPs to the presence of er, we soon concluded that this was not
the relevant factor, though this was the only directly visible formal difference between
the initial examples. We shifted the semantics to rules dealing with the positions of NPs
in a clause, but again we soon concluded that this would not be sufficient. And finally
we decided to ascribe the semantic difference between a generic NP and non-generic NP
to rules forming these NPs, leaving the syntactic and semantic conditions which hold
with respect to the distribution of such NPs to substitution rules and their corresponding
meaning operations. Such substitution rules are meaningful rules, but their semantics
do not relate to genericity or non-genericity of NPs. The resulting situation implies that
the semantic difference between (46a,c) and (46b,d) is not to be found in the absence v.
presence of ei- ( the only directly visible difference between these sentences), nor in the
position that the NPs occupy (these positions are different, but this cannot be observed
directly), but in a difference between the NPs occurring in these sentences (a difference
that is only visible in abstract intermediate representations of the sentencej. This is a
clear example where the relation between form and meaning is very indirect: the rules
that account directly for the visible form differences are not themselves associated with
the meaning differences. Nevertheless, it appears to me to be the simplest analysis
possible and the relation between form and meaning is clear in the grammar.

3.7 A Different Kind of Modularization

In the preceding sections we saw that in many cases it was useful to identify and isolate
(`to factor out') common operations from several complex rules, and put these common
operations in separate transformations. In this way each of the rules is simplified, and
the relevant operations common to each of these rules need to be stated only once, which
increases their maintainability and updatability considerably, and which expresses in a
principled way that they are actually the same operations.

In this section, I will introduce a different kind of phenomenon, which resembles
calling separate functions from within rules. These functions, however, are not arbitrary
operations, but applications of normal rules of grammar, as we will see below. It turns
out that the rules which are normally associated with a meaning must apply as a mean-
ingless operation when called from within a rule. All cases involve .ryncategorematic
introd~iction of elements.

The kind of modularization described here has not been implemented, but it is quite
clear that this is a defect of the current grammars, and that modifying the grammars in
the way described below would constitute a considerable improvement.

Let us start with a simple observation. There must be rules in the grammar to form
NPs, and such rules must be able to create the proper syntactic structure to account
for the syntactic behavior of a pronoun such as it when used in a clause. Similarly,
there must be rules to form prepositional phrases, e.g. prepositional phrases expressing
locations (e.g. aan het x~ater, by the n~ater), to express directions (e.g. door de ti~nnel,
throuSh the tunnel), etc.

On the other hand, there are also many rules which introduce elements .rymcate,~ore-
maticallv, i.e. they introduce lexical elements and their associated syntactic structure
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though these lexical elements or rules fonning their associated syntactic structures are
not represented in the derivation tree at all. Many examples can be given. The rule
which fonns sentential structures on the basis of verbs such as rain, snnH~ etc. must
introduce an NP headed by the lexical element it. The rules forming passives must
introduce the preposition donr in Dutch and b~~ in English, combine them with one of
the arguments of the verb, and construct a PP-node on top of them. The rules dealing
with the syntactic realization of complements must sometimes introduce prepositions
such as uan, tn or ~~nor, for and build the relevant prepositional structure on top of it,
etc., etc. There is no practical problem in doing this. M-rules, the rules operating in
controlled M-grammars, have the capacity to do this. But something is fundamentally
wrong if we actually do it this way.

Note that the syntactic structures built by rules which introduce elements syncat-
egorematically are identical to one another: whatever preposition is introduced syn-
categorematically in English, hy or tn or,for, etc., the preposition always precedes its
complement, and the PP node on top is created in the same way in all examples. If,
however, the syncategorematically introduced structure is created separately in different
rules, this con-espondence is not expressed in any way. What is more, the foRn of the
syntactic structures associated with elements that have been introduced syncategoremat-
ically are not only identical to one another, but they are also identical to the syntactic
structures generated by the normal rules to form syntactic structures on top of such
lexical items: the prepositions which are introduced syncategorematically precede their
complements in English just as the prepositions which are not introduced syncategore-
matically. This fact must be expressed somehow. This is necessary in order to capture
the generalization observed and express it in the grammar, and to increase the main-
tainability and updatability of the grammar. If each rule which introduces a preposition
syncategorematically describes individually what additional syntactic structure is to be
introduced, then a simple change in the rules forming prepositional phrases will reyuire
changes in all of these rules.

Before we outline the solu[ion to these problems, it is first necessary to introduce
the concept of a model. M-rules are rules which relate tuples of S-trees to S-trees.
So, M-rules must contain descriptions of the S-trees they relate. Such descriptions
are expressed by S-n-ee models. An S-tree model describes a class of S-trees. Put
infonnally, we can say that an S-tree model is an S-tree containing variables. When an
M-rule is applied, the input S-trees are matched with the S-tree models which are part
of the M-rule. The variables which occur in the S-tree models are instantiated by this
matching process. A separate S-tree model describes the class of output S-trees. When
the variables are all instantiated, this S-tree model describes the form of the output
S-tree exactly.

The relevant generalizations can be captured by extending the concept of model
from S-tree models to D-tree models.

The first generalization to capture is the fact that structure which is introduced
syncategorematically has the same form as structure which is introduced categoremati-
cally. This is achieved by creating the former structure by applying the nonnal rules of
grammar in the nonnal manner. The only difference with categorematically introduced
structure is that these rules apply x~ithin u rule. A D-tree model can be used to describe
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the class of relevant D-trees. After instantiation of the variables of the D-tree model,
it is uniyuely specified which rules must be applied and in which order they must be
applied to derive the relevant structure. Thus, the rule which introduces the structure
uses existing syntactic rules as specified in a D-tree model.

Second, each rule which introduces this structure syncategorematically contains a
reference to this D-tree model. In this way, it is not necessary that each rule which
introduces structure syncategorematically specifies the relevant D-tree model separately.
The reference is possibly parameterized, to instantiate the variables occurring in the D-
tree model. An example of this might be a D-tree model which specifies how a PP is to
be constructed which has a variable for the lexical prepositional head of the construction.
See below for more detailed examples.

Application of a rule which introduces some element syncategorematically must
now be interpreted as follows: for all normal elements occurring in a rule, the normal
interpretation holds, but as soon as a reference to a D-tree model is found, this D-tree
model must be located and the variables it contains must be instantiated. The result is
a D-tree which is converted into an S-tree by applying the rules of the D-tree in the
normal manner. The resulting S-tree is inserted in the S-tree at the point where the
reference to the D-tree model was found.

This method complicates the rule notation and its interpretation, but it solves the
problems mentioned above associated with syncategorematic introduction. Small changes
in individual rules playing a role in the formation of syntactic structures which can arise
as a consequence of syncategorematic introduction are taken into account immediately:
when the normal rule changes, the structures resulting from syncategorematic introduc-
tion change as well, because the same rule is used. Larger changes, which affect the
rule interaction (e.g. rules are removed, new rules are added, or the application order
of rules is changed) reyuire only one change in the relevant D-tree model for all cases.

The method will be illustrated with a few examples. Let us start with a simple
example where the D-tree model contains no variables. There are many rules in the
Rosetta grammars which must syncategorematically introduce an NP headed by the
pronoun it. Examples are the start rules for impersonal verbs such ruin, huil, the start
rules for impersonal adjectives (e.g. it is c~old), several rules which account for the
complement structure of verbs and rules which fill the subject position with expletive
pronouns if it is empty. Each of these rules has a reference, to a D-tree model (let's
call it ItNP) to form such an NP. In this way it is guaranteed that all NPs headed by it
which are introduced syncategorematically are fonned in the same way.

The D-tree model ltNP itself describes a class of D-trees to fonn such an NP. Since
1tNP contains no variables, it describes exactly one such D-tree. The D-tree model
contains the names of the normal rules which are used to form such NPs. ln this way,
it is guaranteed that all NPs headed by it are formed in the same way, independent of
whether they are introduced syncategorematically or not. The D-tree model to form
such an NP might be a very simple model (of course, the exact form depends on the
grammar used), consisting of a top node labeled with a rule name (e.g. RNPformutiniti)
which dominates a node labeled with the name of the basic expression it:
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RNPformation3
(52) ~

IT

The rule RNPformutinn3 puts an NP-node on top of the S-tree for the basic expres-
sion it, it assigns a relation heud, and it accounts for the setting of all kinds of attributes
of the NP-node, e.g. to indicate that the NP is singular, definite, specitic, headed by the
pronoun it (cf. the attribute NFORM in HPSG, Pollard and Sag (1987:6?)), 3rd person,
neuter gender and certain other properties.

A second example, which deals with the syncategorematic introduction of preposi-
tional phrases, is slightly more complicated. All rules which must introduce a prepo-
sitional phrase syncategorematically (e.g. the rule which introduces h~~-phrases in pas-
sives) contain a reference to a D-tree model MakePP which contains two variables. The
first is a variable for the name of the preposition which will serve as the head of the
PP. The second is a variable for an S-tree which is to serve as the complement of the
preposition.

The D-tree model MakePP might take the following form:

RPP
~

TassignCase
~

RstartPP
r`

T1 T2

In this D-tree model, the variable TI will be instantiated by a PREP before the
resulting extended D-tree is evaluated, and the variable T2 is instantiated by the S-tree
which serves as the complement of the preposition.

When variable Tl is instantiated by the preposition h~~ and variable T2 by the S-
tree NP(heud~BN{name:~otiN}J, the D-tree can be evaluated by applying the rules it
contains. The rule Rstcn~tPP combines the preposition bv with the instantiation of T2
as its complement, in accordance with the lexical specifications of the preposition h~~.
Since the rule RsturtPP is the rule which is normally used in the grammar to combine
a preposition with its complements, the preposition will preceed its complement (in
English). Thus, it is now adequately expressed that prepositions in English precede
their complements, irrespective of how they have been created (by syncategorematic
or by categorematic introduction). The transformation Tus~signCuse assigns Case to the
complement of the preposition, so that the complements of syncategorematically intro-
duced prepositions receive case in the same way and by the same rule as complements
of prepositions which are introduced categorematically.

The rule RPP puts the top node labeled PP on the structure and assigns specific
values to attributes of PP, e.g. whether the PP is a wh-PP, which preposition heads the
PP, etc.

This second example is more complex than the first example. The concept of D-tree
model, in which variables can occur, plays a crucial role here.
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The method can be seen as a special instance of the method where common prop-
erties in rules are factored out and put into special functions. But it does not suffer
from the defects of the method mentioned earlier: the functions are not just arbitrary
functions but have only limited power. they can only derive structures by the normal
rules of grammar.

The method described here is actually a special (simpler) case of the method de-
scribed by Schenk (1989) to describe idiomatic expressions in the controlled M-grammar
formalism.

Note that the method requires that rules which are normally associated with a mean-
ing operation apply here without this associated meaning operation. This is true for
all these rules irrespective of the number of arguments they take. As a conseyuence,
we find examples of dyadic rules here which are not associated to any meaning. See
chapter 2.

It is quite clear that this method is to be preferred to other methods in which the
syncategorematic elements, and their associated structures, are introduced by separate
statements in different rules which are unrelated to the nonnal rules which create such
structures.

3.8 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I have shown that the controlled M-Grammar formalism makes it possible
to find a proper balance between purely syntactic reyuirements and the requirements of
a compositional grammar in which form and meaning must be associated in a direct
way. The controlled M-Grammar tormalism is a compositional formalism and has for
this reason a strong semantic bias. Though such a strong semantic bias could easily
lead to syntactically inadequate analyses, there is compensation by allowing syntactic
transformations, rules which have the identity operation as their meaning. In addition,
we found that it was necessary to allow that rules which are norlnally associated with
a meaning are applied without this associated meaning to form structures which are
introduced syncategorematically.

In this way it is possible to express syntactic generalizations, to simplify individual
rules of the grammar, to reduce the overall size of the grammar, and to avoid redundancy,
in short, to approach a more modular organization of the grammar, so that it becomes
easier to maintain and update.

The combination of ineaningful rules and syntactic transformations, each of which
may be relatively simple, increases the amount of rule interaction and makes the re-
lation between form and meaning rather indirect in the following sense: many rules
which account for form differences should be transformations in a syntactically ade-
quate description, even though the form differences appear to correlate with meaning
differences. Other rules, which often apply to more abstract representations of the sen-
tence and therefore do not have directly visible formal effects in the surface, account
for the meaning differences.

The facts discussed show that the relation between form and meaning is quite subtle
and that there is no direct correspondence between meaning aspects and surface prop-
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erties of utterances. Note that this does not have negative consequences for the relation
between forni and meaning in the grammar. In the grammar this relation is clear, which
is is a main v.irtue of compositional grammars, including the controlled M-grammar
framework.



Chapter 4

Predicate-Argument Relations

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, it will be described how the relation between predicates, mainly verbs,
and their arguments is accounted for in the Rosetta grammars. A number of character-
istics of this relation will be given, and it will become clear that many of these follow
from the compositional character of the grammars.

Firsi, I will make some general remarks about the relation between syntax and se-
mantics with regard to predicate-argument relations ( section 4.2). Next, I will discuss
the treatment of arguments and formulate three of its characteristics (section 4.3). Ar-
guments need not have an overt realization in surface trees. Such arguments are called
corei~t ar,~~umeiits. Section 4.4 describes how different kinds of covert arguments are
dealt with. ln section 4S a distinction between bound adjuncts and adrerhials (or free
ucljuncts) is introduced and explained. In section 4.6 the status of various kinds of smull
cluuses in the Rosetta grammars is discussed. Section 4.7 describes the necessity of
expressing systematic relations between different, but related lexical items, especially
when they differ in the number of arguments they take. In section 4.8 some conclusions
and topics for further research are summarized.

4.2 Predicate-Argument Relations and Compositionality

The grammars used in the Rosetta machine translation system are compositional. It is
natural that this compositional approach, in which there must be an intimate relation
between basic expressions and basic meanings, and between meaningful syntactic rules
and meaning operations, has determined the character of the treatment of the relation
between verbs and their arguments in the Rosetta syntax to a high degree.

The strong bond between syntax and semantics with respect to argument structure
also ties in nicely with certain syntactic theories. Thus, Chomsky (1981:36) introduces
the 8-C~~iterron, which requires a very strict relation between a lexical specification of

61
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the arguments which a verb (or a word of a different category) takes in terms of thematic
roles and the realization of arguments at syntactic levels of representation.

Though the 6-Criterion played an important role in theories in the Principles and
Parameters (PBcP) framework since the appearance of Chomsky (1981), recently Chom-
sky (1991:45-46) claims that the 6-criterion is not reyuired as an independent principle.
The fact that it holds is supposed to be a direct consequence of the fact that each el-
ement at an interface level must receive an interpretation in the components that the
level interFaces. In the controlled M-grammar framework, this is guaranteed by the
compositional nature of the grammars, in a very strict way: syntactic derivation trees
and semantic derivation trees are isomorphic, so any element appearing in one of them
must have a uniyue corresponding element in the other.

In my view, the elimination of the 6-Criterion as an independent principle in the PBrP
framework is desirable anyway, because it is unclear how this criterion can be formulated
elegantly (if at allj directly on syntactic structures which resemble surface trees: one
has to take into account that all kinds of 'meaningless' material can intervene between
predicate and argument, e.g. meaningless prepositions and virtually any material in
the case of idiomatic expressions; and one must take into account that the predicates
themselves may not be easily identifiable: in the case of idioms they can take a wide
variety of forms, be discontinuous, etc. None of these problems hold for syntactic
derivation trees in the controlled M-grammar formalism: here the relation between
predicates and arguments is always expressed as a relation of sisterhood between simple
elements in a D-tree.

The Prnjec~ion Priiiciple has played an even greater role than the A-criterion in
theories in the PáP framework since 1981. This principle states that the 6-Criterion
does not only hold at the interface level to semantics (LF in the PBzP framework),
but also at the levels D-Structure and S-Structure. Within the controlled M-grammar
framework no such levels exist, so the Projection Principle is simply irrelevant. And
recently, Chomsky (1991) initiated a program to get rid of these levels of representation.
If this program succeeds, the Projection Principle becomes meaningless.

One might wonder whether the 6-Criterion (or some variant of it) holds for surface
trees in the controlled M-grammar framework: the answer is no. I think that it is
impossible to state the 8-Criterion elegantly in terms of surface trees, for the reasons
mentioned above. In addition, it is almost impossible to maintain the 6-Criterion if no
abstract elements are allowed. Since surface trees cannot contain lexical S-trees which
correspond to the null string, the use of abstract elements in surface trees is highly
limited.

From this discussion it is clear that the compositional nature of the controlled M-
grammar has immediate and far-reaching conseyuences for the treatment of predicate-
argument relations: the very design of the grammar immediately derives a variant of the
9-criterion in a very strict way. In the sections to follow we will see more consequences
of the compositional character of the grammars for the treatment of predicate-argument
relations.
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4.3 Arguments

1 assume that the parts that make up a sentencet can be partitioned into a number of
classes. For predicate-argument relations the following classes are relevant: (1) the
predicate; (2) the arguments; (3) the adjuncts.

In this section we will deal mainly with arguments. Section 4.5 will discuss adjuncts
in more detail.

It is not always easy to distinguish arguments from non-arguments, but I will assume
that this is clear for a core set of cases. A number of criteria can be derived from the
characterization of the notion argument in this chapter. A number of global criteria
have been used in practice. These criteria relate to obligatoriness, meaning, selection
restrictions and form restrictions. Pollard and Sag (1987:135- I 37) mention criteria such
as order-dependence of content, constancy of semantic contribution, iterability, relative
ordering and the possibility of internal gaps as possible criteria to distinguish arguments
from free adjuncts.

A~~~~uments have an intimate connection with and are fully dependent on the predicate
word: both their presence and their form is determined by the predicate word to a high
degree. As far as translation is concerned, the syntactic realization of the translation
of the argument (i.e. what grammatical relation it bears, whether other words should
be present, etc.) is fully dependent on the properties of the translation of the predicate
word. Typical examples of ar,~~uments are subjects, direct objects, indirect objects and
prepositional objects.

Adjuncts have a much looser syntactic connection to the predicate word with which
they co-occur. They are always optional, generally can appear with all predicate words
(though sometimes there are semantic restrictions), their form is not determined by the
predicate, and in principle they can be iterated (subject to semantic constraints). Typical
examples of adjuncts are temporal and locative expressions.-'

As will become clear in this chapter, there may be arguments which have no overt
realization in surface trees. Such arguments are called covert m-,~uments. They will be
discussed in section 4.4.

If a phrase is an argument, it is an argument of some expression (often, but not
necessarily, a single word). This expression will be called a predicate. As pointed
out in chapter 2, there is a special class of rules, called start rules, which combine a
predicate with its arguments. Such a rule combines a predicate that takes n arguments
(an n-ary predicate) with n arguments. The arguments of a predicate are syntactic
variables in the current grammar. To illustrate, the instantiation of such a start rule to
combine the predicate ~~ive with it arguments to form the sentence he ,gave the book to
Jnhn could be:j

tThese `parts' are not necessarily visible in surface trees or in the surface string.
'-Though locative expressions can sometimes be arguments, e.g. to a verb such as k~nnen 'to Iive'.
'The start rule given combines all arguments with a predicate at one time. One might also combine a

predicate with its arguments by a number of rule applications, adding one argument at a time. In the actual
grammar, the start rules combine the predicate with all its arguments at onc time. The main reason for doing
this is to be found in simplifying the tuning of grammars of different languages. This method is feasible
tiecause the arguments that a start rule combines with their predicate are variables.
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(54) R(give,.~i,.~~z,-r3)

where substitution rules will substitute he for.ri, the honk forx~ andJnhn for.rj at a later
point in the derivation. Given the compositional nature of the Rosetta grammars, there
must be a meaning operation associated to a start rule, which applies to the meaning
of the arguments of the rule. It follows that the arguments of the rule must have a
meaning. This immediately leads to the first characteristics of arguments in Rosetta:

Semantic-Arguments Characteristic An ur,~ument must have a meaning.

This property need not be stipulated independently, but is a direct consequence of
the compositional nature of the grammars. [t is nevertheless important to emphasize it,
because the notion ar-Kument is often understood in a purely syntactic way.

I will therefore make an explicit distinction between .remantic ar,~~uments (i.e. ar-
guments which have meaning) and syrztactir urRuments (i.e. phrases which occur in
positions where semantic arguments can occur). The notion of semantic ur~~ument is
the one that plays an important role in the grammars. The concept of .ryntuctic ur,~~u-
ment actually plays no role in the grammars, but it is convenient to have a term for this
concept.

I will sometimes use the word ar;~~ument on íts own, without any moditication. In
that case [ invariably mean semantic ur,~~ument.

To illustrate the difference between semantic and syntactic arguments, the tbllowing
examples can be used: the boldface words or word groups in the following examples
are NOT considered to be semcrntic~ ur~ument.r in Rosetta:

(55) a It is raining

b There is a man in the room
c Er kwam een man aan (`There arrived a man')
d Ik schaam me er niet voor (`I am not ashamed of it')
e Ik scheer me iedere dag (`I shave every day')
f It is said that he is ill
g Hij betreurt het dat hij ziek is (`He regrets it that he is ill')
h Hij rekent erop dat hij mag komen (`He counts on it that he can come')
i Ne is looking at the girl
j She was looked at by him

k She gave a bottle of wine to her friend
1 He kicked the bucket (idiomatic reading)

m He considered her interesting

Weather-it (SSa), existential there (SSb), expletive er (SSc), inherently reflexive
pronouns (both so-called nec~e.r.rurih~ (SSd) and acc~identalh~ (SSe) inherent reflexives),
extraposition-it (SSf,g), or variants of it (er in the Dutch example (SSh)), prepositional
phrases which contain a prepositional object (SSi) or which express the hv-phrase (SSj)
or the indirect object (SSk), idiom chunks (551) and parts of small clauses (55m) are not
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arguments in the Rosetta grammars. In the examples (SSi,j,k) only the NP contained in
the PP is an argument, but the PP as a whole is not [n example (55m) the combination
her interestin,~~ is an argument, but the part ijiteresting on its own is not.

Start rules combine predicates with their arguments to form sentences, but they
do so under abstraction from many generally applicable syntactic rules such as extra-
position, heavy NP-shift, topicalization, focus movement, wh-movement, clitic rules,
relativization rules, etc; so-called NP-movement, hence passivization, subject-to-subject
raising, subject-to-object raising, (object) NP-movement in the case of ergative verbs
and passive verbs, cases of external passivization (he wa.c tuken adre~rntq~e nj~, etc.; verb
movements such as Verb Second, Verb Raising, inversion, etc. This makes it possible
to realize predicate-argument relations in local configurations in S-trees.

The second important property with respect to arguments in Rosetta, which might
be called the Fi.red-Ai-itv Ccinditinn can be formulated as follows:

Fixed-Arity Condition Every predicate has a fixed arity.

This property is important for the treatment of phrases which are optionally present.
It is not possible to say in the system proposed here that e.g. a verb such as tu eat
takes one or two arguments (ef. he i.c eatin~~ v. he is eatin~~~ a cundk~ich), for that would
violate the Fixed-Ai~it~~ Ccindition. In such a case there are two options: (1) either the
relevant predicate is analyzed ambiguously, e.g. as eat-1 and eat?, and each of these
words individually satishes the Fixed-Ariry Cnndition, or (2) the relevant word is not
analyzed ambiguously. In the latter case its arity is taken to be the maximum of the
alternatives (in the case of tn eat: 2). It is specified that one of the arguments of this
word can be realized as a special phrase, called EMPTY. This special phrase is deleted
somewhere in the derivation, so that no overt argument appears in the surface tree. See
section 4.4 for further discussion.

The Fixed-Arity Condition is necessary to ensure that the relation between syntactic
derivation trees and semantic derivation trees can be defined completely in terms of
relations between nodes of these trees, and finds its basis in the logical foundations
of the compositional approach. It also is useful in that it provides one with a strict
guideline to distinguish different uses or meanings of predicates, so that it can be used
as a heuristic for Chis purpose. However, it also has a number of drawbacks for certain
phenomena. These will be discussed in section 4.5, along with a remedy to remove
these drawbacks.

A third important property of the concept of argument in Rosetta relates to translation
and can be described as follows:

Arity-Preservation Condition The arity of a predicate and its translation must be the
same.

This is a very important property, that deterniines the structuring of the lexicon to
a high degree. The property is a direct conseyuence of the isomorphic approach. It
is important to emphasize this property because it does not hold in other frameworks,
e.g. in the EUROTRA framework as described by Amold et aL (1986:3OU). In this
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framework two identical co-indexed arguments can be rendered as one argument in a
different language.

ln the remainder of this section I will discuss a number of additional properties
of arguments. [n section 4.3.1 a convention for ordering arguments in D-trees wil be
introduced. [n section 4.3.2 the distinction between internal and external arguments will
be described and in section 4.3.3 ihe attribute-value paírs to characterize properties of
predicates are given.

4.3.1 Argument-Ordering Convention

Start rules combine an expression with its arguments in an S-tree. In this S-tree con-
stituent structure and grammatical relations (such as subject, object, predicate, etc.) are
expressed.

Consider the following example sentences:

(56) a he gave the book to John

b he gave John the book

A grammar must express in a principled manner that sentences (56a) and (56b) are
synonymous. One necessary condition to achieve this is to be able to associate the
corresponding arguments in these sentences, i.e. it must somehow be expressed that
the phrase t{re hoci~ plays the same role in both sentences. One way of doing this is
by labeling these arguments with the same label, e.g. a semantic role such as theme.
In Rosetta, this has been achieved by adopting a convention to put the arguments in a
specific order in the start rule. The correct instantiations of the start rules for the two
sen[ences are given in (57):`~

(57) a R(gave, he, the book, John)

b R(gave, he, the book, John)

[n order to guarantee that this is being done systematically, a special convention has
been adopted, called the Ar~~~rcmerrt-Orderin,~~ Cnnrentinn. It orders the arguments in D-
trees on the basis of the grammatical relations they bear. This convention is a guideline
which has been adopted, but which can be overruled if required for the purposes of
translation. Such cases will not be dealt with here. See Appelo (1993) for discussion.

Argument-Ordering Convention subject ~ direct object -~ sentential complements ~
prepositional object, predicates, locatives, directionals ~ indirect object, aan-PP
(u-PP), t~oor-PP (f'or-PP, para-PP)

Notice that a distinction is made between direct objects and sentential complements.
This is necessary, because direct objects and sentential complements can co-occur with

~[ abstract here from the tact thut start rules actually combine variables with a predicate.
~When a sentential complement is introduced by a preposition, it counts as a prepositional object.
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certain verbs (e.g. dx~ingen `to force' in Dutch). I will illustrate the argument-ordering
convention with a number of examples:~

(58)

Hei gave Peter~ a book~
Hei gave a book~ to Peter~
Iti irritated him,
Ii forced him~ [to do this~;
l~ promised him~ [to do thisJ~
li ordered him~ [to do this~,
li accused her, of a crime~
Ii painted [the doorJ~ green;
I~ sent him~ [to AmsterdamJ~
Thisi costs us; [three guildersJ~
omdat mij~ [dat mooiJ~ leek
Dati viel hem, op

Notice that the order of the argument need not correspond to the left-right order in
S-trees. Thus indirect objects obligatorily precede direct objects and the NP in aun-PPs
can follow direct objects in Dutch, but in both cases they are the third argument for a
verb such as ,t;~eren `to give'.

4.3.2 External and Internal Arguments
Start rules combine a predicate with its arguments in an S-tree. The predicate can
specify whether its first argument will bear the grammatical relation subject or not.
The argument that is made the subject of a structure when it is combined with a pred-
icate and other arguments is called the e.cternul ur~~rcmenl. All other arguments are
internu! crrgttments. Recall that a predicate and its arguments are combined at a point
in the derivation where generally applicable syntactic rules are abstracted away (see
above). After the application of start rules which turn arguments into extemal or in-
ternal arguments, pattern rules check additional properties of internal arguments and
syncategorematically add the grammatical words reyuíred. This can be illustrated by
the following examples:

~ The verb .ree takes two arguments. The first argument is made the subject by
start rules, and the second one is made a VP-internal argument. Pattern rules
determine later that the internal argument bears the grammatical relation nhject.
In a sentence such as Johir sax~ the hnok, Juhit is the external argument, because
it is made the subject of the sentence by the start rules.

~ The Dutch verb knmen `to come' takes one argument. This argument is not an
extemal argument. It is made the VP-internal argument when it is combined with
the verb, and pattern rules determine later that it bears the grammatical relation

~The lattcr two examples are Dutch, because English has no eyuivalents. The gloss of the penultimate is
hec~ausr me that beaufi~ul srenred ('because that secmed beautiful to me'Y. Ihe gloss of the last example is
thotfcll him up ('Ihat struck him').
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object . Such verbs, which take no external argument, but do take (at least one)
internal argument of the category NP, are called ergatit~e or ccnacctcsatire verbs.
Though the argument of the verb knmen starts out as a direct object, it very often
does not end up as a direct object, but as a subject in the surface tree. There
are special rules, which are also used for passive structures, to turn these direct
objects into subjects.

~ The verb ,reem can be used in many ways. We will consider here its usage as
illustrated in the sentence it seenrs tn nre tltut he is ill. The verb seem takes

two arguments. Neither of these arguments is made the subject by start rules.
Both arguments are VP-internal arguments. Pattern rules determine later in the
derivation that the first argument (that he is ill) functions as the complement
sentence, and that the second argument (me) functions as a prepositional object
govemed by the preposition tci. There is no extemal argument. The phrase it is
not an argument, but a semantically empty syntactic filler (an expletive pronoun),
which must occur in English whenever no other subject occurs.

For each individual expression it is stipulated whether it takes an external argument,
or not. The choice between these two options is an empirical matter, i.e. one should
choose that option which yields the simplest description of the relevant facts. There is
a lot of literature arguing for the distinction in general, or arguing in favor of or against
the status of a class of expressions as taking external arguments (e.g. Perlmutter (1978),
Burzio (1981), Den Besten (1982), Hoekstra (1984), Den Besten (1985), Belletti and

Rizzi (1988), Cinyue (1990) and many others). The terminology (e.rternal ur,qiaicent)
has been taken from Williams (1981). In the next section I will describe how it is

indicated in Rosetta whether an expression takes an external argument, or not, and I

will give some more illustrations of the distinction.
No categorial restrictions or other syntuctic restrietions have been imposed on the

extemal argument in Rosetta, though the fonnalism does not prevent one from doing

so.~ Maybe, an external argument cannot be just of any category, but if so, this is

not determined by individual expressions, but holds for the whole class of external

arguments. Many languages (e.g. English, Dutch) have a restriction on the possible

syntactic category of the subject in surface trees the surf~ace subject must be an NP. For

this reason, special rules are present to guarantee that external arguments of categories

other than NP do not remain subjects (e.g. extraposition rules). It may appear that

there are restrictions on the possible syntactic categories of subjects (e.g. a sentential

subject for the verb eut is ill-formed: ~`that he hc~us;ht the hook is eatin~~ a scnidK~ich), but

these can always be beiter accounted for by semantic-type restrictions on the subject. A

verb such as c~ut requires animate subjects, and this does not only exclude all sentential

subjects, but also NPs with a inanimate meaning (e.g. ~his hu~~inR nf~the hcink is eatin,~

a saitclH~irh).

~semantic res[rictions, e.g. semantic-type res[rictions, can he imposed by a predicate on each of its

arguments. Such restrictions are imposed in the semantic component. but this ha~ not been implemented yct.

See Grimthaw ( 19791. who motivate, a similar distinetion between syntactic subcategorir.ation and semantic

ticlection.
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Pollard and Sag (1987:129-131) give three possible arguments in favor of the neces-
sity to specify form restrictions on the subject. The first argument relates to the option
of choosing expletive it, expletive there or a`normal' NP as a subjecL As far as 1 can
see, the choice between the expletive there and the expletive it can be made on the basis
of a general rule. Therefore, it is not necessary and in fact even undesirable to specify
this infonnation with eaeh relevant lexical item. This reduces the problem to a choice
between an expletive or a non-expletive: but this choice correlates perfectly with the
argument v. non-argument status of the subject, and can therefore also be derived by
general rule.

The second argument relates to the fact that certain predicates in lcelandic select
subjecis with a specific case. We did not consider this type of fact when designing the
grammars, since Icelandic was not one of the languages we dealt with. But it might very
well be the case that this constitutes a real example of verbs imposing form restrictions
(relating to case) on subjects. Of course, nothing in the formalism prevents one from
specifying form restrictions on the subject, but no evidence to do so was found in most
other languages.

The third argument relates to a number of predicates ( e.g. muke. result, he incn-
lrerent) in English which apparently do not allow a tinite clause, but do allow an NP
as their subject. Pollard and Sag themselves note that their conclusions are somewhat
controversial. The analysis they suggest is incompatible with the analysis of sentential
subjects as given by Koster (1978b) (see also Emonds (1976:127,130)). Koster argues
that sentences are never subjec[s, so that it is impossible in this analysis to capture
the relevant facts by imposing form restrictions on the subject. This suggests that the
relevant facts should be accounted for in some other way, perhaps a semantic account, a
possibility not fully excluded by Pollard and Sag, though, as they note, such an analysis
still has to be developed.

For the non-extemal arguments (the internul ar,~~uments) strong syntactic restric-
tions can be specified, on their categorial status, which grammatical relation they bear,
whether they must be accompanied by specific grammatical words ( e.g. specific prepo-
sitions, specific subordinate conjunctions or specific infinitival markers such as e.g.
tn in English), which case they must bear. etc., i.e. typical strict subcategorization
information.

4.3.3 Attribute-Value Pairs to Specify Arguments

In this section I will describe in more detail how the distinctions introduced in the
preceding section are represented in the Rosetta grammars. A special attribute, called
thetuip is used to indicate the number of arguments an expression takes and whether
there is an e.i-ternul ur,~ument or not, and to indicate in which order the other arguments
must be put in the structure. The maximum number of arguments allowed is 3.

The second attribute, the puttern attribute, specifies the following information for
each inter~nal ar~ument:

. what its syntactic category must be

. what grammatical relation it must bear
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. whether additional words should be present (e.g. specific prepositions)

There is a unique pattern name for each possible realization of the internal arguments,
and the actual realization is performed by pattem transformations. S[art rules make an
S-tree using the attribute thetarh in which the external argument (if there is one) is made
the subject of the structure, and the internal arguments (if any) are put inside VP with
no further information except that they are arguments. Pattern transformations take this
struciure as input and change it in accordance with the value of the pattern attribute.

I will now describe the relevant attributes, and their possible values in more detail.
Attention is limited to monolingual issues:

thetavp The possible values of this attribute have the general format i~p~tt~, where each
tk is replaced by a different value from the set { 1,2,3} or by 0.

It is assumed that there are three positions to realize an argument: the subject
position (for the external argument), and two positions inside VP (for the internal
arguments). Each ~ represents such a position. The first tk is for the subject
position, the second tk ís tbr the leftmost position inside VP, the third tk is for the
rightmost position in the VP.

It is furthermore assumed that arguments (maximally three) come in a certain
order. Let us represent arguments by the letters .i,~~ and -.

A 0 replacing tt means that no argument is realized in the corresponding position.
A 1 replacing tk means that the first argument is realized in the corresponding
position. A 2 replacing ~ means that the second argument is realized in the
corresponding position. A 3 replacing tk means that the third argument is realized
in the corresponding position.

I will illustrate this with some examples:

. Suppose a verb with thetavp - vp120 is combined with two arguments, -r-
and ~~, in that order. Then the first argument (.r) is realized as a subject
(external argument). because the digit 1 is the first digit in rp120. The
second argument (v) is realized as the leftmost and only argument inside
VP. This is a typical value for transitive verbs (e.g. sce).

. Suppose a verb with thetavp - vp010 is combined with one argument, .~,
then this argument is realized as the leftmost and only argument ínside
VP, because the digit 1 is the second digit in rp010. There are no other
arguments, so there is no external argumenL This is a typical value for
monadic er,~atire verb.r (e.g. Dutch komen 'to come').

. Suppose a verb with thetavp - vp012 is combined with two arguments, s
and }~. Then, both arguments are realized inside VP. This is a typical value
for dyadic ergative verbs (e.g. Dutch npi~allen `to strike') and for verbs such
as seem in English.

The Aritv-Preservation Conditinn only requires that the number of arguments is
preserved under translation. It does not say anything about the realization of the
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arguments. Hence, words with theta~~p - ipOlO can be synonymous with and
translated into words with t{retavp -~~p100 (e.g. ergative verbs into intransitive
verbs), words with thetarp - t~pl?0 can be translated into words with thetarp -
rp012, etc.

From a monolingual point of view all values for thetavp can have the digits in
ascending order (except for 0), i.e. from a purely monolingual point of view there
is no need for values such as i~p210, i~p132, etc. However, this is necessary to
adequately deal with translation. In certain cases, the conventions for ordering
the arguments (see below) yield different results in different languages. In that
case, in one of the languages the value for thetavp must be changed into a value
with descending digits. I will not discuss this further, but see Appelo (1993).

The possible values for this attribute are:

vp000 Verbs not taking any arguments, e.g. rain, snow, hail.

vp010 Ergative verbs taking one argument, e.g. Dutch t~crllen 7o fal!', aankomen
'to ar-rii~e'. sterren 'tn die';x subject-raising verbs taking one argument, e.g.
Dutch schijnen 'seem', hlijken 'turn out'; copular verbs sueh as becnme, get;
impersonal transitive verbs such as regenen 'to r-ain', hagelerl 'to hail' as in
het r-e,Qende ver~~ijten lit. 'it rairted reproaches'; het hagelde kogels lit. 'it
hailed badlets'.y

vp100 Intransitive verbs, e.g. to dance, to wnrk, to sleep.t~

vp120 Dyadic verbs, including transitive verbs, e.g. tn see, tn huild, to kill, to
try, tn helieve.

vp012 Dyadic ergative verbs, e.g. nprallen 'to strike', meerallen 'to tnrn out
hetter than erpected', ont,qaan 'to fail tn nntice'; dyadic raising verbs (e.g.
lijken `to seem').

vp123 Verbs which take three arguments, e.g. ditransitive verbs (tn ,~ive, tn sell),
to accuse.

patterns This attribute takes a set of verb patterns as its value. The number of possible
verb pattems is very large (approx. 125 possible values) so I will not list all of
them here.

A ver-h patter-n is an atomic value that specifies how the intemal arguments of
a verb should be realized syntactically, i.e. what their syntactic category should
be (NP, PP, ADJP, etc.), what grammatical relation (direct object, indirect ohject,

RI use Dutch examples here (and below, to illustrate the value ~~p0l2), since there is strong evidence for
considering these verbs ergative in Dutch. For English, there is far less strong evidence for the existence of
ergative verbs.

vThe distínction between impersonal transitives and ergatives is made by an additional attribute, not
discussed here.

~~Certain normally intransitive verbs can be used transitively when combined with so-called 'internal
objects', e.g. ro dunce rhe tun,~u. Such examples must be dealt with in Rosetta as transitive verbs. Such
verbs may be related by a rule to their intransitive counterparts, see section 4.7.
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etc.) they bear, whether accompanying words should be present (e.g. certain
prepositions, or certain expletive pronouns (e.g. het, it), etc.

The verb pattems of Rosetta only specify how the intc~rrru! ur,~~runent.r are to be
realized syntactically. Verb patterns that specify the syntactic realization of more
than one argument are also atomic.

This is one of the reasons why there are so many verb pattems. Another reason
why there are so many verb patierns can be found in the fact that nptinna! ur~t,~u-
nrents do not exist in Rosetta (cf. Fi.red-Arih~ Conditiotr). Instead, it is assumed
that all arguments are obligatory, but that certain arguments can be realized by
the special category EMPTY, which has no overt reflex in surface trees. Whether
an argument can be realized by the special category EMPTY or not is indicated
by means of separate verb patterns.

If a verb has more than one possibility to realize its arguments syntactically, then
this is specified by a separate verb pattern for each different realization. This is
the reason why the verb-pattern attribute takes a.ret of verb patterns as its value.

4.4 Covert Arguments

It has already been pointed out that certain arguments need not have an overt realization
in surface trees. In this section the kinds of covert arguments which occur in the
grammars will be dealt with systematically.

First, covert direct and indirect objects, and the optional presence of h~~-phrases
will be discussed. Such cases are called implicit ur,t,~untents. Next, a special kind of
covert argument which occurs with certain verbs which take sentential complements is
dealt with. Third, the treatment of various kinds of covert subjects in finite clauses
is presented (i.e. non-overt subjects in Spanish finite clauses, and covert subjects in
imperative constructions). Finally, 1 will briefly discuss the treatment of covert subjects
of infinitival clauses, and how these are interpreted.

First, verbs that take a direct object optionally such as eat, drink, etc. (pseudo-
transitive verbs) are assumed [o be dyadic predicates. The first argument is realized
as a subject in simple, active sentences. The second argument can be realized by a
special element, called EMPTY. Start rules combine a pseudo-transitive verb with two
variables; after the application of pattem transformations, the first variable functions as
the subject and the second one as the direct object. There are special rules that substitute
the special element EMPTY for variables. These rules substitute EMPTY for the object
variable, and immediately delete the EMPTY element. As a consequence, there will be
no surface realization of the second argument. It is assumed that the element EMPTY
has the meaning `someone, somethino', so that absence of the direct object with pseudo-
transitives has the meaning of existential quantification over the second argument.~'

~~ Zubizarreta 1 1985:2SO) suggests that the second argument of a verb such as ear is a constant with
the mcaning of 'food'. By assuming that it is a cons[ant, she accounts for the fact that eat can be used
intran,itivcly, and by the assumption that the constant has the meaning `food' she accounts for the fact that
a sentence such as rhe bnhi~ is ernirt,g implies that the baby is eating some sort of food, but not e.g. a marble.
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Such arguments, which are dealt with by the special element EMPTY, will be called
implicit ut,~~tmients.

The same method is used to account for optional indirect objects (ci~. I,~~urc ~ htiuk
v. I,~~ure him u bnnk), and for optional prepositional objects (cf. ! Innke~d v. I looked at
ltet-). In the latter case not only the argument, but also the preposition must be absent.

In passive structures the h~~-phrase is optional. Absenre of this hi~-phrase is ac-
counted for by assuming that the relevant argument is the special element EMPTY,
which (along with the preposition hy~) is deleted upon substitution.

The variables for covert arguments discussed above are present in syntactic represen-
tations until some point in the derivation. There is evidence that this is necessary. Their
presence makes it possible to account for the fact that verbs can be combined with cer-
tain adverbs which require the presence of an agent and impose selectional restrictions
upon these (so-called agent (or better: controller)-oriented adverbs, such as intentinn-
ulh~, enthousiasticall~~). Typical minimal pairs to illustrate this can be constructed by
opposing passive constructions with middle constructions: in passive constructions the
argument expressed in the bv-phrase can license the presence of an adverb such as inten-
tionally, even when it is not overtly represented (as in 59), but in middle constructions
where no comparable argument can be present such adverbs are not allowed:t~

(59) a The ship was sunk (by them) intentionally
b ~`The ship sank intentionally (~by them)

The covert arguments can also control covert subjects of infinitives, as in (60):

(60) a He signaled to lower the flag
b He suggested not to do this.
c It was decided to leave at six
d The ship was sunk in order to collect the insurance money

In (60a,b) the covert indirect object is interpreted as the subject of the inhnitival
clause. In ((60c) the covert b~~-phrase argument controls the subject of the embedded
infinitival complement, and in (60d) the covert hv-phrase argument controls the subject
of the adverbial infinitival purpose clause.

In certain examples, covert arguments clearly do not have the meaning of `someone,
something', but are non-overt ways to express the meaning of delïnite pronouns. The
English example l know does not mean that there is something that 1 know, but rather
that I know something very specific, probably mentioned before in the discourse. The
translation into other languages also differs from the translation of the covert arguments
discussed above. The examples discussed above are translated into covert arguments in
most cases in Dutch and Spanish, or, in certain configurations, into inde(inite pronouns.

In the account sketched here, the second argument of eut is not a constant, but a variable bound by a covert
exis[ential quan[ifier. So, the verb can be used intransitively. With respcct to lhe sernantics, 1 atisume that
thc type restrictions that ent imposes on its second argument (i.e. r~dihle errthiesj account for the implication
mentioned.

~'Sce Chomsky (19R6: I 17ff) for discussion of these and related facts in a different framework, and with a
partially different analysis.
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The covert argument in ~ knox~, however, must be translated into the definite neuter
pronoun (het in Dutch; !o in Spanish). It seems best then, to treat the covert argument
in I knnx~ by an abstract element different from EMPTY. In Rosetta this element is

called Pro-Sent, because in effect it is a pronominal element that occurs instead of (Pro)
sentential strnetnres (Sent). This element happens to be empty in English, but not in
Spanish. In Dutch, this element can be overt (het, or dut), or it can be covert when in
the topic posítion (cf. x~eet ik lit. knnw l, 'I know').

In Spanish, pronominal subjects of finite verbs tend to be non-over[. For these
elements (they can be arguments or non-arguments, e.g. expletives) it has been assumed
that pronominal subjects are present during almost all the derivation, and are deleted late
in the derivation. The consequence is that all rules will act `as if' there were a subject
throughout the derivation, which yields exactly the desired results, as is well-known.

Imperatives usually do not occur with subjects (though they can under specific

circumstances). Again, there is considerable evidence that all rules should act as if

there were a(second-person) subject throughout. It has been assumed that imperatives

are always accompanied by a subject. Under appropriate conditions this subject is

deleted at a late point in the derivation. A similar analysis is used for first-person plural

imperatives such as comamos `let's eat' in Spanish.
Many infinitival constructions appear without an overt subject, even if the verb

heading the infinitive requires the presence of a subject in all finite clauses and in certain
infinitival clauses and requires an additiona] argument to be saturated. Furthermore,
infinitival constructions can take an overt subject under appropriate conditions. It is
well-known that many rules act as if there were a subject in infinitival constructions
even when it is not overtly present. For these reasonst~ it has been assumed that
infinitival constructions always have a subject. When the subject is not overt at the
surface, one of the following situations can hold:

~ if the infinitival clause is a complement of a so-called subject-rcrising verb, the
subject of the infinitive is moved to the subject position of the embedding verb.
This position is always unoccupied with such verbs, since they do not take an
argument in subject position. An example is given in (61a), where the subject of
the hnite clause originates as the subject of the embedded inhnitival clause, as in
(61b):

(61) a ~The man seems [ to be illJ]

b [ seem- [ the man to be iIIJJ

~ if the infinitival construction is a complement of a cnntrol verb (or adjective),
the subject of the infinitive is a syntactic variable which must be co-indexed with
some argument (the controller) of the embedding verb. The embedding predicate

~;Additional reasons relate to translation: it must be possible to translate certain tinite clauses into infinitival
clauses or vice versa, e.e. Dutch Ik rlenk - iek re -ijn into l thrnk that I um i!t and not into [he more literal but

ill-formed ~l rlrink m he iN. Thís translation problem is considerably simplified if both inhnitival and finite
constructions are clauses which contain a tubject.
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specifies which argument this is.~~ Control transformations check whether the
correct relation between the argument of the embedding predicate and the subject
of the infinitive holds, and if so, they delete the syntactic variable which occupies
the subject position of the ínhnitival clause. This is illustrated in (62). In (6?a) the
embedded inhnitival complement contains a subject variable which is co-indexed
wíth the subject of the finite superordinate clause. A control transformation deletes
this subject variable under appropriate conditions. The result is represented in
(626). After the application of substitution rules to the two variables .ri and .r~, a
sentence such as (62c) can be derived by substituting the appropriate NPs for the
variables. It is now correctly encoded that the subject of the infinitival complement
and the subject of the finite verb are co-indexed, and syntactic reflexes of this
(e.g. if the embedded clause contains reflexive pronouns) will be accounted for
correctly.

(62) a [xi promised .r~ [xi to do this]]

b [-ri promised .r~ [to do thisJJ
c [John promised Mary [to do this]]

This approach, in which the control relation involves a relation between syntactic
variables, immediately accounts for the fact that non-overt subjects of intinitives
in these constructions must be arguments and cannot be meaningless elements
such as expletives or idiom chunks (see Schenk (1992)).

. if the relation between controller and antecedent is less strict, e.g. if there is more
than one controller (split antecedents) or if the controller is the abstract element
EMPTY, the subject of the infinitive is an abstract indexed pronoun, which is
deleted by special control transformations. An example of split anteceden[s is
given in (63):

(63) a John agreed with Pete to leave together
b [.t-i agreed with .r~ [PROi,~ to leave together]]

[n (63) the subject of the infinitive is interpreted as the set containíng both John and
Pete. This phenomenon of split antecedents has only partially been implemented,
since it was assumed that it should be accounted for by more general rules of
discourse grammar which interpret pronouns.

An example where the controller is an implicit argument is given in (64): the
implicit argument is represented by a variable for the special element EMPTY and
it is co-indexed with the abstract pronoun PRO, as indicated in (64b). A control
transformation deletes PRO, and the normal EMPTY substitution rules substitute
EMPTY for EMPTYVAR and deletes EMPTY and hy, resulting in (64a).

~;This is done by specifying the grammatical relation of the controller. It is well-known that such a
specifica[ion is insufficient to deal with all relevant facts, so improvement is possible here. See Ruiicka
(1983) for discussion and an alternative.
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(64) a It was decided not to do this anymore

b lt was decided by EMPTYVARi [PROt not to do this anymoreJ

~ if there is no contmller at all, or if the controller is too far away in the structure,
the subject is an abstract pronoun. It can either be an abstracx pronoun with the
approximate meaning of unc~ in English, or an abstract personal pronoun. tts
interpretation is left to rules which interpret pronouns in discourses. An example
of this situation is given in (65). The infinitival relative clause contains an abstract
pronoun. After it is interpreted by discourse rules, it is deleted by special control
rules.

(65) a The books to read are on the table
b The books [ PRO to read[ are on the table

4.5 Bound Adjuncts and Adverbials

In this section 1 will discuss the status of adjuncts in more detail. In particular. I will
propose a distinction between two kinds of adjuncts, free adjuncts and hnund adjuncts.

As pointed out before, a~h~er-hiuls (or f'ree adjtrnc~ts) have a much looser syntactic
connection to the predicate word with which they co-occur. They are always optional,
can generally appear with all predicate words (though sometimes there are semantic
restrictions), their fonn is not deterniined by the predicate, and in principle they can be
iterated (subject to semantic constraints). Typical examples of adi~erhials are temporal
and locative expressions.

The concept of argument in Rosetta is a very strict one, because of the conditions that
it is subject to (i.e. fixed arity, arity preservation). There are phrases where a treatment
as arguments would lead to very complex lexical specifications, and to syntactically
complex and semantically ill-motivated derivations. This occurs in particular if a whole
class of complements is always optional. Let us take, as an example, resultative phrases
with transitive verbs. Resultative phrases are almost always, if not always, optional.
Treating them as an argument of a verb would require that the arity of the verb be
increased (for transitive verbs from 2 to 3), and that the patterns be adapted accordingly.
Note that the number of patterns will in many cases be doubled, since both the possible
presence and the possible absence of the resultative phrase must be described. So, an
ínitial problem is that the description of subcategorization information becomes more
complex. Second, it is not indicated by general rule that resultative phrases are always
optional, so that a generalization is missed.t'

Third, the derivation of a simple sentence which contains a subject, a direct object
and a verb which allows a resultative phrase is complicated considerably if the resultative
phrase is considered an argument. Though the resultative phrase does not appear in the
surface tree, start rules combine the relevant verb wiih three variables, and one of the
variables is replaced by the abstract node EMPTY which is deleted immediately.

~;[f there are verbs which reyuire the presence of a resultative phrase.then the resultative phrase can and
must be dealt with as an argument ot this verb. The problems mentioned will not arise tor such a case.
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Finally, such a derivation makes no sense from a semantic point of view. [t seems
unnatural to say that e.g. the meaning of he painted the door is something like `there
is a state x such that he painted the door until it was in state x'. The correct semantics
for this sentence should not make any reference to a resultant state at all.

These considerations suggest that it is much better not to treat resultative phrases as
arguments. On the other hand, it is also not really possible to treat them as adverbials
(free adjuncts), since the main verb occurring in a sentence determines whether they
can appear in a sentence or not.

Therefore, a new, intermediate type of relation to predicates has been introduced in
the grammar, called bound adjuncts. Bound adjuncts have some properties of adverbials
and other properties of arguments. Bound adjuncts look like arguments in that the
predicate word deterrnines whether they can appear or not. However, bound adjuncts
are always optional and though they cannot be translated completely on their own, their
translation depends only on the possible adjunc[s of the translation of the predicate
word. In addition the translation of the predicate word need not take bound adjuncts aC
all in certain cases, so there is no variant of the arity-preservation condition for adjuncts.

The introduction of bound adjuncts makes it possible to circumvent the problems
described above in the following manner. ( I) the description of predicates in the lexicon
can be simplified if the potential of a predicate to take bound adjuncts is represented
in a separate attribute, so that there is no multiplication of verb patterns. (2) Since
every bound adjunct is optional, by definítion, there is no need to specify this with
individual verbs; it can be expressed by a general rule, as it should. (3) Derivations
in which adjuncts do not appear in the surface tree are maximally simple, since the
bound adjunct does not appear at any point in the derivation, and (4) the derivations of
sentences without bound adjuncts make sense from a semantic point of view: there are
no bound adjuncts in the derivation if they do not appear at the surface, so they play
no role in the semantics of the expression either.

The proper division between arguments, adjuncts and adverbials is determined by
considerations of fact, elegance and simplicity: the choice should be made that yields an
overall simpler grammar which correctly describes the relevant facts. In the grammars
developed a number of constructions have been classified as bound adjuncts, as will be
illustrated below.

Each verb has an attribute adjunct.r that indicates which bound adjuncts it can take.
The attribute is set-valued. Possible elements of this set and a description of their
meaning are given below:~b

ResAP for resultative adjectival phrases, e.g. hij hruk het kapot `he broke it into
pieces', hij braadde het vlees bruin `he baked the meat brown', hjj kuipte het
huar kort `he cut the hair short', hij kookte de aurduppels gaar `he cooked the
potatoes done', hij i~e,fde de deur groen `he painted the door green'. This value is
intended for resultative APs with verbs that take a direct object as their argument.
This direct object is interpreted as the subject of this AP. It might also be used for
a different class of resultatives which have an overt subject and can be combined

~fiThe bound adjunets suhjcomit, onjconrit. resnp and tnpicodjunrt have lxen implemented only partially.
The rest have been implemented in full.
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with intransitive verbs, e.g. hij heeft zijn schoenen kapot ,Qelopen `he ran his
shoes into pieces', hij hc~eft zijn lippen kapot s,~eheteit `he bit his lips into pieces',
hij hePfl de tube leeg gekireperr ` he squeezed the tube empty', etc. However, it
appears that this construction can be used with any real intransitive ( i.e. not
ergative) verb which expresses an activity. If so, there is no need to specify the
possibility of taking this kind of resultative constructions with each individual
verb.

This value cannnt be used for transitive verbs that can leave out their direci object
and replace it by a resultative small clause, as e.g. in hij heeft de winkel leeg
,~~ekncht 'he bought the shop empty', hij heeft zijn bord leeg gegeten `he ate
his plate empty', because then the Fi-red-Ariry Cotrdition would be violated. See
section 4.7 for a suggestion of how to deal with these cases.

ResPP for resultative PPs (with transitive verbs), e.g. hij -uagde het hoirt in stukken
' he sawed the wood into pieces', hij h~-uk het hout in stukken `he broke the wood
into pieces', and for resultative PP-headed small clauses (with intransitive verbs),
e.g. hij clec~ldc~ de taart in tweeën 'he sliced the pie into two parts', hij hec~t
het brood in stukken `he bit the bread into pieces', hij knoopte de touwen aan
elkaar `he knotted the ropes together'.

SubjComit for subject-oriented co-arguments, e.g. met iemand ~ iets afu~is.relen 'to
alternate with someone ~ something', it'ts met iemand hespreken `to discuss some-
thing with someone', met iemand cnrir.~l~nrrcleren `to correspond with someone',
etc. It involves expressions that reyuire a semantically collective subject argu-
ment, unless there is a comitative phrase in the sentence related to the subject
argument.

ObjComit for object-oriented co-arguments, e.g. iemand met iemand i~erhinde~r 'to
connect someone with someone', iE~ts met iets cnmhinere,~ 'to combine something
with something', iets met iets ~~er,~~elijkc~n `to compare something with something',
etc. It involves expressions that require a semantically collective object argument,
unless there is a comitative phrase in the sentence related to the object argument.

BenfactNP for beneficiary NPs. These are marginal in Dutch, but fully possible in
English and Spanish: ?hij heeft ons een hoot ~emuakt, he niade us u boat, he
hakecl her u cake. ~ ~

BenfactPP for beneficiary PPs. These PPs are headed by voor in Dutch, by fnr in
English and by puru in Spanish: Hij heeft voor ons een hoot ,~~emuukt, he nurde
a hout for us, comprh iui bocadillo para él 'he bought a sandwich for him'.

Diradjunct for optional directional PPs and ADVPs. There are examples of directional
PPs and ADVPs with verbs that take a direct object (transitive or er~ative), e.g.
he hrnught her to the factory, she returned to her birthplace, he canie home.

~~Henk van Riemsdijt; pointed out that ethical datives might be treated in this way as well. 1 agree that
this might lx a possibility, but ethical datives have not been dealt with in the Rosetta grammars at all.
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There are also examples of directional small clauses (with intransitive verbs),
e.g. hij dretl~cle de kar naar boven `he pushed the car up', hr:j pnnrpte het water
omhoog 'he pumped the water up', hij hecft de kinderen naar huis ,t,~er-eden 'he
drove the chíldren home', -ij hehhen de atleet naar de finish ,qelc~pen 'they ran
the athlete to the finish'.

ResNP This is intended for `resultative NPs'. 1 only know of idiomatic cases such
as hij r-ende zich een ongeluk 'he ran himself an accident', hij heeft zich een
beroerte ,~elopen `he ran himself a stroke'. They usually involve the reflexive
pronoun -ich and an additional NP. It is not fully clear what grammatical relations
these NPs bear (indirect object t direct object, or direct object t predicative NP).

TopicAdjunct for topic phrases, e.g. he w~r-otP (a book) about linguistics.~x

As pointed out above, verbs with certain adjuncts can be translated into verbs without
adjuncts. Of course, there must be some way of expressing wha[ is expressed by the
adjunct in the source language, but this need not be an adjunct in the target language.
E.g. it is possible in Rosetta to translate resultative adjective phrases into subordinate
sentences introduced by until, e.g. hij boende de kamer schoon into he polished the
room until it H~as clean. This can in principle be done for the adjuncts re.rAP, resPP
and diradjunct (but only with intransitive verbs). Verbs with henfactNP or henfactPP
can only be translated into verbs with henfactNP or óenfuctPP. Verbs with suhjCnmit
or ohjCcimit can only be translated into verbs with suhjccimit or ohjComit.

4.6 Small Clauses

S771G11 ClaIISPS are constructions which consist solely of a subject and a predicate with
its intemal arguments ( see Stowell (1981)). They differ from real clauses ( which 1 will
call full clauses) in that properties such as mood, tense and aspect are not expressed.
Small clauses are quite pervasive in the current grammar.~y All full clauses are built
on the basis of partially derived small clauses, by adding formal means to express
tense, aspect, mood and additional properties which distinguish full clauses from small
clauses. In addition, small clauses can be constructed in subgrammars which are par-
tially isomorphic'-tt to the subgrammars which form full clauses. Small clauses and full
clauses can be formed around each of the categories noun, verb, adjective, adverb and
preposition. The syntactic categories of small clauses are NPP, VPP, AdjPP, etc. and
they differ categorially from 'simple phrases' such as NP, VP, AdjP, etc.

Small clauses in Rosetta can have overt subjects or non-overt subjects. This deviates
from most other analyses in which small clauses play a role. Usually, only small clauses
with overt subjects are supposed to exist. ( see e.g. Stowell (1991)). Small clauses

~KHenk van Riemsdijk suggested that expressions with the preposition ran (e.g. de man waurvan hij cei
clar Pier hem haaae 'the man of whom he said that Pete hated him') might be dealt with in this manner as
well. 1 agree, but such expressions are not dealt with in a systematic manner in the current grammars.

~ySee Odijk (1989) for a description of the pervasive role of small clauses in the Rosetta grammars.
'-~See Appelo et aL (1987), Odijk (19R9), Rosetta (1993) and Appelo (1993) for the notion 'partial

isomorphy'.
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with non-overt subjects behave as predicates with one unbound variable. These small
clauses have a syntactic variable as their subject plus a marking that this subject must
be interpreted by a set of special rules. Their treatment is more or less analogous to
the way controlled infinitival complements are dealt with, though the conditions on
appropriate antecedents differ considerably. Several examples of small clauses without
overt subjects will be discussed in this section.

Special rules check whether there is an appropriate antecedent for the syntactic
variable in the subject position, and, if so, the abstract variable is deleted. The
following approach has been adopted, which is a variant of a proposal by Bresnan
(1982:322):'`t the antecedent of a small clause is the c-commanding direct object if
there is one, otherwise it is the c-commanding subject, if there is one, otherwise there
is no antecedent (and the structure will be ill-formed). This formulation generalizes to
all uses of small clauses known to me. Two special cases are worth mentioning.

First, pseudo-transitive verbs which are combined with a small clause with a non-
overt subject (e.g. he painted (the dnorl combined with gr~en) cannot leave out their
object if the small clause is present. This follows from the grammar in the following
manner. It is well-known that predicates require that the argument which they interpret
as their subject cannot be implicit. This property, which is sometimes called `Bach's
Generalization' (Bresnan (1982:373)) and which they share with a number of other
phenomena, e.g. certain kinds of control and binding of reflexives (see Williams (1981),
Koster (1984)), has been captured by formulating the rules for the interpretation of non-
overt subjects of small clauses in such a way that the abstract element EMPTY cannot
serve as an appropriate antecedent. However, this abstract element is a direct object in a
sentence such as ~he puin~ed ~reen, and therefore must be the antecedent of the subject
of ,z,~reeii. A contradiction is derived, so the relevant sentence cannot be generated,
which is a desirable conseyuence.

Second, it is interesting how the interaction with passivization is taken care of, and
how this accounts systematically for one part of `Visser's generalization', as Bresnan
(1982) calls it. As will be argued in chapter 5.2, the formation of passive structures
consists of a number of rules. One of these rules has as one of its tasks to turn the
subject into a hv-phrase. A second rule preposes NPs, among them direct objects, into
the subject position in passive and other structures. An essential feature of the rules for
the interpretation of subjects of small clauses is that they are ordered between these rules
to form passive structures. This results in the following conseyuences. A verb which
take, a direct object can be passivized even when there is a small clause: the subject
of the small clause can take the direct object as its antecedent, in accordance with the
rule ~~iven above. A verb which does not take a direct object, but only a subject and a
small clause as one of its arguments, cannot be passivi-r.ed: the rule which creates the
by-phrase removes the subject, so that there is no longer an antecedent for the subject
of the small clause. As a conseyuence, verbs with so-called 'subject complements'
(e.g. sme~ll, sou~~cl, but also verbs such as cost, wei~~h, lust, e~~~., which are analyzed as
taking `subject complements' in the current grammar) cannot passivize. So one part of

'~ Bresnan's proposal is delined in tcrms of LFG's,~-structure objects, and mentions a grammatical relation
08.1? which is not assumed here. Funhermore. Bresnan's proposal is intended xs the unmarked case for all
'functional control' relations, while wc restrict attention to the interpretation of subjects of small clauses.
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Visser's generalization is derived by the design of the grammar.
Small clauses can be used in larger structures, e.g. as an adjunct or as an argument

to a predicate. Though small clauses are formed as constituents in the syntax, there is no
need for them to remain constituents throughout the derivation. ln surface trees, timall
clauses need not occur, and in the current grammar they usually do not occur there. If
a small clause with an overt subject is a complement to a verb, this overt subject is
usually removed from the small clause and made a direct object. The remaining small
clause is turned into a simple phrase (NP, AdjP, etc). If a small clause does not have
an overt subject, the abstract subject is deleted under identity with an antecedent, and
the remaining subjectless small clause is turned into a simple phrase. Note that the
formalism does not force one to such an analysis: one might adopt an analysis where
small clauses occur in surface trees as well, and one might also adopt a mixed analysis,
in which certain small clauses occur in surface trees but others don't. [n the current
grammar, however, there happen to be no cases of small clauses in surface trees, though
there might well be constructions not dealt with now where this might be required, e.g.
absolutive with constructions.

I will illustrate how different kinds of small clauses can be used in larger struc-
tures. Restricting attention to small clauses headed by adjectives, we can distinguish
the following cases:'~

(66) a hij is ~ek `he is mad'
b hij werd gek 'he got mad'

c hij kneep de tube lee~~ `he squeezed the tube empty'

d hij kocht de tl~inkel lee,~ `he bought the shop empty'

e hij vond haur uurdi,~ 'he found her nice'

(67) a hij schoor de man glad `he shaved the man srnooth'

b hij at het vlees ~iaakt `he ate the meat naked'
c hij at het vlees roua7~ 'he ate the meat raw'

d dat klinkt nu~ni `that sounds beautiful'

First, the examples can be divided in small clauses with an overt subject ( as in (66))
and small clauses without an overt subject ( as in (67)). Note that the subject of the
small clause need not (and usually does not) remain the subject of the small clause in
surface trees.

In (66a,b) small clauses headed by adjectives are used in combination with copular
verbs. The subjects of the small clauses have become the subjects of the copular verbs
in these examples. Copular verbs do not have a special status in Rosetta: they are verbs
which happen to take an intemal argument which is a small clause with an overt subject
and no external argument. Only the verb tn he has a special status in the grammar.
This verb is not a basic expression, but a verb which is introduced syncategorematically.
This is motivated by the desire to be able to paraphrase small clauses by full clauses and

"-Sentence ( 66d) has an addition~l reading which can paraphrased as 'he bought the shop when it N~~u
empty~. This interpretation must be ignored hcre, and in thc retit of this chapter.
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více versa, so that it also becomes possible to translate between small and full clauses.
For this reason (66a) and (66b) are derived in different ways, though their surface trees
are similar.

In (66c,d,e) small clauses with overt subjects are combined with a normally intran-
sitive verb (66c), with a normally transitive verb (66d) and with a verb which can take
small clauses as complements (66e). I will discuss these examples and the differences
between them in more detail below.

In (67a) a transitive verb is combined with a small clause with a non-over[ subject.
This example will be discussed in more detail below, where it is compared with the
examples (66c,d,e).

In (67b,c) small clauses are used as 'secondary predicates' to the subject and the
direct object respectively. It is assumed that the small clause which takes the subject
of the clause as the antecedent for its subject occupies a position other than the small
clause which takes the object of the clause as its antecedenL the first one occupies
a position outside VP, the second one inside VP. Though the existence of `secondary
predicates' have always been taken into account in the analysis, they have not yet been
incorporated in the current grammars.

Examples such as (67d)~~ have been dealt with in the following manner. It is
assumed that the verbs take two arguments. One argument is an external argument, and
the other is an internal argument which must be a small clause with a non-overt subject
headed by an adjective. The subject of the small clause takes the subject of the verb as
its antecedent (See also Hoekstra (1984:120) for some discussion of a specific way of
using the verb smaken). This analysis might be controversial in at least three respects.
These can be summarized as follows:

~ Do these verbs take adjectives or adverbs as complements?

~ Do these verbs take an external argument'?

~ Is the subject an argument of the verb'?

With respect to the first issue, this is hardly a signihcant question in Dutch, since
no relevant formal distinctions can be made between predicative adjectives and (the
relevant class ot1 adverbs in Dutch. In English, however, these verbs usually occur
with adjectives, not with adverbs (e.g it sounds good, it smell.r nice).

With respect to the second issue, it was decided to deal with these verbs in Rosetta
as verbs which take an external argument, but the issue has not really been investigated.
A quick first glance at the facts, however, does not clearly indicate that these verbs
are ergative. The verbs are conjugated in Dutch with the verb hehhen (not with -ijn).
The verbs cannot be passivized (~Er x~erd lekker ,~esmaakt doo~~ het ijsje lit. It x~as
tasted nice bv rhe ice-cream). This would follow from an ergative analysis, but it also
follows from the fact that the verb takes a`subject complement'. The verbs cannot
appear without their subject as a complement to the causative verb laten 'to let'. In
general, one can say that this is possible for verbs taking an external argument (cf.
Hij liet e~~ dansen lit. He let dance there v. ~`Hij liet er rallen lit. he let fall there),

';Other examples are Dutch sma~ten. ruiken. aanrnelcn('1 and English raste, smell, jee(.
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though additional conditions may blur this simple picture. From this fact, however, no
conclusions can be drawn. Even if the verbs are analyzed as taking an external argument,
these constructions will be ill-forn~ed for independent reasons: if the subject is absent,
the small clause will not have an antecedent, and the sentence is ill-formed. The verbs
cannot appear as participles in nominal expressions (~de lekker ~~~esnruakte ijsjes lit. the
nice tusted ice-creunt.c, Xclc~ muui ~~~er,lnnken ,~~eluidnn lit. the heuutiful soundcd snunds).
It is not fully clear what this shows. If such constructions are possible for ergative verbs
and impossible fur non-ergative verbs, the verbs under consideration must be considered
non-ergative. If these constructions can only be formed from ergative verbs which are
conjugated with ~ijn `to be', then this test is neutral with respect to the ergativity of
these verbs. The facts relating to extraction in wat ~~r7ur constructions do not point to
the ergativity of these verbs either: sentences such as ~Wut klonk er gisteretr s~nur ,~~eluicl
mooi:' lit. What snunded there ~~estetdcrv for sourtd heautificl?, Wat smaakte c~r ~~isteren
~~nor~ ~~erecht lekker? lit. Whut tusted therc~ vc ster~day frn- dish nice.' are completely
out, though Wat s~oor- ~eluid klnnk er Risterem m~oi? lit. Whut for sourtd sounded tltere
~~esterday heaactiful.'' `What kind of sound sounded beautiful yesterday'?' and Wat roor
gerec~ht smaakte er ~t; isteren lekker? lit Whatfor dish tasted tlrere vesterday~ nice? ' What
dish tasted nice yesterday'?' are perfect. This would be consistent with a non-ergative
analysis; it is perhaps consistent with an ergative analysis, since H~at i~nnr split always
yields somewhat deviant results if the relevant NP is followed by AP. The verb smuken
'to taste' can optionally take an indirect object: De muultijd snruukte ons goed 'The
dish tasted good to us'. If one believes that indirect objects cannot appear if there is no
direct object, then this would point to an ergative analysis. Under such an analysis, one
would also expect that the indirect object can precede the subject (as in ?Hecft jnu dc~
ntuattijd ~ned ~~esnraukt? lit. Has s~nu the nteal ,~ond tasted.' 'Did you like the meal'?'
and .'...dat nns de~e mualtijd ,~oc~d ,~~esmaakt heeft lit. ...that us this meul Snnd tusted
hus '...that we liked this meal'), but judgments on these sentences vary. Reflexives
and reciprocals can hardly occur with these verbs. Only the verb snraken `to taste' can
take an additional argument, and sentences such as ??hij smaukt ~ich~c If ,qned `he tastes
good to himself', ??~ij smaken elkaur gned 'they tasted good to each other' appear not
only semantically odd, but also syntactically deviant. This suggests that an ergative
analysis might be more appropriate. In short, a first glance at the facts does not yield
a clear conclusion, and the issue requires further investigation. If it turns out better to
analyze these verbs as ergative verbs, nothing prevents one from changing the relevant
specifications of these verbs in the dictionary. The rest of the grammar will function
norrnally, and probably better if the arguments for treating these verbs as ergatives are
sound.

Concerning the final issue, it has been decided in the Rosetta grammar to adopt
an analysis with two (or for sntaken even three) arguments for the followíng reason.
Sentence (68a) is deviant:

(68) a '??Dat geluid smaakt goed 'That sound tastes good'
b Dat geluid klinkt~is goed `That sound sounds~is good'
c Dat gerecht smaakt goed 'That dish tastes good'
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The reason for this deviance cannot be found in the fact that the NP dut ~~~eluicl
and the adjective ,~~ned are incompatible in such constructions (see (68b)). It cannot be
caused by the combination of the verb smaken `to taste' and the adjective ,~oed `good'.
see (68c). It must then be a consequence of the combination of the NP clar ~s,~ehcid
'that sound' and the verb sniuken 'to taste', a plausible conclusion on intuitive semantic
grounds as well. These facts can be accounted for by assuming that the verb smaken
imposes type restrictions on the NP which are incompatible with the NP dat ,~~eluicl.
Type restrictions, however, cannot be imposed by a predicate on free adjuncts, so it
must be concluded that clat gelicid is an argument of the verb .rmaken.

Of course, the relevant NP is also subject to type restrictions imposed by the ad-
jective. Examples such as ?'de aurclappels smaken ,~~eschift 'the potatoes taste curdled'
v, de mclk .rntaukt gc~schift `the milk tas[es curdled', or ??het water .cntaukt nnrijp "Ihe
water tastes unripe' v. de appel smuukt nnrijp 'the~ apple tastes unripe' might be used
to illustrate this. But this does not necessarily imply that the NP is an argument of
this adjective. The adjective can impose type restrictions on the (abstract) subject of
the small clause it heads. Since the subject of the verb serves as an antecedent for this
subject, these type restrictions will hold for the subject of the verb as well.'~

It remains to discuss the examples (66c,d,e) and (67a). For convenience, I will
repeat the relevant sentences in (69).

(69) a hij kocht de winkel leeg 'he bought the shop empty'

b hij kneep de tube leeg `he squeezed the tube empty'

c hij vond haar aardig `he found her nice'
d hij schoor de man glad `he shaved the man smooth'

All these examples can be characterized as a seyuence NPt L' NP~ AP. Though all
these examples have surface trees which look very much alike, there are considerable
differences between these constructions and they are derived in different ways. I will
first outline how each of these examples is analyzed, and then sketch some of the
considerations that lead to these analyses. Example (69a) is analyzed as containing
a verb which takes a resultative small clause with an overt subject as its obligatory
internal argument. Example (69b) is analyzed as containing an intransitive verb which
is accompanied by a resultative small clause with an overt subject as a bound adjunct.
Example (69c) is analyzed as containing a verb which takes two arguments, a subject,
and a non-resultative small clause with an overt subject. Example (69d) is analyzed as
contaíning a transitive verb which takes a subject and a direct object as its arguments
and which is accompanied by a resultative small clause with a non-overt subject as a
bound adjunct.

'~Henk van Riemsdijk suggested considering the adjective in these constructions as bound adjuncts. This
iti certainly a po,sihility, hut whether it is feasible depends on one's analy~is of [he sentences in which the
ADJP is absent. Such sentences are possible fcf. Do~ smaak~! 'That tastes!'). but one cannot really say that
the AllJP has just been left out. as with other adjunets. Sentcnces in whích the ADJP do not occur reyuire a
special intonation (cf- the exclamation mark), und are interpreted as if the vcrb is still modilied (by an ADJP
with a tiomewhat indetinite meaningl. 1 have assumed that such sentences ure to be analyzed as containing
an abstract ADJP with exclamatory force. which induces the ,pecial intonution. Under such an analysiti il is
assmned that the ADJP is obli~~atory. therefore it cannot tre un adjunct.
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The differences between these analyses can be represented as follows: first, the
analyses differ with respect to the status of NP~: is it an argument of the verb (in
(69d)), or not (in (69a,b,c)). Second, is the combination NPz AP an argument of the
verb (in (69a,c)) or not (in (69b,d)). This is represented in the tabfe in (70):

(70)
(69a) (69b) (69c) (69d)

NP~ arg of V? no no no yes
NP~ AP arg of V? yes no yes no

These criteria do not distinguish (69a) and (69c), which differ in the resultative v.
non-resultative nature of the small clause argument.

"I'he analyses are supported by several facts. First, let's consider omissability of NP~
and AP. In (69a) neither NP,, nor AP, nor their combination can be omitted (cf. hij
kocht ~`(de x~in~el) ~(leeg)). It might look as if the AP on its own can be omitted in the
example given, but this is accidentaL The resulting sentence happens to be grammatical
because the verb is transitive and the semantic type of the NP happens to be compatible
with the possible types of the object of this verb. But the resulting sentence cannot
be seen as a variant of the original sentence in which the AP is left out. Semantic
considerations corroborate this view (see below). In general, AP cannot be left out in
this eonstruction (cf. hij at zijn fiord ??(leeg), hij at zijn huidje ?'(t~ollrnnd))). Both
can be omitted together in (69b), but neither of them can be omitted on its own (cf.
hij kneep, ~`hij kneep de tuhe, ~hij kneep lee,~). NP and AP cannot be omitted in (69c),
neither on their own, nor together (cf. ~hij vond, ~hij vond haar,'S ~`hij vond ~oed). AP
ean, but NP eannot, be omitted in (69d) (cf. hij schoa~ hern, ~`hij schoor glacn.

These facts follow immediately from the analysis proposed, in combination with
independent properties of the relevant verbs and of predicative APs. In (69a) NP and
AP together form a small clause which is an obligatory argument of the verb, so that
NP and AP cannot be omitted togethec The NP cannot be omit[ed on its own, since a
small clause must contain a subject. The AP cannot be left out on its own, because a
small clause must contain a predicate.

In (69b) NP and AP can be omitted together because together they are a bound
adjunct, and adjuncts are always optional. NP and AP cannot be omitted on their own
for the same reasons as given for (69a).

In (69c) NP and AP cannot be omitted together, because together they form an
obligatory argument of the verb. They cannot be omitted on their own for the same
reasons as given for (69a).

In (69d) NP cannot be omitted, because it is an obligatory argument of the transitive
verb. The AP can be omitted because it is the surface reflex of a small clause adjunct,
and adjuncts are always optional.

A second argument relates to entailments. The issue is whether certain entailments
can be formulated at all. An initial example is the implication NP V NP AP ~ NP L'
NP. This implication cannot be fonnulated for (69a,b,c), but it can be formulated for
(69d). (ef. ~Hij kneep de tube, ~`Hij rond haar, hij schoor- de man glad ~ hij schoor de
man).

'-SThis sentence is well-formed under an irrelevant reading. which must lx ignored here.
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It may appear that the entailment can be formulated for (69a) as well, but this is
just accidental. If other examples of the same type are taken into account, one observes
that in general the entailment cannot be formulated (e.g. hij ut ~ijn huikje ~`(rcrndl, hij
at -ijn bord ~`(leeg)). ~

A number of conditions determine whether the entailment holds or not. However,
if the entailment can be formulated at all for examples such as (69a), it never holds,
though in (69d) and similar examples it may hold, cf. Hij koc~ht de u~inkel lee,~~ ~ hij
kucht de K~inke! is false; hij schoor de rrran glud ~ Hij schoor- de ntan is true.

A second example is the entailment NP V NP AP ~ NP V. This implication can be
formulated for (69b), but it cannot be formulated for (69a,c,d) (cf. ~`hij kncht, hij kneep
de tuhe he,~ ~ hij kneep, ~hij vond, ~`hij schncu.). ~

Generally, such entailments can be formulated if the omitted phrases in the right
hand part of the implication are an adjunct. In the analysis sketched, the relevant facts
follow immediately: in the cases where the implication can be formulated, the omitted
phrases are bound adjuncts; in the cases where the implication cannot be formulated,
the omitted phrases are not adjuncts.

A third argument which provides evidence for the analysis proposed concerns para-
phrases. How can the relevant sentences be paraphrased, in particular can they be
paraphrased by expressions of the form NPi V NP~ ~ndat (so that) NP~ AP V', where
V' is an appropriate copula (e.g. wnr-den, rakc~n `become' ), and where the second oc-
currence of NP, is perhaps better replaced by an appropriate pronoun; or can they be
paraphrased by expressions of the form NPi V dat (that) NP~ AP l'' where V' is an
appropriate tbrm of the copula ~ijn; or can they be paraphrased by an expression of
the forrn .NPi V op ~n'n munier, dut (in such u wa~~, that) NP~ AP V', where V' is an
appropriate copula (e.g. x~rn-d~n, raken `become')'?

An expression of the first form can be a paraphrase for (69d), cf. hij schonr~ de
mun ~odut die ~~lad k~erd, but not for the other examples. An expression of the second
form can be a paraphrase for (69c), cf hij vnnd dat ~ij uar-di,~ K~us, but not for the other
examples. An expression of the third form can be a paraphrase for (69b), cf. hij knec~p
np -n'n nunrier, dut de tube lee~~ raukte.

These facts follow from the analysis in the following way. A necessary condition
for the formulation of an expression of the first form is that NP~ is an argument of V.
This is the case, according to the analysis proposed, only in (69d), but not in the other
examples. A necessary condition for the formulation of the second expression is that
the combination NP~ AP is an argument of V, which is only the case in (69c). And a
necessary condition for the formulation of the third expression is that the combination
NP~ AP is an adjunct, which is only the case in (69b).

A fourth argument in favor of the analysis proposed concerns selectional or type
restrictions: can V impose type restrictions upon NP~? If so, then NP, is an argument
of V, if not, it is not. The verb can impose type restrictions upon NP~ in (69d), cf. ??hij
schc,c,r de tuf'c I~~lud `he shaved the table smooth', but not in the other examples. Other
examples of this kind also show that the verb can impose selectional restrictions upon
the direct object, e.g. ??hij bruk het wuter (kapot) `he broke the water into pieces', and
with verbs such as .etten, lc~,~,~~en, dnen, stnppen (all meaning 'to put'). These latter
verbs take a direct object and a prepositional or adjectival small clause with a covert
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subject. The combination of the semantic type of the direct object and the nature of
the locative predicate determine which of these verbs is appropriate. The following
examples show that the semantic type of the direct object is crucial:

(71) a Hij ??zette ~ legde ~ stopte ~ deed de zakdoek in de tank

'He put the handkerchief into the tank'

b Hij ?'?zette ~'?'?legde ~ stopte ~ deed benzine in de tank

'He put gasoline into the tank'

c Hij '?'?zette ~'??legde ~ stopte ~ deed gas in de tank

'He put gas into the tank'

d Hij zette ~ legde ~ stopte ~ deed het boek in de tank
' He put the book into the tank'

This can be accounted for by means of selectional restrictions if the object NP is an
argutnent of the verb.

Similar examples can be constructed with verbs such as beiioemen (tot), aanstellen
(als) `appoint', which take a prepositional predicate phrase as one of their complements.
The direct object of these verbs must be at least animate and is usually human (cf. :'?hij
benrienide de eerlijkheid tot de hon~ste deu~qd `He appointed honesty as the highest
virtue').

In all other examples, the verb does not impose selectional restrictions on NP~. In
(69c), NP~ can even be `weather'-it, as in hij vnnd het knud `he considered it cold'.

There are further differences between these constructions. One set of differences
concerns the issue whether the AP can be replaced by the wh-word hoe (which, being a
wh-word, will be preposed). This is possible for (69c,d), but impossible for (69a,b):'-~

(72) a ~`Hoe kocht hij de winkel? (answer: leeg)

`How did he buy the shop?' (answer: empty)

b ~`Hoe kneep hij de tube? (answer: leeg)

`How did he squeeze the tube?' (answer: empty)

c Hoe vond hij haar? (answer: aardig)
`How did he find her' (answer: nice)

d Hoe verfde hij de deur? (answer: groen)

'How did he paint the door' (answer: green)

I cannot explain why these facts are the way they are, but they clearly indicate that
the examples (a,b) must be analyzed in a way which differs from the analysis for the
examples (c,d).

There has been some debate regarding how these constructions should be analyzed.
Basically, two points of view can be distinguished.'~ One view, adopted e.g. by Hoek-
stra (1984), Hoekstra (1988) and Van Gestel (1989) claims that all these constructions

'-fiExample 172a) is well-formed under an irrelevant reading, which will be ignored, as be fore.
'-~I will restrict attention here to analyses of these constructions dealing with Dutch facts. Of course. there

is a much wider literature dealing with these or similar constructions in other languages.
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involve small clauses with overt subjects. The second point of view, adopted e.g. by
Neeleman and Weerman (1992) claims that small clauses play no role in the derivation
of these sentences at all.

The position adopted here regarding these constructions is intermediate, in two
respects. First, I claim that small clauses do play a role in these constructions, but t
do not claim that all small clauses are present at all syntactic levels of representation
(some are, others aren't). Second, I claim that the NP complement of verbs such as
t~eri~en (and similarly zetten, leK~en, .rtoppen, doeiz (all meaning `to put'), and stua~r,
li,~~~err, -rttc~ir (all meaning `be (located)')) is normally's not the subject of the small
clause but an argument of the verb. The analysis of these constructions differs from
the analysis of examples such as (69a,b,c) where the NP is the subject of the small
clause. Hoekstra (1984) and Hoekstra (1988) analyze all these constructions in the
same manner, with the NP as the subject of the small clause. The evidence for this
analysis, however, is rather weak for examples with the verbs mentioned above. The
only real argument Hoekstra presents concems the interpretation of the NP complements
in such constructions. According to Hoekstra, these NP complements are obligatorily
interpreted as uffec~ed complements, but not as effected complements (cf. He puinted the
hou.rc~ (affected or effected reading) v. He painted tlre hou.re ~~rcen (affected complement
reading only). Though this may be correct, it is unclear what the point shows: it can
count as an argument only if it can be shown additionally that this difference in meaning
can only be accounted for by adopting the small clause structure proposed by Hoekstra,
and not by adopting some other structure. But Hoekstra does not show this, so no
conclusions can be drawn on the basis of this fact.

4.7 Systematic Relations between Predicates

Our experiences with the system for predicate-argument relations as discussed in the
preceding sections in grammars for a machine translation system, and especially our
experiences with filling a formal lexicon with this information yielded as one result
that it is necessary to capture regular relationships between lexical items by means
of rules. This has been done to an insufficient degree in the current grammar, and
requires amelioration. This section describes a number of examples where such regular
relationships hold, and a method is suggested to express them.

One possible type of rules which might serve this purpose are lexical rules. Lexical
rules operate in the lexicon and take as input a lexical entry and yield as output a new
lexical entry.

In a grammar in which lexical rules play a role, a lexical item L belongs to the set
of lexical items of a language, if L belongs to the set of initial lexical entries (which
are defined by enumeration), or if there is a lexical rule by which L can be related to
a different lexical item L' which belongs to the set of lexical items of the language. If
the lexical rules only define a finite set of related lexical entries, the lexical rules can

'-Ktn many cases, an analysis like the one proposed by Hcekstra is possible ati wcll, c.g. Hcekstra givcti the
example I huie painred rne fin,~er.c hluek ur,d hlue. which by all criteria mentioned atwvc must be analyzed
as taking a small clausc argument.
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be used 'off-line', e.g. the lexical rules can be used to expand a set of initial lexical
entries to the full set of lexical entries. This full set is actually used during processing.
If the lexical rules are used 'on-line', i.e. they are applied during processing, this is to
a large extent eyuivalent to formulating these rules as rules operating in syntax. In this
case, if recursion is allowed, the lexical rules must obey a measure condition in order
to guarantee termination in analysis (the output of the application of a lexical rule must
be 'smaller', according to some measure, than the input).

A difference between formulating these rules as lexical rules and formulating them as
syntactic rules in the grammatical framework adopted here, is that syntactic rules should
be associated to a meaning and to a translation-equivalent operation in the grammars
of other languages. Wherever possible, it would be most natural within the framework
adopted here to deal with such phenomena by means of syntactic rules which have
translation-eyuivalent rules in the grammars of other languages.'-`~ But this is probably
not possible for all examples, since it is often not the case that translation-equivalent
rules are applicable to translation-eyuivalent basic expressions. In that case, either
lexical rules which apply in the lexicon are necessary, or syntactic rules which apply to
larger structures than lexical items are required. An example of the latter case might be
relevant to middle formation. Both English and Dutch have a rule of middle formation.
These rules can be associated to the same meaning and be translation-eyuivalent. But
the rules do not apply to tr~tnslation-eyuivalent lexical items (e.g. the English rule does
apply to hrihc~, but the Dutch rule does not apply to omknpen). In this case one might
consider setting up two translation-equivalent rules which apply to larger structures and
which form normal middles whenever possible, but turn to different constructions if a
middle cannot be formed. To give an example, for Dutch omkopen the rule might yield
a construction such as -ich late~r omknpen.

A problem with lexical rules applying in the lexicon concems their status in mul-
tilingual systems. If we derive some lexical entry L2 from some lexical entry Ll by
lexical rule Rl, then how should L2 be translated into another language`? This is taken
care of automatically if the lexical rule applies in syntax, but not when it applies in the
lexicon. For lexical rules which apply in the lexicon one should not only specify for
each lexical entry which lexical rules are applicable to i[, but also what the translation
equivalents of the derived entries are in the lexicons of other languages. This can be
achieved by specifying a unique name for the derived entries. Multilingual dictionaries
can then be formulated in terms of relations between uniyue names for lexical entries
from different languages. A consequence is that lexical rules applying in the lexicon
can derive only a finite number of non-basic lexical entries.

Passivization is often mentioned as a possible lexical rule. The idea is that such a
rule would change the subcategorization properties and additional properties of a lexical
item, and yield a new lexical item which is the passive of this lexical item. However,
it is dubious whether passivization can be considered a lexical rule, for a number of

"~In the controlled M-grammar framework both 'symactic' rulcs and ' lexical' rules can apply in the syntactic
component. tf both types of rules apply in syntax, the distinction between the two types of ruleti is made by
imposing different restrictions on their applicability. 'Lexical' rules can apply only to S-lrees corresponding
to a word flexical S-trees) and yield S-trees which correspond to a word (lexical S-trees), while 'syntuctic'
rules can apply to larger structure~, and yield larger structures.
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reasons. For discussion, see chapter 5.2.
Examples where lexical rules might be useful in dealing with variations in argument

structure are listed below. Most examples are from Dutch, though some apply to English
and Spanish as well, and examples from other languages can readily be found.

1. The regular altemation in Dutch in `verbs of manner of movement' such as loherr
'x~ulk', srhaatserr 'skate', rijden 'dri~~e', etc., which can be used either as an
activity verb (hij heeft geschaat.ct `he has skated'), or as a directional verb (hij
is naur Franeker geschaatst 'he has skated to Franeker'), or as a transitive verb
(hij schaatste de elfsteder~tocht 'he skated the Elfsteder~tocht' ) or as a verb with a
directional small clause (hij heef't de K~inrram- naar de finish ,~eschaatst 'he skated
tlre ~rinner tn the fini.rh' ). The forms of all these verbs do not differ, but all kinds
of syntactic and semantic properties (number of arguments, event type, choice of
auxiliary verb, passivizability, etc) are different for these different uses. It is not
possible to describe these differences within one lexical entry.

2. A class of verbs which express activities having to do with body care (kamnrerr
'to cnnrb'. H~assen 'tn x~ash', scheren 'tn shai~e'. afdrn,~~en 'tci dry') ean be used
transitively, but also reflexively with the reflexive pronoun -ic~h. This differs from
the use in which the verb has a reflexive pronoun as its direct object (in such a
case the reNexive pronoun ~ich~elf should be used), and it is more a special kind
of intransitivization.

3. A class of transítive verbs can also be used with a resultative small clause instead
of the direct object, e.g. lrr'j knclrt een appel 'hP h~iught an upple' v. hij kocht de
tirintic I lee,~~ 'he hnrr~~~{rt the shoP enrptt~' (i.e he bought so much that the shop got
empty). These uses cannot be considered as two uses of the same lexical entry,
as discussed above.

4. The opposition transitive v. middle (hij i~erkncht het boek ' {re .rald the bonk' v, de
boeken i~erknpen ,qoed 'the bnok.c sell H~ell' ), and perhaps also intransitive v. mid-
dle (hij fretst 'Ite bicvcles' v. de-e H~eglf'tets~hartd~et.rt lekker 'this roudibicvclelhn~e
hic~~rles nic~eh~' ).

5. The opposition result-event meaning with nominalizations. Perhaps it is possible
to simply indicate for certain words that they are a nominalization of a certain
verb. The noun destrr~ction can be used to illustrate this. The noun can be used
as the result of a'destroy' event, but also to describe the event itself. In this
latter usage it takes arguments in a way similar to the related verb destrc~~~. If
it is indicated that desn~uction is a nominalization of the verb desn.oi~, then its
complementation properties can perhaps be derived by rule. However, this clearly
reyuires a more thorough investigation.

6. Oppositions such as hij kneeP 'he syrree-ed' v. hij kneep de tandpa.rta uit de trrhe
'Ote sqrree-ed the tonth paste orct of the trcbe en hij darrste 'Ite danced' v. Itij darrste
:r~rr Ini7~~len lee,~~ 'he danced his hcn,~~.c emph~', if these cannot be accounted for by
general rule.
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7. Certain intransitive-transitive alternations, e.g. hij liep 'he run' v. hij liep de

maruthon 'he rui~ the rriaruthc~ii'; hlj dur~ste 'he dunc~er!' v. hij danste de tunRo

'fre du~~c~ecl the tun,~o'.

Lexical rules might also be useful to express systematic relations between lexical
entries which do not directly relate to predicate-argument relations, e.g. for the follow-
ing:

1. the opposition mass-count, to indicate a yuantity, e.g. beer taste.c ,~~oocl v. pleuse
,~~i~~e me tx~o beers)

2. the opposition mass-count, to indicate a kind, e.g. x~iite tastes ,~~ood v. sererul
nice x~inc.r.

3. the opposition count-mass, e.g. certain words for animals can be used as a mass
noun if it denotes food (e.g. Er liep ~l een) kip 'A chicker7 x~us running' v. hij at
kip `he x~as eutin,q c{ricken' ).

The list given above is just a short list of potential examples where lexical rules
might be usefuL Many other examples can easily be found. Most, however, require
additional investigation to see whether an approach in which lexical rules are used is
really fruitful.

4.8 Concluding Remarks

In ihis chapter l discussed how predicate-argument relations are dealt with in the Rosetta
grammars. 1 showed that the compositional nature of controlled M-grammar has imme-
diate and far-reaching consequences for the treatment of predicate-argument relations:
the very design of the grammar immediately derives a variant of the 6-criterion in a
very strict way; it implies that only the notion 'semantic argument' is relevant, and it
has immediate conseyuences for the treatment of optional arguments.

To avoid the undesirable conseyuences of this approach, it has been proposed that
a class of phrases should not be dealt with as arguments, but as hnecnc! udjuncvs, which
are intermediate between arguments and adverbials.

The treatment of small clauses, which play an important role throughout the gram-
mar, has been illustrated.

Finally, it has been observed that many systematic and regular relationships between
lexical entries or between different uses of one and the same entry are not expressed
adeyuately, and it has been suggested that rules should be introduced to express these.
One can partially do this by means of local rules which apply in the isomorphic gram-
mars, or by syntactic rules which operate on larger structures, or, to capture monolingual
generalizations only, by lexical rules which operate in the lexicon. Such lexical rules,
however, can only apply to lexical entries which specify a unique name for an output
lexical entry, in order to be able to express the correct translation relations.



Chapter 5

Some Constructions

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will illustrate how a number of constructions have been incorporated
in the Rosetta grammars. 1 will discuss the treatment of passivization (section 52),
Verb Second in Dutch (section 5.3), unbounded dependencies (section 5.4) and crossing
dependencies in Dutch (section 5.5). For all these constructions a particular existing
analysis has been adopted as a starting point, and an attempt has been made to incor-
porate these analyses in the framework adopted here. This required adaptation of the
original analyses in certain cases, as will be illustrated, though in general the existing
analyses could be incorporated fairly directly.

In the analysis of passives I attempted to incorporate some of the insights developed
in the Mnre a program with respect to passivization into a framework in which there
are language-specific and construction-specific rules. The major tenet of the More a
program is that it claims there are no language-specific or construction-specific rules.
Though this approach is incompatible with the framework adopted here, it is clear that
much can be gained by making rules less construction-specific.

The result is an analysis of passives in which a conglomerate of rules, only one
of which is particular to passives, derives passive constructions. Most of the rules
postulated are also used in the derivation of completely different constructions, and
are for this reason not construction-specific. The operations which are common to the
derivation of several constructions have been identified and isolated (factored out) in
separate rules, so that undesirable duplication has been avoided.

The analysis of Verb Second in Dutch incorporates the analysis developed originally
by Den Besten(1983) in a fairly direct manner. It is argued that this analysis, which
requires a movement rule, is superior to altemative analyses developed in the GPSG
and HPSG frameworks. The analysis of Verb Second as developed by Den Besten
states that the application of the relevant rule is conditioned by syntactic structure: no
other factors are relevant and there is no direct link with semantic properties. Though
the position of the finite verb in a sentence may appear to have a direct influence
on the interpretation of a sentence (cf. hij loopt `he is walking' vs. Loopt hij? `Is
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he walking'. Also see chapter 3), the rule accounting for the position of the verb
has been formulated as a transformation which is sensitive to syntactic structure only.
It plays a role in the derivation of many different kinds of sentences (declaratives,
wh-yuestions, yes-no questions, conditional subordinate clauses, etc.) and is therefore
not construction-specific. The fact that Den Besten's analysis can be incorporated
directly provides an illustration of one of the main virtues of the controlled M-grammar
framework: the transformations allowed in this framework make it possible to factor
out common properties in separate rules.

For unbounded dependencies, an analysis is adopted in which phrases are actually
moved from one position in the tree to another position in a successive cyclic manner,
as originally proposed in Chomsky (1973). It is argued that such a movement analysis
is superior to analyses using feature-transportation mechanisms to describe unbounded
dependencies. The evidence is derived from the behavior of idiom chunks and from
facts relating to inversion in Spanish, as originally pointed out by Torrego (1984).

The movement rule involved in describing these unbounded dependencies is also
a transformation which is sensitive to syntactic structure only. It is not associated to
a specific meaning aspect. This makes it possible to use this rule in all constructions
where unbounded dependencies play a role, so this rule is also not construction-specitic.

Finally, I will discuss the treatment of crossing dependencies in Dutch. I adopted
the analysis by Evers (1975) as a starting point, and incorporated it, with a few minor
modifications, into the grammar. I will show that the controlled M-grammar formalism
makes it possible to incorporate such a well-motivated syntactic analysis fairly directly,
and to express the relevant syntactic generalizations concerning the distribution of verbs
in Dutch with a minimum of machinery.

5.2 Passivization

There are basically two major types of analyses of the passive construction in modern
formal theories of grammar. They are called the .rvntactic and the lexical analysis of
passive, respectively.~ If we restrict attention to verbs, then it can be said that both
theories assume that an essential part of passivization is an operation on the verb. The
lexical analysis states that passivization is to be characterized as an operation which
changes the subcategorization frame of a verb: the prototypical case of a transitive
verb takes a direct-object NP in active structures, but it doesn't take one in passive
structures. In addition, the subject is tumed into a hr-phrase. The syntactic analysis
states that passivization does not change the subcategorization frame: a passivized
transitive verb takes a direct object, just as its active counterpart does; passivization only
suppresses the subject, which can (optionally) be realized in a h~~-phrase. One essential
difference between the two classes of theories can be summarized as follows: under
the lexical analyses it is assumed that a passivized verb does not take a direct object

~A third type of analysis, which might be called the rnera.ccrnacnr analysis of patisive. is employed in
GPSG 1 tiee Gazdar er oL (198511. Passive structures are formed by syntactic rules which have been fornmd
by metarules from other syntactic rules. As far as we can see, most of the drawbacks of thc lexical analysis
apply lo thc metasyntactic analysis as well.
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at syntactic levels of representation, though the syntactic analyses claim that passivized
verbs do take a direct object at ( at least some) syntactic levels of representation. Another
essential difference between the two approaches can be described as follows: in the
syntactic approach it is assumed that many operations involved in the formation of
passive s[ructures are also involved in the formation of completely different structures,
so that these operations should not be part of the operation to form passives. Examples
of these operations will be given below. In the lexical analyses, however, some of these
operations are part of the lexical rule to form passivized verbs.

Representatives of lexical analyses of passivization are Lexiral Functional Gram-

mar (Kaplan and Bresnan ( 19R2)), Head Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag
(1987)), and certain others. Representatives of syntactic analyses of passivization are the
Principles and Parameters Framework'- ( which originated with the Government Binding
Theory), see Chomsky ( 1981), Chomsky and Lasnik ( 1991), and Relational Grammar
(Perlmutter (1977)).

It must be clarified what a`syntactic' analysis vs. a`lexical' analysis of passive
means in the context of the controlled M-grammar framework. In `lexical' analyses
of passiviza[ion it is usually assumed that the rule to form passives applies in the

lexicon. Such an analysis cannot be incorporated directly in the controlled M-grammar
framework which does not have rules in the lexicon. It might be possible to use rules
of the kind described in section 4.7, but these do not yet exist. As noted before, in the
controlled M-grammar framework both ` syntactic' rules and `lexical' rules must apply
in the syntactic component. The distinction between the two types of rules is made by
imposing different restrictions on their applicability. `Lexical' rules can apply only to
S-trees corresponding to a word ( lexical S-trees) and yield S-trees which correspond to
a word, while ` syntactic' rules can apply to larger structures, and yield larger structures.

In Rosetta, ihe syntactic analysis of passivization of Govemment Binding (GB)
theory has been taken as a basis for the analysis. The main reason for this is that the
lexical analysis combines a number of operations which in my view are independent and
should be described as independent operations. This will become clear below, where
I will describe and justify the analysis adopted in Rosetta. Many of the arguments
for certain assumptions have been derived directly from GB-like analyses of passive
constructions.

The analysis of passive in the Government Binding Theory is an excellent example
to illustrate what the Move a program has led to. I have attempted to incorporate
some of the positive results of this approach into the controlled M-grammar framework,
especially with respect to the fact that most rules involved in forming passive structures
are not specific to the passive construction, but have independent motivation and are
used to form completely different constructions as well.

I will first outline globally how passive structures are derived in the grammar, and
then explain in more detail why this analysis has been adopted.

The first step to form a sentence consists of combining a verb with a number of
variables into a propositional structure consisting of a predicate and optionally a sub-
ject, by start rules ( see chapter 2). The position of the variables and the grammatical

'-A Iexical analysis for passives is not excluded in this framework, but most researchers working in this
paradiem assume a syntactic analysis.
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relations they bear in this structure correspond to their positions and relations when
used in an active sentence. Thus, for instance, the two-place verb kiss can be combined
with two variables, xi and x,, where xi is the subject and x, is the direct object in the
propositional structure headed by kiss.

Voice rules apply to determine the voice of the structure. The rule for active voice
leaves the structure unchanged, and only changes the value of the voice attribute of the
proposition node from unspecifred to uctii~e.

The rule for passive voice (called Rpussii~e) changes the value of this voice attribute
into pussii~e, but a number of other changes are also performed. The rule Rpussire.
however, is not really comparable to the traditional pa.rsire n-unsforntutior: (e.g. as in
Chomsky (1957)). The traditional passive transformation has been decomposed into a
nurnber of separate rules and transformations, which together form passive structures.
This approach is inspired directly by the treatment of passives in Chomsky (1981).

In order to illustrate this, I will summarize the differences between a typical pas-
sive sentence and the corresponding active sentence, and indicate where and how the
differences among them are accounted for:

Voice The attribute voice has the value actii~e in active sentences, the value pussi~~e in
passive sentences. As pointed out above, the value of this attribute is set in the
voice rules called Ruc~tii~e, Rpussir~e.

Subject The first argument of a verb in aciive sentences is expressed as a suhjecr.
In passive sentences it is expressed as a complement to the preposition dr~nr in
Dutch, hv in English or p~~r in Spanish. This change is performed in a separate
rule.

Verb Form In active sentences the form of the main verb is not fixed. [t can be a
finite verb, an infinitive, a present participle, a past participle (if an auxiliary verb
hebhei~ or -ijr: (in Dutch), hur~e (in English) or haber (in Spanish) ís present); in
passive structures the main verb is a past participle. The form of the verb is set
in the rule Rpassive.

Auxiliaries In active sentences no auxiliaries to express voice are present. In passive
sentences, however, auxiliary verbs (Dutch: x~nrdeir or -ijn; English: he: Span-
ish: ser) are present These auxiliary verbs are introduced by rules tuming the
propositional structure into a clause.

NP-movement One of the NP-arguments inside VP in an active sentence is usually
realized as a subject in the corresponding passive sentence. I will call this NP
the nu~rin,~~ NP. It can be a direct nhject, (The girl x~as kissed), an indirect nbject
(The man x~as Riven a hook), a prepo.ritional object ( The girl t7~as loc~ked at), the
subject of an embedded clause ( The man H~as beliered to he ill) or the subject
of an embedded small clause (He rrus considered u fi~o!). The operation to turn
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the moving NP into a subject will be called NP-moren~ient. NP-movement is
performed by a special transformation.

As is clear, the traditional effects of the passive transformation are performed by
the interaction of voice rules, rules to forni h1~-phrases (or theír eyuivalents in other
languages), rules to form clauses and transformations to turn NPs into subjects. The
reasons for doing this in this way are:

h~~-phrase This phrase is not fomied in the rule Rpus.cire, because it is used in other
constructions as well. Dutch has a construction which can occur only with the
verb luten 'to let' in which the Dutch equivalent of a b~~-phrase (formed with
the preposition door) occurs in a structure which is active in all other respects:
hij liet het huis door hen .rchoonmaken lit. he let the house clecrn bv the~nr 'he
had them clean the house'. As in passives, this phrase is optional (cf. Hij liPt
het huis schoonmuken). By-phrases also occur in nominal constructions, and in
so-called `modal passives', a construction in which te f infinitival V has the
meaning 'can~must be V-ed' (e.g. dr' dc~ur on.r schnon te muken hui:en lit. the hi~
us clean to muke houses 'the houses which are to be cleaned by us'), though we
did not deal with these systematically in the Rosetta system. It is clear then, that
h~~-phrases are not specific to passive structures, and that their formation should
not be carried out in the rule Rpassive.~

NP-movement This operation is not performed inside the rule Rpussire because it is
not essential to the passive voice at all:

~ There are passive sentences with no VP-intemal NP at all (impersonal pas-
sives, for instanee Er H~c~i-d geclunst (lit. T{)ere x~a.c danc~ecl) in Duteh, and
passives of verbs that take a sentential complement, for instance It was suid
thut he K~us dishnnest). If NP-movement were part of the rule Rpussire, a
separate rule for such passives would have to be stated.

~ In personal passive sentences the moving NP sometimes remains inside VP,
and is not moved into the subject position. Some relevant examples are: De
n2anr)en weir! het boek ge,~~eren (lit. The men K~u.r the hook ~~i~~eit), Er ra~erd
dn~n. I)em een boek ,~ele~en (There x~as hv hinr a hoo~ reud), for which it
can be argued convincingly that the boldface NPs are in object position, not
in subject position (cf. Den Besten(1981)).

~ A distinction is made between er,~~utive and non-er~t,~utire verbs (see chapter 4)
Ergative verbs are verbs that take an NP as argument but do not realize any
of its arguments as an e.~ternnl ui,~tonent. For these verbs there must be a
rule to turn an NP into a subject as well, though this involves only active

;In many analyscs, the h~-phrase is not analyzed as an argument. but as an adjunc[. Such an analysis iti
possible in the Framework assumed here as well. However, for translation purposes we want to derivc ac[ivc
and p,rssive constructions isomorphically. The adjunct analysi, can then only be maintained if the adjunct
is introduccd syncategorematirally. In addition, in each analysis it must be guaranteed that the NP in the
hr-phratic iti linked to the external (implicit) argument of Ihe verb. The approach adopted takes care of this
immediately. and does not reyuire special linking mechanisms.
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structures. It is natural to use the same rule both in passives and in ergative
structures.

~ NP-movement must also be performed for NPs that are not yet present in the
structure at the moment that the rule Rpu.rsire applies. As pointed out above,
the first rules to form sentences combine verbs with a number of variables,
and it is the case that for a sentence such as She x~as considered smart hi~
us the structure contains a variable for the subject (x~e), and a variable for
the 'small clause' she srnart, but nothing that cotresponds directly to the NP
she (which is the NP which should become the subject) at the moment that
the rule Rpussit~e must apply.

~ Control transformations dealing with ohligotnr.y~ control (in the sense of
Williams (1980)) can be simplified if the object is still an object at the
moment that they apply. This makes it easier to account for the fact that a
derived subject can still function as a controller, though an NP in the h~~-
phrase cannot. Recall here that there are no traces. Some relevant sentences
to illustrate the phenomenon are: S{ie x~as foired by hiin to ciefend frerself~
vs. "She x~as promise~l b~~ hini to defPnd himself: The structure of these
sentences, at the point in the derivation where control transformations are
applicable, can be represented informally as in (73a):

(73) a ~ was forced x2 [by xl] [ x2 to defend herselfll

b ~ was promised x2 ~by xl] ~xl to defend himselfll

In (73a) lexical properties of fi~rce state that the direct-object variable (x2)
must be the controller of the subject of the inhnitive. Sínce there is a direct-
object variable, and since it has the same index as the subject variable of
the infinítival complement, the control rule is applicable. In (736), however,
lexical properties of the verb promise state that the subject variable must be
the controller of the subject of the infinitive. Since there is no subject in the
structure, the control rule is not applicable and the derivation blocks.

This illustrates that the analysís, in which NP-movement is factored out of
the passive rule, makes it possible to apply theories of control which make
a distinction between obligatory and non-obligatory control, in a description
in which no traces are used.~

Auxiliary Verb The auxiliary verb is not introduced in the rule Rpussrre because there
are passive structures where no such auxiliary occurs. This is the case in small

~Henk van Riemsdijk suggests that the following contratls weaken the argument given:

(i) a I asked her to leave ~ to be allowed to leave
b She was asked to leave~ ~` to be allowed to Ieave

These contrast~, however, only show that the conditions under which complement control or subject control
is appropriatc cannot simply be stipulated, but mutit be derived from dceper properties, perhaps along the
lines of Ruzi~ka (1983). The argument given in the text would only be weakened if thc position of she in
(ib) were the crucial factor to account for the contrast. But there is no reason to assume this. [n the analysis
of Ruzi~ka 119R3), the position of controllers plays no role whatsoever.
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clauses with a verb as their head, e.g. Hij krec~~ het boek afgeleverd (He hud
tfre book clelir~er-ecI), Hij x~i.cr zich door hem gesteund (He krrer,~ hinrscIf h~~ hinr
azcppnrted), They hud him killed .

So, the effects of passivization are achíeved by the interaction of a number of rules,
some of which are necessary on independent grounds. The analysis is very much in the
spirit of analyses within the More a program. The following properties of these analyses
have been incorporated: (1) passivization is s.wuactic, not lexical; (2) no reference to
a hv-phrase is made inside a rule specific to passive structures; (3) no reference to a
direct-object NP or any NP whatsoever is made; (4) movement of NP is necessary in
certain cases, but (5) this movement is independent of passivir.ation; (6) the presence
of the auxiliary is independent of passivization.

[n the Mm~e a program, movement of NP is usually obligatory because the passive
participle does not assign case, and each NP must have case. This approach has not
been adopted. In the Rosetta grammars passive participles and ergative verbs can assign
(nominative) case to direct objects. Thus, absence of case does not force movement.
Instead, in such configurations no subject is present, but a subject must be present.
There are several ways to get a subject into such structures. One way is moving a VP-
internal NP into the subject position. Another way is inserting an expletive pronoun.
Expletive pronouns impose restrictions on VP-internal arguments. These restrictions
account for the fact that not just any NP can remain VP-internal in all passive structures
(cf. ~`er x~erd het hoek ~ekocirt `there was bought the book'). The relation between
expletives and VP-internal arguments must be made anyway, and not only when there
are VP-internal NPs, and this approach avoids complex case-transmission mechanisrns
needed in other approaches.

Note that the lexicon contains no passive verbs (passive participles) as entries. Each
verb is in the lexicon in its base form. The passive for-ms of a verb are created in
syntax. Even verbs which can occur in passive only (e.g. Dutch uchten `expect',
English r-unrour) are in the lexicon in their base forms, though their inherent properties
specify that they can occur in passive voice only. The analysis deviates considerably
from analyses of the passive construction in most other computational frameworks (LFG,
HPSG), in which the passive construction is usually accounted for by a lexical rule that
creates a new lexical entry with new complementation properties from an existing lexical
entry. In these latter analyses, many of the facts taken into account here, are usually not
considered at all (e.g. ergative verbs, argumen[s of passive verbs that remain in direct
object position) or dealt with in a completely different manner (e.g. small clauses). The
operations which turn the subject into a hr-phrase, or a complement NP into the subject
are not factored out as separate operations in these analyses. 1 therefore judge these
lexical analyses as inferior to the syntactic analyses.

5.3 Verb Second in Dutch

In Dutch, the finite verb can occupy two different positions in a clause. It can occur in
a relatively final position in certain constructions, but must occur in a relatively initial
position in other constructions. This is illustrated in (74):
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(74) a ...omdat hij de jongen een boek gaf
...because he the boy a book gave
'...because he gave the boy a book'

b hij ,~~af de jongen een boek
he gave the boy a book
'he gave the boy a book'

In (74a) the finite verb ,~af follows the indirect object and the direct object, but
in (74b) it precedes these phrases. I will refer to the fact that the verb can be in a
relatively initial (the `second') position as the Vei~h-Sec~~iid phennme~tnn (abbreviated as
the V2-phcnornennia), a misleading (but generally accepted) term, as we will see below.

In Rosetta, an analysis has been adopted which is based directly on the analysis of the
V2-phenomenon as sketched by Bierwisch (1963), Koster (1975), Den Besten (1983),
and others. Though there are several variants of this analysis, the essential features of
the analysis are yuite generally accepted. Only the analysis by Travis (1984) modifies
the standard analysis slightly, for sentences containing a sentence-ínitial subject. She
justifies the distinction by pointing out a number of subject-non-subject asymmetries
with regard to topicalization. The facts pointed out by her are well-known at least
since Koster (1978a). Though Travis's analysis constitutes a real alternative, [ did not
adopt her analysis, because ad-hoc stipulations are reyuired to prevent verb movement
in clauses containing a subordinate conjunction and because there are many alternative
accounts for the subject-non-subject asymmetries which do not have such drastic con-
sequences for the structure of the sentence. In the actual system a special rule has been
assumed for the topicalization of elements in the subject position. It differs from the
nonnal rule of topicalization in that it can prepose meaningless elements such as idiom
chunks, expletives and clitic pronouns.

A completely different analysis for the V2-phenomenon in German is presented by
Hans Uszkoreit (1982,1986), in a totally different framework, viz. GPSG. Uszkoreit's
analysis can be described briefly as follows. It is assumed that finite verbs can have
any of the two possible values (t or -) for the attribute MC.~ The order of constituents,
hence also the order of finite verbs, is determined by Linear Precedence Rules. These
Linear Precedence Rules state that a constituent with the specification fMC precedes
all other material in a sentence. A[-MCJ constituent, however, follows all material
(if one abstracts away from extraposition phenomena). A separate rule states that a
sentence introduced by a subordinate conjunction can only be combined with a sentence
containing a [-MC] verb.

In my view, Uszkoreit's analysis is inferior to the Koster-Den Besten analysis. There
are several arguments to support this point of view. The most important ones will be
outlined below.

Uszkoreit must assume a completely ad-hoc feature, MC, to be able to account for
the facts. Verbs in the V2-position cannot be distinguished from verbs in a clause-final
position except by their position. The fact that a feature is reyuired to distinguish verbs

SThis is an acronvm for moin cluuse, but this name should not be taken too seriously, as pointed out by
L'stkoreit, since the V2-phenomenon also occurs in certain suhordinatc clauses.
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that must invert and verbs that must not invert, is a clear indication that a'trick' is
applied in the framework to get the facts correct and that in fact the formalism assumed
might not be suited to deal with the V2-phenomenon. The major objection is that an ad-
hoc feature is proposed for verbs which do not differ in any way other than their position
in the sentence: this is a very unnatural way to deal with such facts, and it indicates
that the wrong formal means are used to describe such facts. This is acknowledged as
a problem in Uszkoreit (1982:147).

In Uszkoreit's analysis the complementary distribution between subordinate con-
junctions and V2 is not accounted for, but derived indirectly by means of a stipulation.
Of course, Den Besten's argumenis to show this complementary distribution were set
up for Dutch, but it is quite evident that these arguments might be relevant for German
as well, so that they should at least be explicitly discussed.~ Uszkoreit, however, does
not discuss it in any way: the claimed complementary distribution does not follow from
Uszkoreit's analysis without a separate stipulation to this effect.

Uszkoreit argues that a separable prefix and a verb when adjacent do not form a
word. He is forced to such an analysis, because otherwise his account of V2 will not
work properly: it would predict that the verb must occur in the V2-position accompanied
by its separable prefix, which is incorrect (cf. ~Er anruft mich v. Ei- ruft mich au).

Even if we accept the hypothesis that such separable prefix-verb combinations do
not form a word, Uszkoreit's analysis imposes a stronger reyuirement: they cannot
even be a constituent. It is unclear whether this can be maintained. In Dutch, such
combinations must be a constituent in certain configurations. The particle and the verb
can be put to the right of a verb raiser [ogether, as in (75):

(75) ...omdat hij de man wilde npbellen

...because he the man wanted up call

`...because he wanted to call up the man'

This shows that the sequence particle-verb must sometimes be a constituent. It is unclear
whether Uszkoreit's analysis is compatible with a proper analysis of such separable
prefixes. However, we will not discuss this anymore, since the syntax of separable
prefixes is a very complicated issue for which no uniformly accepted analysis exists.~

Uszkoreit assumes that German VPs are left-branching, i.e. he assumes that the
verbs inside a VP are the rightmost heads in VPs and that infinitival complements
(VPs, in his analysis) precede the verb. Though he briefly brings up the subject of how
to correctly analyze auxiliary verbs, he dces not in any way discuss the arguments Evers
(1975) adduced to argue that the verbs in the kind of structures considered by Uszkoreit
form verbal clusters (both in German and in Dutch). If the structures postulated by
Evers are correct, Uszkoreit's account of the V2-phenomenon does not work correctly.
A discussion of Evers's analysis would thus be appropriate.

Uszkoreit is forced to assume that a finite sentence has a completely flat structure, i.e
there is no VP, and no further internal structure to a VP. There is evidence, however,

fiHenk van Riemsdijk pointed out to me that Den Besten's arguments can be replicated for German.
~Henk van Riemsdijk suggested a'lexoid' analysis for verbs with separable prefixes. See Modcl (1991b)

for one possible elaboration of this proposal. For an alternative analysis, see Neeleman and Weerman (1992).
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from topicalization facts, that German dces have a VP, which is in fact a structure
in which each NP argument is introduced by binary branching. (see Den Besten and
Webelhuth (1987), Netter (1992) and Engelkamp et al. (1992)).

Finally, there are - to my knowledge - no facts that can be described in a more
adeyuate manner than in the standard analysis. I thus rejected Uszkoreit's analysis as a
basis for Rosetta.~`

I will now illustrate the relevant facts in more detail and outline the analysis adopted
in Rosetta. As pointed out before, the position of the finite verb can vary in a clause
between a final position and a more initial (`second') position. This can be illustrated
with the following examples:

(76) a ~hij het boek gekocht heeft
b hij heeft het boek gekocht `he has bought the book'

(77) a ..dat hij het boek gekocht heeft
b ~`..dat heeft hij het boek gekocht `that he has bought the book'

In the first sentence there are two verbs, a participle form (s;ekoclat) and a tinite
form (hecft). ln declarative main clauses such as in (76) the inflected verb must occur
in second position. Hence (76a) is ill-formed and (76b) is well-formed. In subordinate
clauses such as in (77) the inflected verb cannot occur in second position. Hence (77a)
is well-formed, and (77b) is ill-formed. It is assumed that the verb is initially generated
in a clause-final position, in accordance with the hypothesized SOV-character of Dutch
(see Koster (1975)).

Though the phenomenon dealt with here is called Verh Secnnd, the verb sometimes
occurs in sentence-initial position (e.g. in main yes-no yuestions, Heeft hij het hoek
,~~ek~~cht'), sometimes in sentence-second position (in normal main declarative sentences)
and sometimes even in sentence-third position, e.g. in main declarative sentences with
left-dislocated elements such as (78):

(78) Da[ boek, dat heeft hij niet gekocht
That book, that has he not bought
'That book, he hasn't bought'

The correct characterization of the position of the inflected verb has been estab-
lished by Den Besten (1989:24):`' the inflected verb is in the position of subordinate
conjunctions.

This generalization has been incorporated directly into Rosetta by reserving only one
position which must be used both by inflected verbs and by subordinate conjunctions.
This single position is identified by the name of a grammatical relation, conj (see
chapter 2 for the role of 'grammatical relations' as indicators for qualified positions).

"In 199U, long after the implementation ot V? in Rosetta. Pollard (I99o) proposed an analysis ot VZ-
phenomena in German in the HPSG Iramework. Hi, analysis resembles Usr.koreit's to a high degree, and is

as far as I can see - at best eyuivalent to Uszkoreit's analysis, but probably worse. As a reaction to this
analysis, see also Netter 11992).

`~Den Bestens paper v,~as availablc in unpublished form since 197R.
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It is often said (informally) that Verb Second occurs in main clauses, but not in
subordinate clauses. In fact, however, there is no correlation at all between Verb Second
and main clause status: there are main clauses and subordinate clauses where Verb
Second occurs, and there are main clauses and subordinate clause where Verb Second
does not occur, as illustrated in the following examples:

Main, fV2 Hij is ziek geweest (He has ill been)

Main, -V2 Ziek dat hij geweest is! (I11 that he been has)

Subord, fV2 Is hij ziek, dan gaan we niet weg (Is he ill, then go we not away)

Subord, -V2 Als hij ziek is, dan gaan we niet weg (If he ill is, then go we not away)

In Rosetta, Verb Second is taken care of by transformations~t' (Tv2) that move the
inflected verb into the special position reserved for inflected verbs and subordinate
con junctions.

Den Besten's analysis claims that the presence of a subordinate conjunction and
V2 mutually exclude each other, i.e. if a subordinate conjunction occurs in the clause,
there is no V2, and, conversely, if there is V2 in a clause, then no subordinate conjunc-
tion occurs. This leaves the possibility of clauses in which there is neither V2 nor a
subordinate conjunction.

In the analysis in Rosetta a slightly stronger position was adopted by excluding
the possibility of there being neither V2 nor a subordinate conjunction. Therefore, the
transformations accounting for V2 must apply if no subordinate conjunction is present.

There are two constructions that require some additional clarification. In finite rela-
tive and subordinate interrogative clauses Verb Second cannot occur and no conjunction
is present either. For these cases it is assumed that at the point of application of Ti~2,
conjunctions áre present. They are deleted after the application of T~2. For subordinate
interrogatives this is the subordinate conjunction nf; which can appear in surface trees
but is usually deleted (cf. !k weet niet wie (of) het ~~edaan heefi lit. I knox~ rrot n~ho
(if) it cione has `I don't know who did it'); for relative clauses it is the subordinate
conjunction dat, which is deleted obligatorily.

Thus we see that the stronger position adopted is actually not completely correct, and

some auxiliary assumptions are required. One of these auxiliary assumptions, víz, the

postulated presence of the subordinate conjunction of in subordinate interrogative clauses

can be justified independently, but there is no independent evidence for the presence of

conjunctions in relative clauses. Nevertheless, with this auxiliary assumption one can

adopt the simplest possible analysis of V2 phenomena, so that it receives some indirect

conhrniation.
The analysis accounts for all the examples mentioned above, and also all other cases

in Dutch. E.g. the method adopted is immediately able to deal with the fact that Verb
Second occurs in clauses such as Al is hij ~iek, x~e ,qaan toch (thc~us,~h i.r he ill, n~e s;n
arrvH~u~~ `Though he is ill, we'll go anyway') and Hij mag durr -iek -ijn, x~e gaan tnch
(he mu~~ he ill, x~e qo urt~~wuv 'He may be ill, we'll go anyway'). These constructions

~~~Due to limitations of the M-rule notation Verb Second cannot be accounted for by a single transformation.
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have not been implemented yet, but when they are, nothing special will have to be done
to take care of the fact that Verb Second occurs in these clauses. That is automatically
guaranteed by the adopted analysis of Verb Second.

The analysis outlined incorporates a number of crucial properties of Den Besten's
original analysis, i.e. (1) the V2-position is identical to the position of subordinate
conjunctions, and (2) there is a movement rule which moves the finite verb into this
position. It is much simpler than the complicated gap-threading mechanism used by Van
Noord et uL( 1990) to account for the distribution of verbs in Dutch and Spanish (see also
chapter 3 and Van Noord (1991), in which a different approach to these phenomena is
proposed, which does not make use of gap-threading techniques), and it is superior (with
respect to descriptive adequacy) to the analysis presented by Uszkoreit (1982,1986) in
which linear precedence rules are used to account for comparable facts in Gennan.

Note that none of the objections that apply to the other analyses hold for the anal-
ysis in Rosetta. Since the V2-phenomenon is accounted for by movement rules, it
is relatively independent of the analysis of the rest of the sentence and the VP. The
complementary distribution between subordinate conjunctions and finite verbs is dealt
with in an adequate manner, no ad-hoc feature to distinguish finite verbs that are to
be preposed from finite verbs that are no[ to be preposed is required, and verbs with
separable prefixes can be dealt with even if the prefix and the verb form a constituent.~ ~

In the analysis adopted, the movement rules to account for the V2-phenomenon are
sensitive to syntactic structure only: the rules apply if the special position reserved for
subordinate conjunctions and finite verbs is unoccupied. Though the V2- phenomenon
plays a role in a wide variety of constructions (declarative sentences, yes-no interroga-
tives, conditional subordinate clauses, etc.), the analysis proposed makes it possible to
factor out the V2-phenomenon in separate construction-independent rules.

5.4 Unbounded Dependencies

Unbounded dependencies, as found, for instance in wH-questioning and in relative and
topicalisation constructions, are dealt with by transformations that move constituents
to other positions. These movements are applied in a successive cyclic manner, as is
customary in transformational grammar. To illustrate, a sentence such as

(79) What do you think that Peter would say that she had bought'?

is derived in the following manner. First, the most embedded clause is derived. The wH-
pronoun N ~fiat is the direct object of the verb ht~~~, and prior to the relevant movement rule
the clause looks as follows: (tjiut .r{ie had hou,~ht x~hurJ. The movement transformation
preposes K~hat, yielding: ~H~hat that she had hon~htJ. In a second step, this clause is
used as a complement to the verb su~~ on the next cycle:

(80) ~that Peter would say ~what that she had bought~~.

~~ Actually. in Rosetta it is assumed that the verb and the separable pretix forni a word, and a special rulc
has been lormulated to extract the verb from this word. This was decided because it was the only way to
form derivative words such as onaJïeidhuur 'underivable', onnplosboar 'unsolvable' uniformly.
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The movement transformation preposes H~hnt out of the embedded clause:

(81) [what that Peter would say ~that she had bought~~.

Finally, this clause is used as a complement to the verb think in the next cycle:

(82) you think (what that Peter would say ~that she had boughtll

[n this structure x~hat ís preposed again, yielding the relevant sentence ( atter the
application of transformations dealing with subject-auxiliary inversion and clc~-support).

In all constructions where unbounded dependencies play a role, the same movement
transformation can be used. wH-Questioning, relativization and topicalization have been
implemented and some other constructions may be dealt with in this way ( comparatives,
tough-movement constructions, complements to the adverb tun), see Chomsky (1977b).

The fact that unbounded dependencies are dealt with by means of transformations
that perform actual movements, yields interesting results in interaction with certain id-
iomatic expressions (For the treatment of idiomatic expressions, see Schenk ( 1986,1989)
and Landsbergen et al. (1989)). [n particular, this makes it comparatively simple to
deal with movement of idiom chunks. Consider a Dutch sentence such as

(83) Welke man heeft zij in de maling genomen?
Which man has she in the grind taken'?

Assuming that the Dutch idiomatic expression ientuncl !n de nu~lin~~ nenren must be
translated into m pull someone'r leg, this sentence should be translated into

(84) Which man's leg did she pull?

in which a part of the idiomatic expression tn pirll someone's le,~ is in sentence-initial
position. The system is able to yield this translation, and even the more complex
example Welke man clenk jij dc~t :ij in c1e mulin~~~ ,~~ennnren heeft? is [ranslated correctly
into Which man's leg do you think thcrt she pnlled.'', where one part of the idiom (leg)
is in the main clause and the other part (picll) is in the subordinate clause.

In the Dutch sentence the idiomatic expression is in the subordinate clause as a
whole, whereas in the English sentence the idiom is split over the main clause and the
subordinate clause. This discrepancy can be dealt with without any special measures.
In both languages a wH-phrase must be preposed. In Dutch this wH-phrase is simply
a direct object, in English the wH-phrase is part of a larger NP containing a part of an
idiom. The fact that the whole NP must be preposed, and not the wtt-phrase on its own
(cf. `Whicll man's did she parll leg?) is a conseyuence of the normal syntactic rules of
English.

Torrego (1984) shows that inversion of verb and subject in Spanish is triggered
by the presence of a certain class of wH-phrases in a clause-initial position. This is
illustrated in (85). The relevant subjects have been italicized. Note that inversion must
apply both in main and in subordinate clauses (see (85c,d)).
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(85) a Con quién vendrá Juan hoy?
(With whom will Juan come today'?)

b Con quién Jnan vendrá hoy?
c Es impredecible con quién vendrá Jnan hoy

(It is impossible to predict with whom Juan will come today)
d 'Es impredecible con quién Juan vendrá hoy

These facts can be accounted for by assuming a rule which puts wH-phrases in
a clause-initial position (wtt-movement), and an inversion rule which inverts the sub-
ject and the finite verb when preceded by a wH-phrase from the relevant class. If
the wH-movement rule applies before inversion, the relevant sentences can be derived
irnmediately. Torrego shows that extraction of a wH-phrase out of a deeply embed-
ded clause requires inversion in each intennediate clause and in the clause where the
wtt-phrase ends up. This is illustrated in (86).

(86) a Juan pensaba que Pedro le había dicho que !a revista había
publicado ya el artículo

(Juan thought that Pedro had told him that the journal had published
the article already)

b Qué pensaba Juan que le había dicho Pedro que había
publicado lcr rei~ista?

(What did Juan think that Pedro had told him that the journal had
published?')

c "Qué pensaba Jnan que Pedro le había dicho que la rerista
había publicado'?

Torrego accounts for these (and many other) facts by, crucially, adopting a suc-
cessive cyclic applícation of wH-movement, in combination with a specihc assumption
relating to bounding nodes in Spanish. By assuming the simple rules which are required
to account for inversion in simple sentences, in combination with successive cyclic ap-
plication, the relevant facts follow directly from this analysis. If other approaches
are adopted to deal with wH-movement, e.g. gap-threading techniques, or rules which
relate wH-phrases to intermediate traces, the rule for inversion must be made more
complex to take inversion in interniediate clauses into account. This is a very clear
example in which the adoption of a transformation to account for wH-movement makes
it possible to keep other rules (inversion) simple, while other techniques to account
for wH-movement require that the inversion rule is complicated to account for all rel-
evant facts. For these reasons an analysis which incorporates these transformations is
descriptively more adequate than the alternative analyses.

Torrego's analysis has been implemented directly, and the relevant pattern of facts
follow directly from it. The wH-phrase is moved step by step from one clause to
the next, where it creates the environment for inversion, and after the application of
inversion the process is repeated on the next cycle.
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Adopting a movement transformation to deal with unbounded dependencies gives
a simple and elegant account of very complex facts. In many frameworks the role of
movement rules has been taken ove~r by rules relating a phrase and a gap (its trace).
This is eyuivalent in many respects, provided that the relation involves the whole phrase
and not just its top node (cf. the idiom chunks), and provided that there are intermediate
gaps with the right properties in the right positions (cf. the Spanish inversion facts).
In many (computationally-oriented) frameworks the relevant relation is implemented by
techniques to pass features from one node to another (e.g. gap-threading techniques,
Pereira and Shieber (1987)). However, using powerful operations such as movement
rules generally yields simpler, more elegant and descriptively more adeyuate analyses.
Using powerful M-rules which allow movement makes it possible to really factor out
movement from all other rules. One can simply write one (set of) rule(s) dealing with
this phenomenon, and let it interact with all the other rules. Furthermore, given such a
(set of) rule(s), the formulation of certain other rules can be kept simple as welL Using
feature-passing techniques, however, will require the addition of features to virtually
every node occurring in a rule, and each node in the syntactic objects (trees, or directed
acyclic graphs, etc.) will - so to speak - be `contaminated' by the presence of features
only required to pass on information concerning other parts of the structure. So, many
other rules are actually made more complex. In addition, if rules are made sensitive to
information contained in these nodes (e.g. to account for successive cyclicity effects),
analyses using feature-passing techniques will predict that successive cyclicity effects
will occur everywhere along the path to the antecedent of the gap. However, these
effects have been observed only around the position for subordinate conjunctions.

In certain frameworks the treatment of long distance dependencies is factored out of
other rules, though feature-passing techniyues are used. An example is GPSG (Gazdar
et al. (1985)), where general principles govern the distribution of features over nodes.
Similarly, in the MiMo machine translation system (Van Noord et aL (1989)) separate
rules account for the anaphoric relations holding for H~h-phrases and their traces. Even
though long distance dependencies have been properly factored out in these frameworks,
they still suffer from other deficiencies. Neither of these frameworks can deal adequately
with the facts of Spanish inversion. Van Noord et al.(1989) claim that they can deal
adequately with Spanish inversion, but this is yet to be conclusively shown.

The movement analysis outlined above makes it possible to account for the facts of
Spanish inversion in subordinate clauses by using the same rule which is required for
inversion in main clauses. This is not the case in the analysis sketched by Van Noord
et al.(1989). They characterize the anaphoric relations to account for long distance
dependencies as relations holding between comp-positions. Their rule of inversion is
sensitive to properties of the comp-position:

The Spanish synthesis component can check whether the comp-position of
a clause is either filled or bound. If so, the clause is inverted.
Van Noord et uL( 1989:305) [emphasis mine, JOJ

Though this formulation might work, one should notice that the relevant condition
for inversion contains a disjunction (as emphasired by me), in itself an indication that
a generalization is missed. In addition, the second part of this disjunction is required
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exclusively to account for inversion in subordinate clauses which are not introduced
by a x~h-phrase. Clearly, the rule of inversion must be made more complex to deal
with inversion in such subordinate clauses. This is not reyuired under the movement
analysis.

Furthermore, idiom chunks can only be dealt with properly if the full antecedent
tree is related to the trace, but in these frameworks only the properties of the top node
are.t'- 1 conclude that the movement analysis is superior ro other analyses in which
feature-passing techniques are used.

The feature-passing techniques are no more than very complicated techniyues to
partially simulate movement rules, and they usually do not have the properties mentioned
above which are crucial for an adeyuate description of idioms and inversion in Spanish,
and I know of no evidence which favors analyses using feature-passing techniyues over
movement analyses.

It is yuite clear that the analysis given here makes it possible to account for un-
bounded dependencies independently of the construction in which they occur. The fact
that the relevant rules are transformations makes it possible to factor the unbounded
dependencies out of individual constructions, as desired.

5.5 Crossing Dependencies in Dutch

This section deals with the treatment of crossing dependencies in Dutch. Crossing
dependencies are dependencies in which drawing lines between all the dependencies
results in crossing lines. Such dependencies occur in a Dutch construction in which
several verbs are clustered in a group which is preceded by the arguments of these
verbs. A typical example is:

(87) ..dat de man de vrouw de boeken zag kopen
..that the man the woman the books saw buy

'..that the man saw the woman buy the books'

The following is a more complex, but tully grammatical and acceptable example:

(88) ..dat de man de leraar zijn kinderen Frans had
..that the man the teacher his children French had

kunncn willen laten leren
can want let teach

'..that the man could have wanted to make the teacher
teach his rhildren French'

~'-One way out of this problem, adopted in Gazdar e~ aL ( 19R5), is to take the position that all idiomti
which are syntactically Hexible are built up compo~itionallY. This position, howevec appean to be untenable.
See At~eillé and Schahes f 19R91 and Schenk ( 1993).
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In this example the verbal cluster had kwinen n~illen laten leren is preceded by the
arguments cle man `the man', rfe leraar `the teacher', ~i.jn kinderen ' his children' and
Frans ' French'.

When we draw lines to indicate the dependencies between verbs and arguments, the
lines cross:

...dat hij dic kinderen dat boek zou willen laten lezen
~ ~ ~ I I

...that he tho.tie chitdren that book would want let read
`...that he would like to let those children read that book'

The phenomenon of crossing dependencies gives rise to structures which can (very
abstractly) be characterized as being of the form wco and it has played an important
role in the discussion whether the syntax of natural languages is context-free (see e.g.
Huybregts (1976, 1984), Shieber (1985), and for an overview of this discussion Pullum
(1991)).

The non-context-free character of these constructions is no problem whatsoever for
the grammar formalism, since M-rules are powerful rules. It does, however, require
special measures for the surface parser, since the surface parser uses a grammar which in
essence is context-free. The part of the surface grammar which deals with the structures
involved in crossing dependencies is discussed in section 5.5.4.

One of the most interesting and problematic properties of these structures is their
hybrid character: on the one hand they appear ro behave like biclausal structures, but
on the other hand they appear to behave like monoclausal structures. As indicated
by Evers (1975) their biclausal aspect is evident from their behavior with respect to
S-pronominalization, lexicalization, reflexivization and passivization, though their mon-
oclausal character is evident from [heir behavior with respect to gapping, nominaliza-
tion, a number of extraposition phenomena, the placement of clitic elements, sentential
negation and `quantifier hopping'.

This section is organized as follows: in section 5.5.1 I will describe how crossing
dependencies are dealt with in the grammar. First a global description is supplied. In
section 5.52 the relevant M-rules are described in more detail. The pruning operation,
which plays an important role in the derivation of crossing dependencies, is presented
in section 5.5.3. The role of the surface grammar with respect to these structures is
characterized in section 5.5.4. Section 5.5.5 lists a number of remaining problems and
summarizes the conclusions.

5.5.1 Outline of the Analysis

The treatment of crossir2~~ dependencies in the Dutch syntax in Rosetta is an almost
direct implementation of the analysis given by Evers (1975).

Evers accounts for these structures in the following way. First, he assumes that
Dutch is an SOV language and that infinitival complements start out on the left of
the verb. Second, he assumes that infinitival complements are sentences. And third,
he assumes the existence of a transformation, called Verh Raisin~, which moves an
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infinitival verb out of its clause and adjoins it to the right of the embedding verb.
Infinitival sentences which have lost their verb by Verb Raising are pruned, i.e. the
node S is removed from the structure.

This analysis accounts for the hybrid character of the construction by assuming
that there are two stages in the derivation of this construction. In the first stage these
structures are biclausal, in the second stage they are monoclausal. These two stages are
related to one anoiher by the rule of Verb Raising in combination with pruning.

In Rosetta, these structures are accounted for in almost the same way: all Evers's
assumptions mentioned have been implemented in Rosetta, though some slight moditi-
cations have been made, especially with respect to the pruning operation.

Within the Rosetta grammars, however, other considerations also play a role. First
of all, because of the isomorphic grammar method, the grammars of ihe languages dealt
with must be attuned. As a consequence, the analysis of Dutch Verb Raising structures
is co-determined by the analysis of the translations of these sentences in English and
Spanish. When one takes these translations into consideration, one can see that Dutch
Verb-Raising structures usually correspond to biclausal structures in English, though in
Spanish, biclausal structures occur as do structures with a hybrid character (i.e. they
show a monoclausal character with respect to some phenomena, but a biclausal character
with respect to others).

Given these facts, an analysis of Verb-Raising structures as biclausal structures
which are turned into monoclausal structures is natural, since it can be justified both on
monolingual and multilingual grounds.

1 will illustrate the analysis by going through the derivation of sentence (87). First,
the embedded complement is generated as an infinitival sentence, as illustrated in (90):

(9U)

dc vrouw kopendc boekctt

This infinitival sentence is used as a complement to the verb ~ien and put to the left
of ít (in accordance with the SOV status of Dutch):

(91)

~uni ~ ob~

de vrouw de bceken

head

kopen

The Verb-Raising transformation is applied to this structure. It raises the verb knpen
out of its clause and adjoins it to the verb -a,~:
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(92)

s

de vrouw de boeken rag kopen

Next, the embedded S-node must be pruned. The S is emptied tirst, i.e. all nodes
dominated by S are moved from under this S-node. In addition, the relations suhj. nhj
and indobj ( the last mentioned dces not occur in the example structures) are turned
into the relation ar~. This is not really necessary in generation, but it is done to avoid
ambiguities in the surface parsing process ( see below). This yields:

(93)

arg~ arg ~ compl

de man de vrouw de ht~eken S

head

rag

hrad

kopen

When S no longer dominates any nodes, it is removed from the structure:

(94)

wbj~ ~arg ~rg head

de man de vrouw

head

zag

V

ead

kopen

The subordinate clause can be derived by adding the subordinate conjunction dat to
the sentence.

5.5.2 Verb-Raising Transformations

Verbs have the attribute verb-raiser with as possible values noVR, optic,ncrlVR and
nb(i,~ato,.vVR. The value nnVR is intended for verbs that do not allow Verb Raising,
e.g. ~ich schamen `to be ashamed', af.rpreken `to make an appointment'. The value
Optinna(VR is intended for verbs that allow Verb Raising but do not require it, e.g.
prnberen `to try'. The value Obligatur-y~V"R is intended for verbs that reyuire Verb

de bceken
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Raising, e.g. luren `to make, let', SC{1IJI1ej1 `to seem'." When a verb takes a sentential
cornplement, either extraposition of this sentential complement, or Verb Raising must
take place. The values of the attribute rerh-raiser co-determine which rule must apply.

Verb-Raising transformations apply after the introduction of sentential complements
and after the application of rules dealing with the temporal and aspectual properties
of the clause. These temporal and aspectual rules might have introduced all kinds of
auxiliary verbs (-ijn, hehhen, x.ordeu), so that a structure that is input to the Verb-Raising
transfom~ations can be represented as follows:

...predNP[..compl~S[....rNi] headjV~ (progauxjV~) (auxjV4)...J...

where r is a variable over relations, and the round brackets indicate optional presence.
Auxiliary verbs are introduced either as a verb bearing the grammatical relation pro~au.r
(e.g. -iju when accompanied by aun {ret t infinitive), or as a verb bearing the gram-
matical relation aux (the verbs hehbeu. ~ijn, H~nrdeu when used as perfect or passive
auxiliaries).

The transformation VR I raises V i(the righhnost verb cluster) out of the ernbedded
complement and adjoins it to V,, if V, has the value optinrrcrlVR or nbli,~~uta.vVR for
the attribute i~erh-ruiser-. This results in a structure of the form:

...pred~VP[...compljS[...I r~Vs[head~V~ adjoin~Vi ] (progaux~V~) (aux~V4)...J...

where the node VS is created which gets the relation r. If V, is a past participle in this
structure in an active sentence, then it is turned into an inhnitive.~`~

I will supply some concrete examples to illustrate:

...[...zwemmen] kan... ~...[...J [kan zwemmenJ...

...[...gezwommen hebben] kan... ~...[...gezwommen] [kan hebben]...

...[...te r.wemmenJ [schijnt]... ~...[...] [schijnt te zwemmen]

...[...zwemmenJ gewild heeft -~...[...] [willen r.wemmenJ heeft

The cluster V i may already have incorporated several verbs in earlier cycles.

...[...[te willen laten lezen]] schijnt ...~...[...] [schijnt [te willen laten IezenJJ ...

...I...Ihebben gezwommen]J kan ... ~...[...] [kan [hebben gezwommenJJ ...

In this way, verb clusters of - in principle - unlimited size can be created.
Apart from the transformation VRI, there is a transformation VR2 that raises a verb

that is part of a combination of pcu-ticle f(te)f rerb and adjoins it to a higher verb:

~'There are certain generalizations between the types of complements a verb can take and whether it allows.
disallows or reyuires Verb Raising. Such generalizations tihould be expressed in the grammar. and they panly
have been.

~aSee Hoeksema (19H8) for a suggestion of why the participle is excluded here. To my knowledge. there
is no accoum for the fact that, instead of the participle. the infinitival form can appear.
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...[...opbellen ] kan... -~...[...opJ [kan bellen]...

...[...op [te bellen] ] schijnt... -~...[...opJ (schijnt [te bellenJJ...

After the Verb-Raising transformations other transformations follow to put the auxil-
iary verbs in their proper positions. Auxiliaries such as hehhen (`have'), -ijn ('be') and
x~nrden ('be') optionally tbrm a cluster with a preceding participle. This transformation
can be formulated informally as follows:

...[...head~V~,,, aux~Vi...]... -~...[...head~V,[aux~Vi head~V~,a.]...J...

Some examples:

(dat hij hem) gedood heeft -~(dat hij hem) heeft gedood

(dat hij door hem) gedood is -~(dat hij door hem) is gedood

(dat hij door hem) gedood werd ~(dat hij door hem) werd gedood

The combination auxiliai.i~ f nnrticiple forms a verb cluster, but the combination pur-
ticrple t auriliarti~ does not. This can be shown by the fact that the first combination
can, though the second one cannot, be subject to VR1:

...dat hij [ hem gedood hebben J kan ~"...dat hij [ hem ] kan gedood hebben

...dat hij [ hem hebben gedood J kan -~...dat hij [ hem ] kan hebben gedood

If the auxiliary verbs hehhen ('have') and ~ijn (`be') are preceded by an inhnitival verbal
cluster, then the formation of a new verbal cluster is obligatory:

.-.l...l Iwillen zwemmenJ heeft -~...[...J [heeft [willen zwemmen[]

Such structures can be created after the application of VRl or VR2 in which a participle
has been changed into an infinitive.

Furthermore, there is a transformation that leaves a particle behind (opgehelr! heeft
-~np (heeft ,~eheldJ ).

5.5.3 Pruning

When the Verb-Raising transformations have applied, the embedded S-node must be
pruned, i.e. the S-node is removed but the nodes it dominates remain. In Evers's
analysis, the S-node is pruned directly when the verb is raised. This is in Evers's
analysis a conseyuence of Kuroda's Gui!lntine Prirfciple (see Ross (1967:56)), which
states that when a head is deleted, its projections are immediately pruned.

[n the Rosetta analysis, the sentence node is always pruned. This appears to be Everti
intention as well, though he dces not specify in sufficient detail how this will work in
constructions involving auxiliary verbs. Do auxiliary verbs take sentential complements
in his analysis? If so, will this sentence node be pruned when a participle is not raised
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out of it`? If not, what kind of complement do auxiliary verbs take'? Is the auxiliary the
head of the sentence'? Such questions remain unanswered in Evers analysis.

In the Rosetta grammars the main verb is always the head of the VP. Auxiliary verbs
are introduced syncategorematically as a kind of modifiers. Given this, the Gtiillotine
principle cannot be adopted if the sentential nodes are always to be pruned (since the
head is not always raised).

The S-node from which Verb Raising has applied is always pruned, but it is emptied
first, i.e. all nodes dominated by S are moved from under this S-node (except verbs and
particles). This is done in this manner because a reversible rule which simply prunes S
will be enormously complex.

When S no longer dominates any nodes apart from verbs and particles, it is removed
from the structure. Removing this node requires that it be recovered in analysis. The
node itself can be recovered easily, but recovering all the values of the attributes of the
S-node in an acceptable way~s reyuires care. Furthet7nore, once the S-node has been
recovered, the correct phrases must be put back under it in analysis.

Some of the attributes of the S-node are rnice (encodes whether the sentence is in
active or passive voice), uctrps (encodes which verb pattern of the possible verb patterns
of the verb has actually been used in this structure), mnnd (encodes whether the sentence
is declarative, interrogative, imperative etc.), inftype (encodes whether we are dealing
with a bare inhnitive or a combination of te f infinitive), PROsuhject (encodes whether
it is a control or raising structure), etc. The values of all these attributes must be
recovered in analysis. As a consequence, the pruning transformations are accompanied
by a complex calculation to allow deletion of the proper values for the attributes (in
generation) and to make their recovery possible (in analysis). These calculations are
performed on the basis of the information available in the structure. The need for such
calculations is a direct consequence of the reyuirement that the grammar be reversible.

In order to empty the S-node, transfonnations remove constituents that are not verbs
or particles out of S one by one (retaining their mutual order). In analysis this process
is reversed: constituents are put into S one by one, in the correct order. This process
is governed by inforniation of the main verb in order to make it as deterministic as
possible.

In this process, the relations are retained, except for the relations suhj, ohj and
ritduhj, which are turned into the relation ar,g in order to facilitate the surface parsing
process (see the following section).

5.5.4 Surface Grammar
As pointed out before, the constructions involving crossing dependencies cannot be de-
scribed by a context-free grammar. The surface grammar used by S-PARSER, however,
is in essence a context-free grammar.

This problem is solved as a specific instance of the general strategy with respect to
the surface grammar. The surface grammar describes a superset of the structures defined

~SAII attributes huvc a tini[e number of possible valuei, so trying out all combinations of aIl possiblc values
is possible in principle. However, it is not acccptable, because the number of combinations is very large.
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by the M-grammar. This is allowed, because the surface grammar has no principled
status in the system. See chapter 2.

In the particular case of crossing dependencies there are basically two sets of rules.
One set of rules defines which verb cluster can appear in surface structures. Another
set of rules specifies that a VP can consist of an unlimited sequence of complements
followed by a verb cluster and possibly auxiliary verbs. The relation between the
cornplements and their selecting verhs is nut made. Since it is this relation which is the
cause of the non-context-freeness of these constructions, this problem is solved.

Without additional measures this would lead to an explosion of ambiguities for
structures of the form NP~ V`, because the relation that each NP bears must be chosen
randomly. A sentence such as:

(95) ..dat hij de kinderen dat boek zou willen laten lezen

.. that he the rhildren that book would want let read
`..that he would like to let the children read the book'

would be analyzed in all the following ways if only the two NPs de kinderefr en dat
boek are taken into account:

subj~NP subj~NP subj~NP obj~NP subj~[~(P indobj~NP
obj~NP subj~NP obj~NP obj~NP obj~NP indobj~lVP
indobj~NP subj~IVP indobj~NP obj~I~IP indobj~IVP indobj~NP

In order to avoid these explosions of ambiguities, the correct relation of the NPs
is kept vague. Every NP in a Verb-Raising structure that does not belong to the least
embedded verb gets the relation ai~s,~. We make use of the following generalization:

Verb Raisers take (apart from a sentential complement) only NPs as arguments~~

Because subjects are always NPs, non-NP arguments (PPs, APs, Ss) can only belong to
the most embedded verb. By `percolating' the verb pattern of the most embedded verb
upward in a verbal cluster the legitimacy of the presence of non-NP arguments of this
verb can be checked. Furthermore, the presence of arguments of the least embedded
verb can be checked by the verb pattern of this verb. This method reduces the number
of ambiguities drastically (for the example given, all ambiguities disappear).

The whole analysis process will be illustrated in more detail with the example ..dut
hij de kinderen hc t boe~ liet le-err lit. ...that he tl:e children the book let read `..that he
let the children read the book'. I will simplify the example (e.g. no mention is made
of VP and the computation of the attributes of S), and omit all irrelevant details in the
example structures.

The surface parser yields the following surface tree (many nodes have been assigned
indices to be able to identify them):

(96) Si[ subj~NPi arg~NP~ arg~NP~ head~V~ head~Vi adjoin~V,l I

~~Henk v;~n Riemsdijk pointed out to me that thís eeneralization might follow in part from the linear locality
of Vcrb Raising, i.e. the verb raised and lhe triggering verb must be adjacent.
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Since Vi (Inten 'to let') triggers Verb Raising, the pruning operation has to be
undone in analysis. An S-tree headed by S and with relation cc~nipl, but dominating
nothing, is inserted before the verbal cluster. The result is represented in (97).

(97) Si[ subj~IVPi arg~NP~ arg~NP~ compl~S~[ ] head~V[ head~Vi adjoinN~J ~

Next, inforniation about the complementation properties of V~ is used when putting
NPs into this sentential complement. NP3 can be put into S,, either as a direct object
(since V, (le-en `to read') can be used transitively), or as a subject (each sentence
allows a subject). Both are attempted, resulting in the structures (98a,b), respectively:

(98) a S~[ subj~NPi arg~NP~ compl~S~[obj~NP;] head~V[ head~Vi adjoin~V,] J

b Si[ subj~NPi arg~NP, compl~S~[subj~NP;[ head~V[ head~Vi adjoin~V~J J

At this point there are several possible paths in the analysis. One possibility is to
apply Verb Raising in reverse to these structures. Another possibility is to put NP~
under S~, and to undo Verb Raising only after this.

If the first option is taken, undoing Verb Raising yields the structures (99a,b) re-
spectively:

(99) a Si[ subj~NPi arg~NR compl~S~[obj~NP~ head~V, ] head~V~ ]

b Si[ subj~NPi arg~NP~ compl~S,[subj~IVP~ head~V,] head~Vi ]

The rule which introduces sentential complements removes the tree headed by S~
from these structures. This tree is subjected to M-PARSER again. [n (99a) the senten-
tial complement lacks a subject (this subject is not created by control transfomiations
either, since luten 'to let' is not a control verb), so no successful parse results. In
(99b) the complement sentence is syntactically well-formed (the verb le~e~t can be used
intransitively as well), but the main clause contains one NP too many for the verb lutert
'to let', which can only combine with a subject and a complement sentence.

We return to the structures (98), and take the second option: an attempt is made to
put NP~ under S~. In (98a) NP~ can be put under S, as a subject, as represented in
(100).

(100) Si[ subj~NPi compl~S~[subj~NR obj~NP;~ head~V[ head~Vi adjoin~V~J J

Other options are not available. NP, cannot be put into S~ as an indirect object,
since the verb le-e~r 'to read' does not allow indirect objects. NP~ cannot be put under
S~ as a direct object in any of these structures: (98a) already contains a direct object,
and in (98b) this would result in an object preceding the subject, which will not lead
to a successful parse. NP~ cannot be put into S~ in (98b) as a subject, since a sentence
cannot contain two subjects.

Now Verb Raising can be undone again. This yields:

(101) Si [ subj~lVPi compl~S~~subj~NP~ obj~[sIP~ head~V~ J head~V i J
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The sentential complement can now be analyzed correctly (the verb le~cn can be
used transitively and it co-occurs with a subject and a direct object in the correct order),
and the main clause can also be analyzed correctly (the verb luten co-occurs with a
subject and an infinitival complement containing an overt subject).

This illustrates how crossing dependencies are dealt with in analysis. In M-PARSER
nothing special happens: the analytic functions associated with the rules are applied as
usual. In the surface grammar the relation between the predicates and their arguments
is not made, avoiding the problem of having to parse a non-context-free language with
a context-free grammar: this relationship is established by M-PARSER. ln addition,
some measures have been taken to avoid unnecessarily inefficient parsing due to the
absence of establishing the relation between predicates and arguments in Verb-Raising
structures.

The method adopted resembles, to a certain extent, the method proposed by Bresnan
et aL (1982) in the LFG framework. In that method a c-structure is created on the~ basis
of a context-free grammar. The relation between predicates and their arguments is
not made at the level of c-structure, but at the level of f-structure, which is created by
annotations associated with context-free rules which define the c-structures. Differences
between the two methods are: (1) the surface grammar has no principled status in M-
grammars, but the rules creating c-structure do have a principled status in LFG, and
(2) all rules operate on S-trees, but in LFG two kinds of objects are distinguished:
c-structures (which are syntactic trees which contain categorial information) and f-
structures (which are directed acyclic graphs containing functional information).

5.5.5 Concluding Remarks

I have described how Verb-Raising structures of Dutch are dealt with in Rosetta.
The method adopted in Rosetta is based on the analysis of Evers (1975); it is simple

and completely general, and can be extended quite easily to deal with related phenomena
in other languages (e.g. Verb-Raising in Gemian, and so-called V-projection Raising as
in Flemish and Swiss dialects, see e.g. Haegeman and van Riemsdijk (1986)).

There are some differences between the Rosetta treatment and Evers's analysis,
which will be summarized here.

The first difference relates to reversibility. Evers's account is not reversible, but the
analysis described here is. This had specific consequences for the formulation of the
pruning operation (see the description given above). [t is very difficult, if not impossible,
to formulate by means of the M-rule notation a reversible version of pruning, in which
the S-node is directly pruned and where this process is governed by the available
elements in the structure to make it as deterministic as possible. In addition, a complex
calculation is required to allow deletion or recovery of attribute-value pairs of the S-
node.

The second difference concems pruning. In Rosetta the S-node of the embedded
infinitive is always pruned, even if' a participle has remained in the structure. It is not
clear whether this is the case in Evers's analysis, since Evers does not state explicitly
how participles behave under Verb Raising.
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A third difference is a specihc instance of a more general difference: Evers works
within a framework where grammatical relations are not represented. In S-trees, gram-
matical relations must be specified. These grammatical relations are changed into a
unique relation (ai~q) for NP-arguments upon pruning of the sentential node, in order to
speed up the analysis process, as described in section 5.5.4.

The fourth difference concerns descriptive detail. The Rosetta treatment has been
worked out in full detail, though Evers's analysis leaves a number of aspects of this
construction rather vague or completely unspecified. In particular, the behavior of
participles and of particles in these constructions, the so-called Infrnitivu.r-Pi-n-Participio
effect, and some deviating behavior of certain auxiliary verbs and modal verbs are
accounted for in full in Rosetta, but described only marginally or not at all by Evers.
This reflects a more general difference between the purposes of theoretical linguistics
and linguistic engineering, as described in chapter l.

Obviously, there are still many problems to be solved. I will mention some problems
that require further investigation. First, there are some indications that pruning of
sentential nodes might not be the correct way to describe the fact that certain rules act
as if they operate in monoclausal structures. Clitics, e.g. can move to a clitic position
of a superordinate verb (suggesting a monoclausal structure), but they can also move to
intermediate positions (suggesting a multiclausal structure) in certain cases (see Kroch
and Santorini (1991:284)).

A second problem area concerns the so-called Thiid Consn-uction. This construc-
tion has properties in common with Verb Raising and with extraposition structures.
NP-arguments of the embedded verb can precede the embedding verb (as in VR-
constructions), but there are no IPP-effects (which suggest that extraposition is involved).
An example is given in (102) (taken from Broekhuis (1992:71)):

(102) ...dat Jan dat boek heeft geprobeerd te lezen
...that Jan that book has tried to read
`...that Jan has tried to rcad that book'

When we developed our analysis, no consistent interpretation of the facts which later
motivated the postulation of the `Third Construction' was available. In addition, many
examples are rather marginal (and not part of the standard language). Nevertheless, we
noticed that certain verbs did not participate in the IPP-effect though they apparently
did participate in Verb Raising. In the system, we added the possibility to specify
verbs as lexical exceptions to the IPP-effect. This is clearly insufficient, because it
should at least be accompanied by a different structure of the verb cluster in order to
account for inversion of auxiliary and main verb in the 'Third Construction'. It has
been suggested that the Third Construction is created by extraposing the complement
sentence, followed by preposing the NP-complements of the embedded verb into the
embedding clause (Den Besten and Rutten (1989)). An alternative analysis of the Third
Construction is considering it `Verb Raising without the IPP effect', as suggested by
Model (1991a). Such an analysis would account for the fact that the Third Construction
yields the best results with verbs which are not, or only with great difficulty, subject
to IPP (e.g -e,~,~en 'to say', beloi~en 'to promise', denken `to think', etc.). In this
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analysis certain verbs are marked (perhaps due to their word-internal make-up) to form
exceptional verb cluster structures (left-branching instead of, or in addition to, right-
branching). Adopting such a structure would destroy the conhguration required for IPP,
it would allow for inverted orders (..dat hij dit prohleem ~c~ had gedacht ~ gedacht had
np t~ kunnen lossen lit. that he this problem this x~ay had thnught ~ thou,~~ht had to
he ah(e tn snl~~e), and it would account for the fact that these constructions are eyual
to Verb-Raising structures in all other respects. But this analysis cannot account for
sentences such as (103) from Broekhuis (1992:187):

(103) ...dat hij het hek geprobeerd heeft groen te verven

...that he the gate tried has green to paint

`...that he has tried to paint the gate green'

Such sentences are apparently judged to be well-formed by many people. It is clear
that the Third Constructíon requires further work.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the formalism makes it possible to incorporate a
variant of the analysis of crossing dependencies fairly directly, and it is relatively easy
to extend this analysis to obtain better coverage of the relevant facts. The analysis of
crossing dependencies presented is based on Evers's analysis, but it has been adapted
so that it becomes reversible. In addition, it has been extended to achieve observational
adequacy. The analysis has been ímplemented in fulL The fact that Evers's analysis
can be incorporated into grammars in the compositional M-grammar framework directly
makes it possible to describe a very complex array of facts concerning the distribution
of infinitival verbs and their arguments and accompanying adjuncts with a minimum of
machinery.



Chapter 6

R-pronouns

6.1 Introduction

R-pronouns are a special class of pronouns in Dutch consisting of the seven pronouns
cr. lrier, dnar, ers,~errs, ner,~~ens, m~erul, ti~ucn.. The members of this class share a number
of syntactic properties which other pronouns do not possess. They have been coined
R-prn~:nuns by Van Riemsdijk(197R) who proposed distinguishing them from other
pronouns by the feature R. The name of this feature was inspired by the fact that each
of the relevant pronouns contains the letter r.

The syntax of R-pronouns is a notoriously difficult area of Dutch grammar. The
problematic aspects of these words involve their function(s) within a sentence (most R-
pronouns can serve more than one function in a sentence) and their distribution (when
and where, can or must they occur?). Of these R-pronouns, the R-pronoun er shows the
most complex behavior. For an extensive discussion of these and related phenomena,
see Bech (1952), Van Riemsdijk (1978), Bennis (1980,1986) and Model (1991a).

In this chapter 1 will describe how the syntax and semantics of R-pronouns are dealt
with in the Rosetta grammar for Dutch. The analysis presented takes Van Riemsdijk
(197R) as a starting point, and an attempt is made to extend this analysis to other facts.
Furthermore, an alternative is presented to the (in my view) unsatisfactory deletion
analysis given by Bennis (1980,1986) to account for the fact that one occurrence of er
can have several functions at the same time.

The resulting analysis is, to my knowledge, the only analysis of R-pronouns (except
the one given by Bennis) which explicitly accounts both for the distribution of R-
pronouns and for the fact that certain R-pronouns can have multiple functions. I will
argue that the analysis outlined here is superior to Bennis's analysis.

Section 6.2 introduces some relevant facts; in section 63 the different funetions of
R-pronouns are discussed in detaiL Section 6.4 takes up the problem of the distribution
of R-pronouns, and a general approach to this problem is given. In section 6.5 this
general appmach is worked out in a nurnber of specific assumptions, each of which is
explained and justified. In section 6.6, I will illustrate in detail, how these assumptions
account for the relevant facts. In section 6.7 some remaining problems are discussed

I?I
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and the conclusions are presented.

6.2 Some Relevant Facts

1 will first briefly introduce some of the phenomena that must be accounted for. First,
the word er can occur in several functions: as an expletive element ( as in (104a)), as a
locative adverbial (as in (104b)), as an element that must appear if quantified headless
count NPs occur (quantihcational use), as in (104c), and as a form that must appear
instead of the pronoun het as a complement to prepositions ( prepositional use), as in
(104d):

(104) a E,- werd gedanst
There was danced
There was dancing going on

b Hij woont er

He lives there
`He lives there'

c Hij ziet er twee
he sees rhere two
'He saw two of them'

d Hij kijkt ernaar
he looks tlrere at
'He is looking at it'

These functions will often be indicated by means of subscripts on the R-pronoun or its
gloss: X for the expletive use, L for the locative use, P for the prepositional use, and
Q for the quantificational use.

Many of these functions can be combined in one occurrence of ei-~ (though not all
combinations are allowed), e.g. expletive and prepositional use (IOSa), quantificational
and prepositional use (105b), expletive and locative use ( lOSc), expletive, quantifica-
tional and prepositional use ( l O5d), etc. (for an overview see Be~nnis (1986), Model
(1991 a)):

(105) a Er werd naargekeken
There was at looked
'It was being looked at'

b Hij beschuldigde er twee van
He accused rhere two of
'He accused two (of them) of it'

~ In such cases several subscripts will often tx used to indicate which functions an R-pronoun fulfills.
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c Er woont iemand
There lives someone
'Someone lives there'

d Werden e~~ twee van beschuldigd'?

Were there two of accused
`Have two (of them) been accused of it?'

The following sentences illustrate combinations that are not possible:

( l06) a ~`ErxQ waren twee
There were two
`There were two of ihem'

b ~Hij legde er~p een artikel over
He put there an article about
'He put an article about it there'

Furthennore, though the appearance of two occurrences of er in one sentence cannot
be excluded in general (cf. (107a)), and though they can even occur adjacent to one
another in cer[ain sentences (cf. (107b)), many sentences do not allow the presence of
two occurrences of er, not only when they are adjacent (as in (107c)), but also when
they are at a certain distance (as in (107d)):

(107) a Er- werden er twee gekocht
Thei-e were there two bought
`Two (of them) were bought'

b Hij keek ei- erna naar
He looked there thereafter at
`He looked at it afterwards'

c ~Werden er er twee gekocht`?

Were therc ther-e two bought?

`Have two (of them) been bought'
d ~`Er werd gisteren ernaar gekeken

Ther-e was yesterday thereat looked
`It was looked at yesterday'

These, and many more problems, should be accounted for adequately.
1 will begin by discussing each of the separate functions which R-pronouns can

fulfill, and the way these have been accounted for in the Rosetta system. Then, 1 will
turn to a discussion of their interaction, and describe how their distribution and the fact
that several functions can coincide are accounted for.
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6.3 The Functions of R-pronouns

6.3.1 Expletive Function
The pronoun er can function as an expletive in several sentence types, illustrated in
( lox):

(108) a Er werd gedanst
There was danced
`There was dancing going on'

b Er werd een boek gekocht

There was a book bought

'A book was bought'
c Er danste iemand

There danced someone
'Someone was dancing'

d Er kocht iemand een boek
There bought someone a book
'Someone bought a book'

e Er wordt beweerd dat dat níet waar is
There is claimed that that not true is
'It is claimed that that is not true'

Expletive er occurs in impersonal passives (108a), in passive and active sentences
where the 'subjeet' occurs more to the right in the clause. in the linstsuhject or nbject
position (see (108b.c,d)), and in passives with a sentential complement.

In the analysis to be outlined, expletive er is not a subject at any point in the
derivation. Expletive er occupies either a special position, the so-called R-position
(encoded by the relation c~~rn.r), or a topicalized position (encoded by the relation shiti).
but never the subject position. See Hoekstra (1984:220ff), Schenner-Vermeer (19K5.
1986b. 1986a), Paardekooper (19K6) and Bennis (1986:212) for discussion of this issue.
This point of view will be justified extensively below. However, I make the additional
assumption that expletive er is related to the subject position.

In the derivation of a sentence which contains an occurrence of expletive er, three
phases can be distinguished: ( I) a phase where the subject position is not occupied by
any element, (2) a phase where the subject position is occupied by an abstract expletive
element, and (3) a phase where the abstract expletive element is removed from the
subject position under appropriate conditions; if necessary and possible, the pronoun er
is introduced into the R-position.

In the first phase the subject position is not occupied by any element, either because
there simply is no subject (in passives and ergatives) or because the subject has been
placed in a different position by a rule creating so-called pnstsirbjccts. At a certain
point (phase 2), however, either the direct object is put into the subject position (in the
case of ergative and passive verbs), or an abstract expletive element dominated by NP
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is inserted into the subject position. The abstract expletive element can either be the
element EC, or the element EREC. [n both cases a relation is established between the
elements in the pn.rtsuhject position (if there is one), and with the element in the ohject
position (if there is one), or with no element at all. The number feature of the element
in postsuhject position if there is one, or otherwise the number feature of the element in
nhjc~ci position, is copied onto the NP-node dominating the abstract expletive element.
lf there are no elements in the ~iosts~rbject or nhjecf position the numher attribute is
set to siir~ular. If the abstract element EREC is introduced, several restrictions on the
definiteness of the related elements (described below) are checked. No such restrictions
hold if the element EC is introduced, but the introduction of this element is subject to
different requirements (described below). Finally, in the third phase, the pronoun er is
introduced into the R-position, and the subtree of category NP which contains EREC
is deleted. A specia( transformation deletes the subtree of category NP which contains
EC if certain conditions described below are satisfied.

This approach can be justified as follows. Note that the finite verb agrees with an
element in postsubject position (if any) or even with elements in object position (if any)
in such constructions:

(109) a Er kocht(~en) een jongen een boek
There bought a boy a book
`A boy bought a book'

b Er kocht~`(en) jongens een boek
There bought boys a book
`Boys bought a book'

c Er werd(~en) een boek verkocht
There was~~were a book sold
`A book was sold'

d Er werd~(en) boeken verkocht
There ~was ~ were books sold
`Books were sold'

In order to simplify the agreement rule, the abstract expletive elements are postulated
in the subject position, and the number features of the postsubject or the object are copied
to the expletive phrase. This makes it possible to keep the agreement rule simple: it
need refer to the subject only. Furthermore, it is absolutely necessary to formulate
the agreement rule in this manner for these cases, since in certain constructions the
finite verb of a clause can agree with the direct object or the postsubject of embedded
infinitíval clauses, as in (1 10), where the NP hoeken~een boek is the complement of the
verb verkocht which itself is a complement of kunnen which itself is a complement of
the verb mneten which is a complement of the verb schijnen; the NP must agree with
this latter verb.
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(1 10) a Er ~schijnt~schijnen vandaag boeken verkocht te mceten kunnen worden
b Er schijnt~~schijnen vandaag een boek verkocht te moeten kunnen worden

lit. There seem(s) to must can be sold a book~books
`It seems that it must be possible to sell books today'

Because such dependencies can extend over indefinite distances, it is impossible to
wríte an M-rule which relates the finite verb to these elements directly. Instead, there
is a rule relating an abstract expletive element to these elements locally (within one
clause), and this will directly yield the relevant agreement facts. The rule will interact
with other independently required rules, such as the subject-verb agreement rule, and
the subject-to-subject-raising rule. In essence, this is the analysis of similar phenomena
involving expletive there in English as given by Chomsky (1981:87).

The rule of subject-to-subject raising provides us with a second argument for the
postulation of the abstract expletive elements: this rule raises sitbject.r to other subject
positions, but it does not raise elements from the R-position to any other position.
Recall that expletive er never occupies the subject position. This, however, implies
that er is never subject to the subject-to-subject-raising rule, though sentences such
as (1 10) appear to indicate that it should be. This problem can be overcome by the
postulation of the abstract expletive elements: thesc~ elements are related to the relevant
argument, the.ce elements occupy the subject position, and these elements undergo the
subject-to-subject-raising transformation.

The rule which introduces expletive er introduces it only in finite clauses. This
accounts for the interpretation of sentences such as (1 1 1), in which er can only be
interpreted as a locative adjunct:

(1 1 1) a hij liet er iemand spelen
lit. he let there someone play
' He let someone play there'

b hij zag er iemand binnenkomen
lit. he saw there someone enter
`He saw someone enter there'

Note the minimal contrast between (1 1 1 b) and a sentence such as hij ~ug dut er
iemun~l hinnc~nrtri~ani `he saw that there entered someone', in which er is ín a finite
clause and can be interpreted as an expletive.

There are certain examples which appear to indicate that expletive er occupies a
slightly different position than non-expletive uses of er. These phenomena will be
discussed below.

It is now necessary to specify in more detail under which conditions the abstract
elements EC and EREC can be inserted into the subject position. The element EC can
be inserted into the subject position if the subject position is unoccupied and if there is
an indirect object in the VP, or if the relevant verb is reflexive. The latter case can be
illustrated with examples such as:
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(1 I 2) a Gisteren heeft zich het grootste ongeluk voorgedaan
Yesterday has itself the largest accident occurred
`Yesterday the largest accident occurred'

b Vandaag dienen zich deze nieuwe problemen aan

Today present themselves these new problems
`Today these new problems present themselves'

Recall that the abstract element EC is simply deleted later in the derivation, after
subject-verb agreement, and that no restrictions whatsoever are imposed by EC on the
definiteness of the direct object. An additional restriction on the insertion of EC is
that the direct-object position - if present - is not occupied by an NP headed by a
personal pronoun. This restriction is required to prevent the generation of sentences
such as (1 13b,d):

(113) a Haar vader werden gisteren de kinderen tcevertrouwd

Her father were yesterday the children put under care

`The children were put under her father's care'

b ~`Haar vader werden gisteren zij~hen~hun toevertrouwd

Her father were yesterday they~them put under care

c ...dat de meisjes alleen die man opviel

...that the girls only that man struck
`...that only that man struck the girls'

d ~...dat de meisjes alleen hij~hem opviel
...that the girls struck only he~him

Such facts - observed by Bennis (1986:161)'- - do not have a principled explana-
tion in any framework known to me, so I simply added conditions to the relevant rule
to obtain observational adeyuacy.

Den Besten (1985) analyses these constructions in which I have postulated an ab-
straci expletive element EC as involving movement of the indirect object into the subject
position. In order to avoid confusion I will no longer refer to the relevant NP by its
grammatical function (indirect object), or by its position, which is under discussion
here, but by the term dutive NP, because it is marked with dative case.

I have not assumed movement of the dative NP into the subject position for the
following reasons. First, such an account would complicate the mechanism to deal with
agreement between a finite a verb and a(possibly deeply embedded) direct object. The
method adopted above will not work if the dative NP moves into the subject position,
so an additional method mus[ be worked out, or a new method must replace the one
proposed above. In such an alternative method the subject-verb agreement rule cannot

'-Bcnnis suggests that the ill-formedness of these examples might perhaps be attributed to the fact that
there are special rules for the distribution of (weak) pronouns. This, however, cannot be correct, since such
special rules do not exist for emphatic pronouns (as in ( I 13d)) which are also ill-formed in this construction.
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be formulated in such a way that only a reference to the subject and the verb is necessary,
so that it probably will have to be more complex.

Second, if the dative NP ac[ually occupies the subject position, one would expect a
dative clitic pronoun in subject position to behave like a subject clitic. Subject clitics
can, but object clitics cannot be topicalized (see Koster 197Ra). Dative clitic pronouns
cannot be topicalized in the constructions under discussion here either:

(1 14) a ..dat je mag komen
'..that you can come'

b je mag komen
'you can come'

c ..dat ik je een boek geef
`..that I give you a book'

d ~je geef ik een boek
you give I a book

e ..dat je dat boek niet was opgevallen
..that you that book not was fallen-up
`that the book didn't strike you'

f ~je was dat boek niet opgevallen
you was thai book not fallen-up

The examples ( I 14a,c,e) illustrate the non-topicalized clitic personal pronoun je
'you', in the subject position, in the indirect-object position, and as a dative NP in the
construction relevant here. The corresponding examples in which the clitic personal
pronoun is topicalized are given in ( I 14b,d,f) respectively. A clitic personal pronoun
can be topicalir.ed from the subject position (114b), but not from the indirect-object
position ( I 14d). TopicaliLation of the clitic pronoun if (114t~ is not possible either,
which suggests that the clitic pronoun in (114e) is not in the subject position.~

A third argument can be constructed by taking the position of locative cr into
account. Locative er can occur either to the left or to the right of indirect-object NPs.
Detinite subjects, however, can only precede and never follow locative er. This is
illustrated in (115):

(1 li) a ..dat hij de man er een boek gaf
..that he the man there a book gave

b ..dat hij er de man een boek gaf
..that he there the man a book gave
'..that he gave the man abook there'

'This presupposes that the possibility of a clitic to ~ipicalize depends on the position it occupies. It may
be the case, howcver, that other tactors are crucial here. The argument collapses if it can be shown that
the relevant factor is r.ot the position of the clitic, but whether the topicalized clitic agrees with the clement
in the ~ ~~rrj position. But it this were the correct analysi~, it would only diminish thc number of argumentt
ugainst the hypothesis that the dative NP is in the wbject position. It does not provide evidence in favor of
thi,ti hypothesis.
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c ..dat de man er het boek gaf
..that the man there the book gave
'.. that the man gave the book there'

d ~..dat er de man het boek gaf
..that there the man the book gave

129

In ( I ISa) the indirect object de mun precedes locative er, and in ( I 15b) the indirect
object follows e~-. Both sentences are fully grammaticaL In (1ISc) the detinite subject
de~ mun precedes locative Pr, in ( I I Sd) it follows. Only (115c) is well-formed. These
facts supply us with the opportunity to test whether a certain NP is in the subject position
or in the indirect-object position. Now consider the sentences in (1 16):

(1 16) a ..dat de man er alleen het meisje was opgevallen
.. that the man there only the girl was fallen-up

b ..dat er de man alleen het meisje was opgevallen
..that there the man only the girl was fallen-up
'..that only the girl struck the man there'

As shown in (116) the dative NP de niun can either precede or follow locative er.
This argument is a variant of an argument from De Haan (1979:4.4.3), who uses it in
a different context. From these facts it must be concluded that the dative NP is in the
indirect-object position.

In principle~, the two analyses make further differeni predictions. Thus, in Dutch, the
subject position and the indirect-object position can be separated by all kinds of material,
e.g. several types of clitic pronouns, adverbs, etc. However, I have not been able to find
additional testable predictíons. E.g. one possible argument could run as follows: when
the direct object is the pronoun 't, then the normal order, indirect object precedes direct
object, does not hold. Instead the direct object precedes the indirect objecC. The subject,
however, precedes both. This fact makes it possible, in principle, to test the different
hypotheses: if the order datire-NP 't is well-formed in the relevant construrtions, this
would be evidence for the assumption that the dative NP is in the subject position. If
this order is impossible, it would constitute evidence for the assumption that the dative
NP is in the indirect-object position. In fact, the pronoun 't cannot follow a dative
NP in these cases, suggesting that the dative NP is in the indirect-object position and
not in the subject position. Unfortunately, this test is not reliable, because, as we have
seen above, the direct object in these constructions can never be a personal pronoun.
Though a direct test to see whether this holds for 't as well is impossible, it is very
likely that this will indeed be the case, so it is unclear whether the test designed above
really distinguishes between the intended cases.

The arguments given by Den Besten (1985)~ in favor of the assumption that the
dative NP moves into the subject position are rather weak. Den Besten acknowledges

~Thc paper mentioned eppeared in 1985, but Ihc proposal dates back at least to 19RO lsec Den Betiten
(19R I)). The paper appears in Den Betiten (19R91 as well, where remarks conceming it have ~en added by
Den Betiten. These will be discussed below. I will from now on only refer to Den Besten ( lyHyl.
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this in his own remarks on his paper in Den Besten (1989), and he concludes that `we
might as well give up the idea that the dative NP ever shows up there (i.e. in the subject
position, JO) at all'.

Summarizing, Den Besten argued that the dative NP can occupy the subject position.
His arguments turned out to be insufficient. Several pieces of evidence were presented
against Den Besten's position, and Den Besten himself gave up this position. I conclude
that the dative NP can never occupy the subject position. And this is what has been
implemented in the Rosetta system.

The conditions that hold for the insertion of EREC are more complex. Bennis
(1986) has an extensive discussion of the restrictions that hold. Bennis claims that the
conditions on this rule are pragmatically motivated. Though his account may be correct
for expletive er when no postsubjects or direct objects are present, it does not make
much sense in accounting for the definiteness restriction imposed by er.

Bennis's account roughly runs as follows. He assumes that NPs are `presupposi-
tional' in varying degrees, with definite and specific indefinite NPs more `presupposi-
tional' than non-specific indefinite NPs. He also assumes a condition which states that
there must always be at least one non-empty element in a sentence which is not pre-
suppositional (the Empty Presupposition Condition). The R-pronoun ei~ can be inserted
to avoid violations of the Empty Presupposition Condition.

There are many problems wíth this account Bennis claims, at several points, that er
can only occur if all arguments in a sentence are indehnite: `we may conclude that the
acceptability of the insertion of expletive er decreases if the sentence contains a definite
argument' (p. 214); `expletive er appears if none of the arguments of the sentence in
which ei- ís contained is definite' (p. 216); `expletive er appears if all arguments are
[-spec] indefinite NPs' (p.227).

This claim, however, is incorrect. Expletive er imposes only definiteness restrictions
on certain arguments, in particular on the postsubject and the direct object5, but not on
a prepositional object (in the sense of Quirk et aL (1972:831)) or the NP in a hy-phrase.
It is unclear why in a pragmatic account only the definiteness of certain phrases would
be relevant. Note that several minimal pairs can be made illustrating this:

(1 17) a Er werd een ~~het programma bekeken
There was a ~~ the program watched
'A ~ the program was watched'

b Er werd naar een ~ het programma gekeken
There was at a ~ the programme looked
'A ~ The program was looked at'

c Er danste een ~~ de jongen
There danced a ~~the boy

SThe situation with regard to indirect objects is more complicated. For wme people a sentence such as
er K~erAde jo~i,qen een prijs rerleend ' the boy was awarded a prize' is out. I think this sentence is ok. though
its subordina[e counterpart is significandy worse: "..doi erX de jnngen een prrjs H~erd rerleen~l. Because of
the differing judgements, I will not use these sentences in the argumentation.
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d Er werd door een ~ de jongen gedanst
There was by a ~ the boy danced
`A boy was dancing'

In (1 17a) the argument of the passivized transitive verb bekijker: is realized as a
direct object, and - due to the pre~sence of cr- it must be indefinite. Howeve~r, in the
virtually synonymous sentence (1 17b) the argument of the verb kijkerr is realized as a
prepositional object, as a complement to the preposition naar: here, this argument can
be definite despite the presence of er. It is highly unlikely that other semantic factors
are involved here since kijken naar- and hekijken are virtually synonymous. In (1 17c)
the postsubject must be indefinite due to the presence of er. In (1 17d), however, in
which the same argument is realized inside a PP (a hy-phrase) in a passive construction
no such restriction holds.b

Bennis adduces the following examples to show that the definiteness of complements
to a preposition is relevant (p. 214, example (81)):

( I 18) a dat er niemand op een cadeau rekende
that there nobody on a present counted
`that nobody counted on a present'

b ??dat er niemand daar op rekende
that there nobody there on counted
`that nobody counted on that'

But this is hardly a minimal pair. If we construct real minimal pairs, we find that
a definite NP instead of the indefinite NP een radeau yields a perfect sentence (dat
er rriemand op dat cadeau r-eker:de), and we find that the ill-formedness of ( I 18b) has
nothing to do with the definiteness of daar: replacing daar- with the indefinite er~t,~ens
yields a sentence which is at least as bad (??..dat er niPmand er~er~rs op r-ekende). See
below, section 6.5, for a possible account of why (1 18b) is deviant.

In addition, Bennis supplies no independent criteria to determine the status of an
NP as either presuppositíonal or not. A natural interpretation would be: a phrase is
presuppositional if it belongs to the presupposition of a clause, and in fact Bennis
appears to have something like this in mind, e.g. on p. 223 Bennis describes the
extremes of his `Presuppositional Hierarchy' (weak pronouns v. non-specific indefinite
NPs) and he states: `it seems clear that non-specific indefinite NPs belong to the part
of the sentence that conveys new infotmation, i.e. Focus'. But this would imply that
certain definite phrases can be non-presuppositional as well in certain sentences, e.g. if
they are focussed, or if they supply the answer to a wh-question (e.g, Jnhn in: Who
left? John did). But to my knowledge no definite object or postsubject ever allows
the presence of expletive er. One cannot say: ~Er ktl~anr Jan hirzrren, lit. There canre

filf the h~-phrase ís an adjunct, then this argument is not valid. However the other example remains
valid, and there is no argument in favor of a pragmatic treatment. Why would pragmatics be sensitive to a
distinction between arguments and adjuncts, which is a syntactico-semantic distinction?
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Jo{rn irt.~ Since Bennis does not supply any clear independent definitions or criteria to
establish whether phrases are presuppositional or not, I can interpret this notion only as a
different tem~ for cpec~ific definile. For this reason, it makes no sense to say that the fact
that expletive er appears if all arguments are [-spec] indefinite NPs 'follows from the
assumption that expletive er is a pragmatic dummy that fills an empty presupposition'
(p. ??7).

It may be that Bennis's account of the pragmatic role of er is correct, but [ do
not see that this can account for the dehniteness restriction. As far as I can see, this
must be fonnulated as a purely syntactic condition, since the definiteness restriction is
imposed on certain arguments but not on others, as we have seen above, and neither
semantics nor pragmatics but only syntax can make the correct distinctions between
these arguments.

Basically, the facts are the following: specific, generic and definite NPs can be in-
serted in the subject position, but not in the postsubject position. Non-specific indefinite
IvPs can be inserted in the postsubject position but not in the subject position. If the
subject position is not occupied, EREC is inserted into the subject position, provided
the following conditions hold:x

~ if neither a postsubject nor an object is present.

~ if a direct object is present, but no postsubject, then the properties of the direct
object determine whether EREC can be inserted or not: the direct object must be
indefinite, non-specific and non-generic.

~ if a direct object and a postsubject are present, then EREC can be inserted if both
are indefinite, non-specific and non-generic.

Later in the derivation, EREC will disappear when expletive er is inserted or by
other means (see be~low).

6.3.2 Prepositional R-pronouns

R-pronouns in the prepositional function are always introduced syncategorematically,
to replace their corresponding pronoun. The replacements carried out are given in table
(1 19). The set of R-pronouns corresponding to the normal pronouns is exactly the
set of R-pronouns which can be used as locatives when occurring independently. In
analysis, both the pronouns ic ts, niers, alles and the R-pronouns er-,qens, nergens, nrer-al
are accepted when governed by a preposition.

~With the possible excep[ion of structures in which the phrase following is an enumeration. The fact that

such structures are well-formed only with enumerations does not follow from Bennis~s theory, so they cannot
be used as an areument in favor of it.

~Additional distinctions must be made depending on one's classification of expressions such a, cdle, ieclere.

erc. If one classifies these as indefinite (which might be justified by their behavior with respect to adjectival
suffixes). an additional distinction is reyuired. However, if one classifies them as definite (as in most semantic
theories), no additional distinction is required.
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(119)
pronoun R-pronoun pronoun R-pronoun

het er iets ergens
dit hier niets nergens
dat daar alles overal
wa[ waar

The replacements are carried out only when the preposition specifies that this is

possible. This specihcation is given by the attribute postform, which can have one of

the following values:

pre the preposition can only be used with R-pronouns, e.g. mee, toe, {~een: errnce v.

~mee ee~: hcrnier

post the preposition canno[ be used with R-pronouns, e.g. met, tot, tijdens: ~ernrc t,

~e~7ot. ~~ertijdens

both the preposition can be used with an R-pronoun and with normal complements,

e.g. op, vonr : op het hui.r, l~uor cle oorlo,~ v. erop, errooi-

Certain prepositions have a different specification with respect to this attribute de-
pending on their function. Examples: naur (postform-both if used in a prepositional
object, postform-pre if used as a directional preposition, cf. hij hec~ft ernaur ~~~ekeken v.
~hij is crnaar~e,~uan); donr in its directional interpretation does not allow er (cf. hij
is door de t~uine! ~~elopen v. ~`Hij is erdoor gelopen), in other functions it does (cf. ik
K~erd dnoi- ~ijn komst verrast v. ik werd er-door verrast).

This analysis, in which R-pronouns are always the result of a replacement of a
specihc pronoun, is actually incorrect. This can be shown by the following examples:

( l20) a Zij kijkt altijd naar die programma's;. Maar ik kijk er; nooit naar.

b Zij bekijkt die programma's; altijd. Maar ik bekijk ze; ~~`het; nooit.

`She always watches those programs;. But 1 never watch them;.'

The R-pronoun er can be co-referential with the NP die progi-amma's, as indicated

in (120a) in which co-subscripting indicates co-reference. The pronoun het, however,

cannot refer to such a(plural) NP. Instead the pronoun ~e must be used. This implies

that the pronoun er must not only be derived from het, but also from the pronoun .e.

And in a similar manner one can show that er must also be derived in certain cases

from the pronouns hem and huur. These facts cast doubts upon the whole analysis in

which R-pronouns are derived from non-R-pronouns, since the original motivation for

this analysis (i.e. the complementary distribution between het and er) is now weakened.

We noticed these problems in Rosetta, but we did not change the grammar, because in

the relevant phase we were not interested in the interpretation of pronouns. Of course,
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when the interpretation of pronouns is taken into account, the grammar must be adapted,
e.g. by independently generating R-pronouns in PPs, or in some other way.y

6.3.3 Locative R-pronouns
Locative R-pronouns are pronouns to indicate locations. Locative R-pronouns are dealt
with as basic expressions. They are generated as a special adverbial phrase. They occur
either VP-internal (if they are arguments of a verb such as w~nnen, doni-hren~t,~en `live,
spend' and certain uses of verbs such as ~itten, li~~gen, staan, ~ijn 'be'), or VP-extemal
(if they are locative adjuncts). Special rules move these R-pronouns in certain cases to
special positions. This will be discussed in more detail below.

6.3.4 Quantificational R-pronouns

Quantificational c~r must occur in clauses which contain a particular kind of headless
NP in certain po~ition~. In (121) quantificational er must occur in the context of the
headless NP d~~ic~ 'threc':

(121) Hij heeft ~`(er) drie gezien
He has there three seen
`He has seen three of them'

I will describe the distribution of quantificational er in more detail below. Quan-
tihcational er is always introduced syncategorematically. [t is assumed in the grammar
that quantihcational er is an element that has only purely grammatical funetions. It does
not have a meaning of its own. It is clearly the case that in a typical example containing
yuantiticational ei- (e.g. 121) it must be assumed that the sentence contains an element
with the semantics of a pronoun, but I assume that the semantics of the pronoun are not
associated with er, but rather with an abstract element which occupies the head position
of the object NP. The assumption that quantificational er itself is meaningless, accounts
for the fact why the other R-pronouns cannot be used in a quantificational function. If
quantificational er had meaning itself, then one would expect it to be in opposition with
R-pronouns such as daai- and iuPr- etc. (as is the case in the locative and prepositional
functions of R-pronouns): but this is not so. Sentences such as (122) are completely

yln fact, this change can be perfornied by simply adding a fcw abstract pronouns to the lexicon, and
making one change in the rules dealing with R-pronouns. The R-pronouns in their prepcxitional funetion are
then still introduced syncategorematically, but not as a replacement of het etc., bw as a replacement of a
number of abstract pronouns. This approach might be preferable for independent reasons, since considering
the R-pronouns basic expressions in thcir prepositional use would lead to ambiguities in analysis (betwecn
thc prepotiitional and the locative function) which cannot be solved by S-PARSER. The abstract pronouns
could be viewed as corresponding to the empty objects proposed as complements to P when an R-pronoun
is present (sec Bennis (1986)). An additional disadvantage of gencratíng R-pronouns independently is that
it will lead to a less deterministic process in generation: when generating the pronoun, one cannot know
whether an R-pronoun or a non-R-pronoun will be appropriate in the syntactic structure, so both possibilities
must be attempted. When pronouns are actually interpreted and linked to their antecedents, one can readily
imagine an analysis in which all pronouns are introduced syncategorematically, as the spelling out of xn
abstract representation (e.g. a variable) which also carries the information on the antecedents etc., so that the
problem of non-determinism will not arise.
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out, though it would be quite clear what semantics could be assigned to them, had they
been grammatical:

(122) a ~`hij heeft daar drie gezien
`He has seen three of those'

b ~`hij heeft hier drie gezien
`he has seen three of these'

c ~hij heeft overal drie gezien
`he has seen three of all'

Being meaningless, quantificational er behaves like meaningless expletive er: no
form other than er is possible. The assumption that quantificational er itself is mean-
ingless will also play a role below, when it will be discussed how er can have several

functions.
The distribu[ion of quantificational er is accounted for in the following manner.

First, NPs are generated with abstract elements as their heads. An attribute on the top
node of such NPs marks these NPs as containing these abstract heads. The variables
in a clause for which these NPs will be substituted will now be marked for these
properties as well. Depending on the syntactic context, and the status of the NP with
respect to countability, transformations apply to introduce quantificational er. These
transformations introduce quantificational er and mark the relevant variables as being
licensed if the following conditions hold: ~~~

~ the variable is count, and its corresponding NP contains an abstract head

~ the variable is in object position, preadv position, postsuhject position, suhject
position

In addition, there are special substitution rules which substitute NPs headed by
abstract elements and which delete these abstract heads. These substitution rules apply
only when the variable for which they substitute is marked as being licensed by a rule
which has inserted yuantificational er. This method makes it possible to account for
the fact that the distance between yuantificational er- and the NP containing the abstract
head can be indefinitely long (cf. Hoeveel dacht jij dat Piet dacht dat hij er ge~ien hacl?
`How many did you think Pete thought he had seen?'), while the rule relating er to this
NP can be kept local. Rules which are independently necessary (e.g. wh-movement)
can then account for the fact that the distance can stretch indefinitely in the normal
manner.

6.4 The Distribution of R-pronouns

6.4.1 General Discussion

In order to account for the distribution of R-pronouns, and to account for the fact that R-
pronouns can have more than one function under certain conditions, I adopted the point

~~~See Bennis ( 1986:283-284) for discussion.
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of view that the specific distribution of R-pronouns should follow from the assurnption
of a special position (the R-position) into which R-pronouns must often be moved.
The occurrence of several R-pronouns would then either result in a clash (hence ill-
formedness), or could be solved by amalgamating R-pronouns under specific conditions.
The assumption of a special position into which R-pronouns are to be moved has been
taken directly from Van Riemsdijk (1978), who uses this to account for the interaction of
locative and prepositional R-pronouns. The~ idea was, that by extending this analysis to
the other R-pronouns, the facts with respect to expletive and yuantificational pronouns
could be accounted for in a principled manner. Van Hout(1986) started to work out a
proposal to deal with R-pronouns in Rosetta along these lines.

With regard to the problem of R-pronouns having several functions, the leading
idea has been the following. Assume that certain R-pronouns are meaningless. Since
such R-pronouns are meaningless, their presence in a structure cannot be necessary for
semantic reasons. They might be reyuired in a structure because of syntactic reasons.
Suppose now that the syntactic function of these R-pronouns can be fulfilled by other
elements in the structure, which must be present anyway. Then there would be no need
for these elements to be present at all. Now, if such an R-pronoun which need not
be present, either for syntactic or semantic reasons, cannot occur in a certain structure
(e.g. because its position is occupied by some other element), then non-insertion of this
R-pronoun will not lead to ungrammaticality, but instead to a grammatical sentence in
which one element appears to fulfill more than one function.

These were the two leading ideas on the basis of which an analysis of R-pronouns
was made. The first idea can be seen as an attempt to generalize Van Riemsdijk's
(1978) R-position hypothesis and to give the R-position hypothesis a wider range of
application.

The point of view concerning the multiple functions of R-pronouns was developed
to replace the unsatisfactory analysis of this phenomenon by Bennis (1980), which was
slightly improved in Bennis (1986), which was available to us in a preliminary version at
the moment that these ideas were developed. The major problems concerning Bennis's
analysis are (1) that no account was given why certain collapses of functions are and
others are not possible; (?) that no clear connection was made with the R-position
hypothesis (the R-position analysis is in fact rejected by Bennis), and (3) that the
relation of Bennis's deletion rules to the principle of recoverability of deletion was
unclear. These objections will be discussed in more detail.

Bennis (19R0) busically suggests that all cuses where two occurrences of er come
together lead to a deletion of one of these er-pronouns. But Bennis (19R0) does not
discuss the case where prepositional and locative er come together, where such a dele-
tion is not possible. Though in Bennis (1986) a more thorough discussion of these
phenomena is added, his remarks are absolutely unsatisfactory. Bennis(1980:67-6R, fn.
1 l) does discuss the fact that his analysis is incompatible with the R-position hypoth-
esis, but he makes remarks there which are completely beside the point. Bennis(1986)
essentially rejects the R-position hypothesis on theoretical grounds (1986:205), but he
is unable to account for the facts that it is supposed to handle (and he even partially
denies these facts (implicitly, on p. 1RR, example (45b), and explicitly, p. 208)). Of
course, it makes no sense to quarrel about facts, but I have assumed the correctness of
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Van Riemsdijk's ( 1978) facts, and made an analysis which could deal with them. The
objections to Bennis's analysis are independent of this factual issue.

Finally, Bennis assumes that occurrences of er are deleted. He does not discuss the
principle of recoverability of deletion in any way, though it clearly might be relevant
in this ronnection. The rule which deletes er may be a syntactic rule or a PF-rule (a
phonological rule) in the framework he adopts. If the deletion is a syntactic rule, there
are two possibilities: either er is deleted only when there is an antecedent, or c~r belongs
to a class of designated elements which can be deleted without there being an antecedent.
The first situation certainly does not hold. As a consequence, er must belong to a class
of designated elements which can be deleted without having an antecedent But if that is
so, it is a complete mystery why deletion of loritive er in the context of a prepositional
er is impossible ( or the other way around). Suppose now, that the deletion rule is a
PF-rule, which Bennis assumes. Then recoverability of deletion can play no role. But
again, the problem with locative and prepositional uses of er appears.

In addition to these objections, the deletion analysis, i.e. an analysis in which
an occurrence of er is deleted if some other occurrence of er is adjacent because of a
phonological prohibition against the occurrence of certain phoneme seyuences in Dutch.
as suggested by Bennis, has further drawbacks. Such an analysis must be rejected for
a number of reasons. First, this approach does not explain why the relevant phoneme
seyuence is avoided by deletion, and not by some other mechanism, e.g. insertion
of d (cf. raui~ ~~. ~rarc~- i~. ruurcler), or by dissimilation (cf. toi~c~r-e~r v. ~torc~ruur
v. torenuar), or by yet other mechanisms ( see Bennis 19R6, p. 184). Second, there
are direct counter-examples, e.g. (107b), and sentences such as ..~laai- er- niet nrer
~~csprnken moc{it H~nrcfen ` since it was not allowed to talk about it' pointed out by Henk
van Riemsdijk, in which the sequence cluur er can occur without any problem. Third,
there are examples where apparently two non-adjacent ers cannot co-occur in a sentence
(cf. (107d)). Under the deletion analysis it must be assumed that a different mechanism
is operative here. Fourth, there are also examples where cr cannot occur though no other
occurrence of c~r is present, but a different R-pronoun ( e.g. duur). This is illustrated in
(f?3):

(123) Daarp werd (~erX) over gesproken
There was there about talked
`People were talking about that'

The deletion analysis can be ameliorated by assuming that deletion occurs only in a
specific configuration, when two occurrences of er are put together in specific adjacent
positions. This perhaps better describes what Bennis assumes, though Bennis (1986)
is rather vague on this. It would remove the second and perhaps the third objection.
However, the other problems remain, and what is more, if the rules for putting 'together'
R-pronouns are carefully formulated - including as a crucial ingredient the R-position
- the deletion rule is superfluous for most cases, as will be shown below. In addition,
such an analysis avoids the other problems of the deletion analysis. Since there is no
deletion, there need be no phonological or morphological ju~tification for deletion, and
the account also extends to cases where occurrences of different R-pronouns cannot
co-occur.
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6.4.2 Global Characterization of the Results
Before outlining the analysis actually implemented in Rosetta in detail, I will consider
it in view of the central ideas described in the preceding section which formed its basis.

The account for the distribution of expletive, prepositional and locative R-pronouns
indeed makes crucial use of the R-position proposed by Van Riemsdijk. So, in the
Rosetta analysis the application domain of the R-position has been extended to expletive
er. The behavior of quantificational er, and in particular its interaction with other R-
pronouns could not be accounted for by making use of the R-position. Some very
simple facts actually indicate that this is impossible in principle. Quantificational er- can
occur in sentences which contain other R-pronouns (including er) which arguably are
in, or have passed through, the R-position. Examples are given in (124):

(124) a Hij schreef er daar twee over

He wrote there~~ thereP two about
he wrote two (of them) about it

b Er zijn er twee

There,x are there~ two
'There are two of them'

Thus, it is necessary to adopt a second position in addition to the R-position. The
distribution of quantificational er can now no longer be accounted for by assuming that
no position is available for it in cenain cases. For quantificational er [ continue to adopt
a deletion analysis. Note that none of the objections raised earlier against a deletion
analysis to account for the distribution of all R-pronouns is applicable here. 1 do not
assume that the deletion rule required here is justified by phonological or morphophono-
logical considerations (which is insufficient anyway). To my knowledge, there are no
counter-examples to the deletion rule. Deletion does not apply if two occurrences of
er are not adjacent (see 1246). And deletion does not apply if quantificational er is
adjacent to an R-pronoun other than er (see 124a).

In connection with these considerations a number of factual questions also arise.
[ have assumed throughout, that a single occurrence of c r can serve a quantificational
function in combination with any other function at the same time. I based this judgemem
on sentences such as:~~

~~ I represented the functions of er in these sentences by the familiar subscripts. These subscriptti only hold
if the words between brackets are absent. These have been added to suggest a possible antecedent for the
empty head.
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(125) a Kwamen er,xp slechts twee (mensen) '?

Came there only two (persons)
`Did only two (persons) come'

b Hij heeft er~p slechts twee~ (artikelen) over gelezen

He has there only two (articles) about read
'he read only two (~articles) about it

c Hij bracht er~~t, slechts twee (dagen) door
He spent there only two (days)

He spent only two (days) there
d Hij kocht erQ~ slechts twee (boeken)

He bought there only two (books)

`He bought only two (books) there'

In addition, more than two additional functions can be collapsed with the quan-
tificational function in one occurrence of er if these two additional functions can be
independently collapsed:

(126) a Werden erXQp slechts twee (artikelen) over gelezen?

Were there only two (articles) about read
'Were only two (articles) read about it'

b Lagen erX~~ slechts drie (boeken)?

Lay there only three (books)
`Were there only three (books) lying there'

Quantificational er can even serve several yuantificational uses:

(127) Hoeveel (mensen) hebben hem erQ~ twee (boeken) gegeven?
How many (persons) have him there two (books) given
'How many persons gave him two (books)'

And these can occur in combination with other functions:

(128) a Hebben erX~Q twee ( mensen) slechts drie (bceken) gekocht'?
Have there two (persons) only three (books) bought
`Have three (persons) bought only three (books)?'
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b Hoeveel (mensen) hebben erp~~~ twee (artikelen) over gelezen?

How many (persons) have there two (ar[icles) about read

`How many (persons) have read two (articles) about it'?'

c Hoeveel (mensen) hebben er~~~ slechts twee (dagen) doorgebracht?

How many (persons) have there only two (days) spent

'How many (persons) spent only two (days) there?'

d Hebben er,xP~,~ slechts twee (mensen) drie (artikelen) over gelezen?

Have there two (persons) only three (articles) about read

`Did two (persons) read only three (articles) about it?'

e Hebben erXi.~Q slechts twee (mensen) drie (dagen) doorgebracht'?

Have there only two (persons) three (days) spent

'Did only two (persons) spend three (days) there'?'

The judgements w.r.t these sentences vary for different people. I think that all of

them are rather good, although in certain cases, especially where two numerals end

up adjacent the results deteriorate. Maybe this can be accounted for by a focus clash.

The numerals in an empty-headed NP must have focus: if two numerals are adjacent,

assigning focus to both becomes very difficult. In general, the results of such sentences

get better if the numeral of an empty-headed NP is modified by such words as .~Icc~{~~.r.

~riaar 'only', which might be related to focus. Bech (1952) gives Hij i~ond er~~ i~ijf

'He found.fire of theni therc' and Toc~n lu~~err erx~r~ i'~Jf ~Tlren, there x~ere,fire rif them

nrer tlrere' as well-formed. Bennis (1986:179, I 81) gives variants of (12Sc) and (128d)

as fully grammatical. Other people judge at least some of these sentences differently,

though the situation is not clear. Model (1991 a:304) stars -ij be-it Pr~~ drie, and marks

Willen era~~~ echt muar cfrie r~~~inen with two yuestion marks (though there is additional

discussion (Model (1991a:305))). I agree that the first sentence is not perfect (and 1

cannot account for this in my analysis), but the second one is hne. The judgements

for all of these sentences are rather subtle. The analysis presented has been designed

with the judgements of the facts described above in mind. Model (1991 a) arrives at a

different analysis, which is based on partially different judgements.

Turning to the second central idea on which the analysis outlined below is based, it

has been worked out in the manner indicated for all functions of R-pronouns, though
for the expletive function an additional mechanism was required. It is assumed that
locative and prepositional R-pronouns are meaningful. These elements are~ introduced
- just as all other meaningful arguments and adjuncts - by hrst introducing variables,
and by applying substitution rules to substitute the actual phrases later in the derivation.
At the point in the derivation where the R-pronouns come together in the R-position, the
locative and prepositional functions are still present in the form of variables. Suppose
that a rule deletes one of these variables: the substitution rule which must substitute the
actual phrases cannot apply in that case, and the derivation blocks. Thus locative and
prepositional R-pronouns cannot be deleted.~'

~'Thiti account will not N~urk il there are two ocrurrences of a variable with the same index. Then one of
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Quantificational and expletive R-pronouns are meaningless.t; Non-insertion of them
will therefore never lead to an incompatibility between form and meaning. Non-
insertion, however, might have conseyuences for the form itself. Therefore, non-
insertion is possible only if the syntactic function of the R-pronoun is fulfilled hy
other elements.

Let us illustrate this with quantificational er. The syntactic function of quantitica-
tional er is to license an empty head of certain types of NPs. It can license empty heads
in such NPs only if these NPs are in certain positions (e.g. in the object position, but
not in the prepositional-object position). The relevant condition can be formulated as
follows:

(129) An empty head of a count NP must be licensed; it can be licensed by c~r,
provided er is 'close enough'.

For a more precise description of the notion ' close enough', see above ( section 6.3.4).
Suppose now, that we have partially derived a sentence, and we have arrived at the
point where yuantificational er must be inserted. I assume that quantificational er can
be inserted only in one position. Let's consider two examples. (130) illustrates the
results of part of their derivation, at the point were yuantificational er must be inserted:

(130) a Hij [twee EN] kocht `he [two EN] bought'
b [Hoeveel ENJ hem [twee EN] gegeven hebben

`[How many EN] him [two ENJ given have'

In (130a) an empty head EN occurs in the direct-object position. It must be licensed,
and it can be licensed by inserting yuantificational er. The position where quantifica-
tional c~r must be inserted is unoccupied, so yuantificational ei~ can be inserted. Non-
insertion will lead to an unlicensed EN, hence to ungrammaticality. Exactly the same
holds in (130b). Here the head EN of the NP [tx~ee EN) must be licensed, and it can be
licensed by insertíng quantificational er. In this latter example, however, the EN of the
NP [hnet~ee! ENJ occurs as welL This EN must also be licensed. A second occurrence
of quantiticational er, however, cannot be inserted, because the position for quantifi-
cational er- is occupied. Insertíon of quantificational er, however, is not necessary for
semantic reasons, and actually not for syntactic reasons either in this case, since the
other occurrence of quantificational er can license EN of the NP [Hoeveel EN]. Thus,
here we have a clear example where on the one hand it is not necessary to insert some
element, either for semantic or for syntactic reasons, and on the other hand it is not
possible to insert this element-. sentences in which this constella[ion of facts holds are
well-formed (with respect to the relevant phenomenon).

them can bc dcleted, and the substitution rule can apply to the other variable. This situation, however, can
only arise if pronouns are actually interpreted, phenomena which have not been dealt with in the version ol
Rosetta described here. The problem can be avoided by ensuring that pronominal interpretation has alrcady
applied before the rules discussed here (as has been done in the Rosetta system tbr pronouns which must be
interpreted in the tientence grammar), tio that at most one variable is present ín the structure in all cases. For
efficiency reasons, the relevant rules have been fbrmulated in such a way that they never delete a variable.

~'See also Bennis (1986:202.2131 for a similar point of view.
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A similar account can be given for expletive er, though here an additional mechanism
must be assumed. The basic idea is the same as before: expletive er is meaningless.
Therefore it need not be present in a sentence for semantic reasons. If it cannot be
inserted in a specific configuration, and its syntactic function can be fulfilled by some
other element, then it need not appear. This account appears to work well at first sight.
Consider the following partially derived structures:

( I 3 I) a EREC erP iemand naar keek. lit. EREC there someone at looked
b EREC er~, iemand woont. lit. EREC there someone lives

EREC is the abstract expletive element occurring in the subject position introduced
earlier. The R-position is occupied by some R-pronoun. Now the abstract expletive
EREC must be licensed (and deleted). Normally this is done by inserting er in the
R-position, but this is not possible here, since this position is occupied. Suppose now
that any R-pronoun in the R-position can license EREC. Then insertion of er is not
necessary. EREC is licensed, and we can derive sentences such as keek er iemand naar
and x~oniv er ien~and, and we correctly exclude sentences such as ~`keek er er iemand
naar and ~K~nont er er iemand.

The problem wi[h this account is that it predicts that these R-pronouns will now
normally behave as prepositional or as locative pronouns in such constructions. This,
however, is not the case. Normally, prepositional and locative er cannot occur sentence-
initially in a main clause (they cannot be topicalized):

(132) a De man woont er
`The man lives there'

b ~`Er woont de man
There lives the man

c De man keek er gisteren naar
The man looked there yesterday at
'The man looked at it yesterday'

d ~`Er keek de man gisteren naar
There looked the man yesterday at

But in the constructions mentioned er can be preposed:

(133) a Er keek iemand naar
There looked someone at
'Someone looked at it'

b Er woont iemand
There lives someone
Someone lives there

And when expletive er occurs on its own, it can be preposed as well:
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( I 34) a Er wordt gedanst
There is danced
`There is dancing going on'

b Er keek iemand naar dat programma
There looked someone at that program
`Someone was watching the program'

c Er woont iemand in Amsterdam
There lives someone in Amsterdam
`Someone lives in Amsterdam'

143

This might appear to indicate that in the sentences of (133) the prepositional and
locative er have been dispelled by expletive er. That conclusion, however, is not
correct, because in all cases where expletive er can be distinguished from non-expletive
R-pronouns, the non-expletive R-pronouns `survive':

(135) a Daar keek iemand naar
There looked someone at
`Someone looked at that'

b Daar werd naar gekeken
There was at looked
`That was watched'

and a sentence such as (133a) cannot have the meaning of (135a).
Let us consider the facts in (134) in more detail. Expletive er can be preposed to

a sentence-initial position. This is actually quite strange, since generally only clitics in
subject position can be preposed, but I assumed that er does not occur in the subject
position. It must be the case then, that the relation between EREC (which is in subject
position) and er makes preposing possible. In Rosetta we mark an occurrence of an R-
pronoun which licenses EREC with the marker X. `Subject'-preposing is formulated in
such a way that it also applies to clitics in the R-position which are marked with X. This
account now also explains immediately why the sentences in (133) are well-formed and
why the sentences in (132) are ill-formed: the occurrences of er in (133) are marked with
X, the occurrences of er in ( l32) are noL We see then, that licensing of EREC must be
formulated in the following way: there is a rule, which applies optionally and does not
take any position other than the R-position into account. This rule inserts er into the R-
position, provided this position is unoccupied. EREC licensing applies after application
of this rule, and EREC is licensed if the R-position is occupied by an R-pronoun. This
R-pronoun is marked with X. Therefore, the R-pronoun which has licensed EREC can
be topicalized, even if it is a clitic. I have called the phenomenon that R-pronouns get
properties of expletive er when they license EREC amalgamatinn, because properties
of expletive er and non-expletive R-pronouns appear to have amalgamated in one form.

One might ask why arbitrary R-pronouns can license expletive elements. I have
no real answer to this yuestion, but would like to point out that this is not a property
specific to R-pronouns, but a property of a certain class of (locative?) adverbial phrases
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generally. This is illustrated in (136): ~`r

(136) a In het stadion werd gevoetbald lit. !n the stadium was soccer-played

b Werd in het stadion gevoetbald? lit. Was in the stadium soccer-played

c Hij zei dat in het stadion gevoetbald werd
lit. He said that in the stadium soccer-played was

d ~Werd gevoetbald lit. Was soccer-played

e Er werd gevoetbald lit. There was soccer-played

f Werd er gevoetbald'? lit. Was there soccer-played

g Hij zei dat er gevoetbald werd lit. He said that there soccer-played was

In (136a) an (abstract) expletive element is licensed without there being any R-
pronoun present. The licenser is the locative PP in het studinn. This can be seen in
(136d): if the locative PP is left out, the sentence is ungrammatical. One cannot say
that (136d) is excluded because the topic position must be occupied, since that is only
true for certain sentence types, e.g. for main declarative clauses, but not for yes-no
interrogative clauses. (136d), however, is ill-fonned under any interpretation. The fact
that the PP is in topic position is not essential either, as shown by the well-formed
(136b,c). [f we compare the behavior of this PP with respect to the abstract expletive
element with the behavior of er (as in (136d,e,f,g)) we see exactly the same behavior.
Of course. PPs such as in het .ctadinn do not occupy the R-position at any moment in
the derivation. Therefore it is possible to have expletive er in these constructions as
well:

(137) a In het stadion werd er gevoetbald
lit. [n the stadium was there soccer-played

b Werd er in het stadion gevoetbald?

lit. Was there in the stadium soccer-played?

c Hij zei dat er in het stadion gevoetbald werd

lit. He said that there in the stadium soccer-played was

And there are suhtle semantic (or pragmatic) distinctions between the sentences of
(136) and (137). See Bennis (1986:226) for discussion.

Let us now consider the interaction with quantiticational er. Quantiticational er is
introduced in a position other than the R-position. Therefore, it never blocks insertion
of expletive er. When expletive er and yuantificational c~r end up adjacent, one of them
is deleted. Otherwise two occurrences of er survive.

This concludes the general characterization of the analysis of R-pronouns in Rosetta.
In the next section we will took in rnore detail at a number of specific assumptions made.
and illustrate how they account for the relevant facts.

~~Sce Benni~ 1192{6:215-216.225 ?26~, frum which the discussion here is derived.
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6.5 The Assumptions in More Detail

[n this section the relevant assumptions will be presented in more detail.
The first assumption is that there are two special positions in a sentence, the er~~-

position and the R-position. This has been discussed above. The R-position is postulated
because the analysis is crucially based on and in fact extends Van Riemsdijk's (1978)
analysis. The separate position for yuantiticational er has been justified above.

Second, the cr~~-position can contain one occurrence of er in its yuantificational use.
This assumption simply states that the special position assumed for er-Q can only be
used by (one occurrence of) er~.

Third, all other occurrences of er must be moved into the R-position if they can get
there. This is a crucial assumption. It is also a natural assumption. Er is a clitic, and
clitics must usually occupy special positions in clauses. The clitic er is no exception
(see also Model(1991 a)). Note that a sentence such as (138a) might appear to be an
exception to this rule:

(138) a Hij beschuldigde de man ervan

`He accused the man of it'
b Hij beschuldigde de man van moord

'He accused the man of murder'

At first sight, sentence (138a) appears to have the same syntactic structure as (138b).
with a direct object followed by a prepositional object. But there are several reasons
to assume that their structures actually differ considerably. First, direct objects can, in
principle, precede the R-position, and second, er in (138a) is certainly not inside the
PP (despite the misleading orthographic conventions which might suggest this). This is
shown by (139), where the adverb ~~isteren can intervene between er and ~~aii.

(139) Hij beschuldigde de man er gisteren van
He accused the man there yesterday of

`He accused ihe man of it yesterday'

Second, there are certain restrictions on direct objects preceding the R-position. In
particular, if the direet object is indefinite, it must be interpreted as a.cpcci~rc NP. This
iti illustrated by the examples in (140):

(140) a Hij beschuldigde iemand er van moord
He accused someone there of murder
`He accused someone of murder there'

b Hij beschuldigde er iemand van moord
He accused there someone of murder
`He accused someone of murder there'

c '?'?Hij beschuldigde een man er van moord

He accused a man there of murder
'He accused a man of murder thrre~
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d Hij beschuldigde er een man van moord

He accused there a man of murder
'He accused a man of murder there'

Sentences (140a) and (140b) are both grammatical, but they have a different mean-
ing: iemand in (140a) must be interpreted as a specific NP, and (140b) must be inter-
preted as a non-specific NP. If an indefinite NP cannot be interpreted as a specific NP for
some reason, it cannot occur in a position preceding the R-position. This is illustrated
in ( I40c,d): the NP een man (with the unstressed article een) cannot be interpreted as
a specific NP, so (140c) is deviant. The sentences in (140) contain locative er, but if
this element is removed and the complement of t~an is replaced by er, exactly the same
pattern of facts arises:

(141) a Hij beschuldigde iemand ervan
He accused someone there-of
'He accused someone of it'

b Hij beschuldigde er iemand van

He accused there someone of
`He accused someone of it'

c '?'?Hij beschuldigde een man ervan

He accused a man there-of
`He accused a man of it'

d Hij beschuldigde er een man van

He accused there a man of
'He accused a man of it'

This clearly shows that er in such sentences must occupy the R-position, and not be
part of the PP of its governing preposition. Additional evidence can be derived from
the following contrast:

(142) a Hij legde het boek er vlak naast
He put the book there right next-to
`he put the book right next to it'

b?Hij legde het boek vlak emaast

He put the book ríght there next-to
`he put the book right next to it'

The sentence in which the pronoun er escaped from the PP (142a) is much more
natural than sentence (142b), though the latter one is not completely ungrammatical for
all native speakers. ~ ~

Note that expletive er also occupies the R-position, not the subject position, as
stated before. This assumption plays a crucial role in accounting for the distribution of

~ SIn ! 142a) er can but need not be outside PP, according to Van Riemsdijk ( 1978).
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R-pronouns, as illustrated in detail below. There are some (rather subtle) facts which
appear to indicate that expletive er and non-expletive er occupy different positions.

The R-pronoun er usually occurs to the right of all kinds of other clitics, cf.~..~~mdut
hij er ~icft x~aarschijnlijk ti~onr schaamt v. ..~~ntdut hij ~irh er wuarschijnlijk roorschaunit
"because he probably is ashamed of it', ~..nmdat hij er 'm ~a,t; v. ..nmdat hij 'ni er .u~
`because he saw him there', etc.~~

However, expletive er must occur to the left of ~ich. This can be seen in the
following examples:

(143) a ..omdat er zich iets voorgedaan heeft
.. because there itself something occurred has
`..because something occurred (there)'

b ..omdat zich er iets voorgedaan heeft
..because itself there something occurred has

'..because something occurred there'

In the first example er can be interpreted as an expletive and as an expletive-locative,
in the second example it can be interpreted only as a locative. These intuitions are rather
subtle, but they are confirtned by the following observations. The contrast between the
sentences in (144) can be accounted for if er in the second sentence must be interpreted
as an expletive, so that it requires an indefinite subject, while er in the first sentence has
only a locative interpretation and imposes no definiteness restrictions on the subject.

(144) a Dit heeft zich er gisteren voorgedaan
This has itself there yesterday occurred
`This occurred there yesterday'

b ~Dit heeft er zich gisteren voorgedaan
This has there itself yesterday occurred

If we replace the definite subject dit by the indefinite subject N~ut both sentences are
grammatical again, though they differ subtly in meaning: wat must be interpreted as
specific in (145a) and as non-specific in (145b): ~~

(145) a Wat heeft zich er gisteren voorgedaan?
What has itself there yesterday occurred
'What occurred there yesterday?'

b Wat heeft er zich gisteren voorgedaan?
What has there itself yesterday occurred
`What occurred ([here) yesterday`?'

~~Many people, however, accept the order er -ich in all sentences. For these people, some of the arguments
will probably not be valid.

~~And, of course, the locative interpretation of er is obligatory in (145a1. but optional in (145b).
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A second observation which confirms my intuitions with regard to the first sentence
pair cornes from contrasting the following two sentences.

(146) a '?'?Wat heeft zich er daar gisteren voorgedaan'?

What has itself there there yesterday occurred
'What occurred there over there yesterday?'

b Wat heeft er zich daar gisteren voorgedaan?

What has there itself there yesterday occurred

' What occurred over there yesterday

In the first sentence, er can be interpreted only as a locative. Because ducrr can
also only be interpreted as a locative, the sentence is deviant because it contains two
locatives~s. In the second sentence, c~r can be interpreted either as an expletive or as an
expletive-locative. Since in this sentence duur is also a locative, the interpretation of
er as an expletive-locative is impossible, but there is also an interpretation of er as an
expletive. Under this latter reading the sentence is not deviant at all.

Note, however, that every use of er, provided one of its uses is expletive, shows

the same distribution. Assuming a separate position for expletive er would destroy the

account for the fact that the occurrences of several ers in one sentence is possible only

in a limited number of circumstances, and it would destroy the account of amalgamation
phenomena. Thus, these facts cannot be seen as evidence in favor of a special position

for expletive er. The distributional phenomena described here have been accounted for

by a late re-ordering rule which interchanges -ich and the R-position. lt appears that

only expletive er is subject to this rule. It is impossible for daar, hier, rl~crar (ef. ~x~at

cleed duur -iclt i~nnr:', ~`t7~ut deecl hier -icit r~~rn~.', ~`x~ut deed tl~uur -ich rnor?) `What

occurred there~here~where'?'.
Retuming to the assumption proposed, it is clear that it cannot be implemented di-

rectly, since the part ij it c crn ,t,~c~t tirere presupposes a correct description of the language.
In the actual implementation, the set of configurations from which er can get into the
R-position have been enumerated. The formulation as given is nevertheless useful as a
short and concise description of the relevant generalization. It predicts that there will
be a correlation between several facts, e.g. the separability of er from its preposition
(e.g. when there is an intervening adverb between the R-pronoun and the preposition
it is a complement of) is predicted to correlate with its distribution, e.g. whether it
can co-occur with other occurrences of c~r in one clause. This can be illustrated by the
following examples:

(1~7) a '?Hij keek gisteren ernaar

He looked yesterday there-at

b Hij keek er gisteren naar
He looked there yesterday at

'He looked at it yesterday~

~~Two locatives in one sentence is not impossible, hut additional conditions must be satisfied in such
.entenceti. These additional conditiom are not satistied in the example sentences given.
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c Er keek iemand (~er) gisteren naar

There looked someone (~there) yesterday at

'Someone looked at it yesterday'

d Hij keek erna naar dat programma

He looked there-after at that program

' He looked at the program afterwards'

e ~`Hij keek er gisteren na naar dat programma

He looked there yesterday af~ter at that program

f Er keek gisteren ~`(er)na iemand naar dat programma

There looked yesterday ~(there)after someone at that program

`Someone looked at that program afterwards'

In (147a) er is a complement of the preposition naur. As shown in (147b) this er
and its governing preposition can be separated by an adverb. This means that er can
reach the R-position. The marginal status of (147a) can be ascribed to the fact that
adverbs such as ,~~isteren preferably follow the R-position. Because prepositional er can
reach the R-position, it must get there (by the assumption proposed here), and as a
consequence it blocks the occurrence of other ers in the same clause: hence (147c) is
out. In (147d) er- is a complement of the preposition nu. This occurrence of er and its
preposition cannot be separated by an adverb such as gisteren, witness (147e), and this
appears to be a general property of temporal PP adjuncts. This means that er cannot
reach the R-position, and as a consequence it does not block other occurrences of er in
the same clause (see (147f)).

We now return to the main theme of this section, a description of the relevant
assumptions to account for the distribution of R-pronouns. The fourth assumption is
that R-pronouns in their prepositional function must be moved into this R-position if they
can. This is a more controversial assumption. Violating it yields somewhat marginal
sentences. Some examples which can test the validity of this assumption are given in
(148):

(148) a ErX werd daarpnaar gekeken

b ErX werd hierP naar gekeken

c ErX werd ergensP naar gekeken

d Er,x werd nergensP naar gekeken

e ErX werd overalP naar gekeken

There was there~here~somewhere~nowhere~everywhere at looked

f ~`DaarP werd erX naar gekeken

There was there at looked

According to my intuitions, all these sentences (under the intended interpretation)
are ill-formed.~y In Rosetta, assumption (D) has been incorporated, from which thi,

~`~Bennis (1986:214) marks the comparable sentence ..dar er niemond daar op rckende lit. ..~har ii~ere
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follows immediately, because, in essence, the structure is eyuivalent to the structure
required for (148f). However, 1 found later that some people accept the sentences
(148a-e).

Another issue that is possibly relevant in this connection (which has been imple-
mented only partially) concerns the behavior of R-pronouns in prepositional comple-
ments to adjectives. PP-complements to adjectives can either precede or follow the
adjective, depending on the specific adjective. If a PP follows the adjective, and the
PP contains an R-pronoun, then the s[ructure is ill-formed or very marginal if the R-
pronoun can be moved into the R-position. In that case, the R-pronoun must precede
the adjective:

(149) a ~`..omdat hij tevreden er~ daar~ hier~ nergens~ ergens~ overal over is
..because he satisfied there ~ there~ here~ nowhere~ somewhere~ everywhere
about is

b ~..omdat hij blij er~ daar~ hier~ nergens~ ergens~ overal mee is
.. because he glad there~ there~ here~ nowhere~ somewhere~ everywhere with is

c ..omdat hij er~ daar~ hier~ nergens~ ergens~ overal tevreden over is
..because he there~ there~ here~ nowhere~ somewhere~ everywhere satistied about
is

d ..omdat hij er~ daar~ hier~ nergens~ ergens~ overal blij mee is
.. because he there~ there~ here~ nowhere~ somewhere~ everywhere glad with is

It is not possible to account for this by assuming that the PP starts out in a pre-
adjectival position and that the preposition is moved to a post-adjectival position, e.g.
by the rule ERVANDAAN proposed by Van Riemsdijk (1974,1992), though such an
operation might be necessary independently.

The situation is different if the R-pronoun cannot reach the R-position, as shown in
(150):'-0

(150) a Tevredener erover kun je niet zijn
More satisfied thereabout can you not be

b ~`Er tevredener over kun je niet zijn
There more satisfied about can you not be
`More satisfied about it you cannot be'

Though the PP-complements to adjectives such as hlij, tet~i.eden can occur in a
pre-adjectival position (cf. ..dut hij met dut hier h(ij is; dat hij nrer ~ijn ntedex-erkers
~evrede~t is), it is clear that the pre-adjectival PPs are not in a complement position of
the adjective, since the PP and the adjective can be separated by all kinds of material
such as negation and sentential adverbs:

n~,hnch ~here nn cowved. '..that nobody counted on that' with two yuestion marks. However, he gives a
completely different (and, in my view, incorrect) analysis of this sentence, whích has been discussed atxrve.
Note that the sentences (148a-e) are well-formed when the the second R-pronoun is interpreted as a locative.
and the tint as a mixed expletive-prepositional.

'~~These facts werc pointed out to me by Henk van Riemsdijk.
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(151) a Hij was over zijn medewerkers waarschijnlijk niet erg tevreden

`He was probably not very content about his employees'

b Hij was met dat bier waarschijnlijk niet erg blij

'He was probably not very glad with that beer'

In addition, these PPs are not possible in pre-adjectival position in correlative coor-
dinations with the adjectives given, though they are perfect in a post-adjectival position,
which suggests again that the pre-adjectival PPs do not occupy a complement position
of the adjective:

(152) a '??zowel blij als over zijn medewerkers tevreden

b zowel blij als tevreden over zijn medewerkers

`both glad and satisfied with his employees'

c ??zowel tevreden als met het bier blij

d zowel tevreden als blij met het bier
`both content and glad with the beer'

I conclude that such PPs are probably preposed by independent rules. Assuming this
to be correct, it remains to account for the position of the R-pronouns which must pre-
cede the adjectives. But this would follow immediately from assumption (D) proposed
here. Note that all facts indicate that the R-pronoun preceding the adjective is actually
in the R-position. In such structures no additional er can occur, and amalgamation takes
place:

(153) a ~`ErX was daarP niemand blij mee

There was there noone glad with

b ~Hij was er~ daarP erg blij mee
he was there there very glad with

c DaarXP was niemand blij mee
There was no one glad with

'No one was glad with that'

Tuming to the fifth assumption, it states that prepositional R-pronouns cannot be
preposed to the sentence-initial position directly, but must move via this R-position.
This is an essential ingredient of the analysis proposed by Van Riemsdijk (1978). See
section 6.6 for a more detailed discussion of the relevant facts and van Riemsdijk's
analysis. Van Riemsdijk tries to derive this assumption from independently required
conditions (Subjacency), but in the actual system the assumption has simply been stip-
ulated.

Sixth, if more than one R-pronoun ends up in the R-position, the derivation blocks.
However, it is possible to give the R-pronoun in the R-position an additional syntactic
function (amalgamation).
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Seventh, amalgamation of two R-pronouns is possible only when one of them is
meaningless (expletive or quantificational er), and has only a syntactic function: mean-
ingful elements cannot remain unrealized. If an element is unrealized, its syntactic
function must be fulfilled in some other way. See section 6.4.2 and the next section for
illustration.

Eighth, if two occurrences of Pr (one in the erQ-position and one~ in the R-position)
remain adjacent after application of the transformations dealing with Verb Second, dele-
tion transformations delete one of these occurrences. This is the residue of the deletion
analysis proposed by Bennis. It must be emphasized again, that the objections against
Bennis's deletion analysis do not apply here.

For ease of reference, I will summarize the assumptions descrihed above, and assign
letters to them:

A There are two special positions in a sentence, the erQ-position and the R-position.

B The e,-~~-position can contain one occurrence of er in its yuantificational use.

C All other occurrences of er must be moved into the R-position if they can get there.

D R-pronouns in their prepositional function must be moved into this R-position if they
can get there.

E Prepositional R-pronouns cannot be preposed to the sentence-initial position directly,
but must move via this R-position.

F If more than one R-pronoun ends up in the R-position, the derivation blocks. How-
ever, it is possible to give the R-pronoun in the R-position an additional syntactic
function (amalgamation).

G Amalgamation of two R-pronouns is only possible when one of them is meaningless
(expletive or yuantificational er-), and has only a syntactic function.

H If two occurrences of er (one in the er~~-position and one in the R-position) re-
main adjacent after application of the transforrnations dealing with Verb Second,
deletion transformations delete one of these occurrences.

6.6 Illustration

The assumptions outlined have been implemented. They make it possible to account
the facts mentioned above (and many more). 1 will briefly discuss the examples from
the íntroductory section.

In ( I OSa) expletive er and prepositional er are combined in one sentence. Both
occurrences of er must be put into ihe R-position (cf. (C)), but that is not possible
(cf. (F)). Amalgamation can save the structure. It is possible because expletive er is
meaningless. Theretbre, it need not appear in the structure for sem~mtic reasons. Its
syntactic function can be fulfilled by prepositional er in the R-position, which is marked
with X. One can see that there is real amalgamation, because the remaining er can be
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topicalized, which is only possible if it has inherited properties of expletive ~r (expletive
cr can, but prepositional c~r cannot be topicalized).

In (105b) yuantiticational and prepositional er are combined. This is possible.
since there are two positions, one for yuantificational er, and one for other ers (cf.
(A),(B),(C)). Since the two occurrences of er end up adjacent, they are subject to rule
(H), hence one of them is deleted.

[n ( IOSc) locative and expletive er are combined. This is possible in the same way
that prepositional and expletive c~r can be combined (see (5)).

[n ( l OSd) expletive, prepositional and yuantificational er are combined. Expletive
and prepositional er can be combined in the manner described for ( IOSa). Quantifica-
tional er can occur in the sentence independently (cf. (A),(B)). Since the two occurrence
of er end up adjacent, they are subject to the rule described in (H), so one of them is
deleted.

In (IU7a) expletive and quantificational er are combined in one sentence. This is
possible since there are positions to put these elements in (see (A,B,C)). Since they do
not end up adjacent, they cannot be subject to the rule described under (H), hence two
occurrences of er remain in the sentence.

Example (107b) has been discussed extensively above.
In (107c) we have the same structure as in (107b), though here the two occurrences

of er end up adjacent, so the rule described in (H) must apply and delete one of them.
Since this has not been done, the sentence given is ill-formed.

In (107d) prepositional er must be in the R-position (cf. (C)), because it can geC
there (cf. hij keek er ,~iitereii ~iacn-). Expletive c~r-, however, must also be in this position.
So, only one of these words can occur in this sentence. Since there are two occurrences
of er in this sentence, the sentence is ruled out.

The assumptions made also account for the facts pointed out and analyzed by Van
Riemsdijk (1978), in a way similar to Van Riemsdijk's analysis. The R-pronoun er and
the R-pronoun H~aar can both be used either as a locative adverbial (cf. (154a,b)), or
as a complement to a preposition (ef. (154c,d)):

(154) a Hij woont er 'He lives there'
b Waar woont hij `Where does he live'
c Hij keek er gisteren naar `He looked at it yesterday'
d Waar keek hij gisteren naar? `What did he look at yesterday'

When both R-pronouns are combined in one sentence (as in (155)), one would
expect the sentence to be ambiguous, but it is not: in (17) the R-pronoun ~~uur can only
be interpreted as a locative adverbial and not as complement to the preposition ~taar.

(155) Waar keek hij er gisteren naar'?
'Where did he look at it yesterday'?'

In ihe analysis presented, this fact can be accounted for in the following manner: if
one tries to derive the sentence in its incorrect interpretation, locative er must be in the
R-position (accordinQ to assumptions (A) and (C)). Prepositional H-aarmust be preposed,
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but cannot be preposed in one step (see assumption (E)). Hence, it also gets into the
R-position. Since this position is already filled (by locative er), the derivation blocks.
Amalgamation is not possible, since both elements are meaningful (in accordance with
assumption (G)). Under the other interpretation locative wua~- is simply preposed, and
prepositional er is put into the R-position (in accordance with assumption (C)), so the
sentence can be derived in this way. As a consequence, the system translates the
sentence correctly as Where did he Inok at it ~~este~-duy~? and not as W{rut did he Inok ur
rhere vc.rterda~~?.

The same holds if we take the R-pronoun duar instead of x~aur. The system also
deals with it adequately, cf. (156), in a similar manner:

(156) a Daar keek hij er gisteren naar
Over there looked he there yesterday at
'He looked at it there yesterday'

b Hij keek er daar gisteren naar
He looked there over there yesterday at
`He looked at it there yesterday'

In order to appreciate more fully the complexity of these phenomena, 1 would like
to point out that these examples show that neither the mutual relative order of the R-
pronouns duur and er nor their distance to the preposition nuur is a relevant factor in
determining these interpretations: in (156a) duur precedes er, in (156b) daur follows
er; in (156a) er is closer to r~uur than daur, in (156b) the reverse situation holds.

6.7 Concluding Remarks

In this section [ will hrst outline a number of remaining problems and then present my
conclusions.

Though a certain degree of succes has been achieved in describing the complex
syntax of R-pronouns in Dutch, there is still a number of remaining problems.

One area where problems still remain concerns the occurrence of R-pronouns ful-
filling a multiple prepositional function. The analysis of R-pronouns developed in this
chapter does not allow R-pronouns with a multiple prepositional function, and this is
correct for many examples. The sentences in (157) contain R-pronouns with a multi-
ple prepositional function. All these sentences are ill-formed, in accordance with the
analysis developed in this chapter:

(157) a ~Hij keek er gisteren mee naar
Hij looked there yesterday with at

b ~`Waar keek hij gisteren mee naar?
Where looked he yesterday with at'?
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c ~`Hij keek daar gisteren mee naar
He looked there yesterday with at

d ~`De mensen waar hij gisteren mee over sprak
The people where he yesterday with about spoke

However, there are also well-formed sentences which contain R-pronouns fulfilling
a multiple prepositional function:~~

(158) a Hij ging er gisteren mee naar toe
he went there yesterday with to

b We moesten er toen mee tegen op kletteren
We had-to there then against climb

c Er stond een artikel over in
There was an article about in

d Hij zette er een artikel over in
He put there an article about in

These examples appear to be problems for the analysis. Though these constructions
require further research, I have the impression that they should not be accounted for in
the same way that oiher R-pronouns fulfilling multiple functions have been analyzed. 1
suspect that these examples should be analyzed in a completely different manner, so that
the analysis for R-pronouns with multiple functions developed here remains unaffected.
Of course, it remains to be shown if this is the case, but I will present two observations
which point in this direction.

First, examples of constructions containing R-pronouns with multiple prepositional
functions are possible for the R-pronoun er, but not for other R-pronouns:

(159) a ~Hij ging daar gisteren mee naar toe
He went there yesterday with to

b ~`Waar ging hij gisteren mee naar toe?
Where went he yesterday with to

c ~`Daar stond een artikel over in
There stood an article about in

d ~`Het tijdschrift, waar een artikel over in stond
The journal, where an article about in was

e ~`De schep, waar híj gisteren mee op af ging
The shovel, where he yesterday with towards went

f ~`Hij zette daar een artikel over in
he put there an article about in

'~Sentence (ISRbI isjudged ill-formed by Model (1991a:320), but I find it acceptable.
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Second, it appears that the relevant construction is only possible if one of the
prepositional phrases occurs inside a complement of the verb or in a circumpositional
PP. The well-formed examples given contain either a PP inside an NP cornplement, or
a PP containing a circumposition. No such restrictions hold in other cases where R-
pronouns coincide. Perhaps it is possible to analyze circumpositional PPs as containing
a post-position which takes a PP as its complement, so that we are dealing with PPs
inside complements to the verb in both cases, though Van Riemsdijk (197R) argues that
this is only true for some circumpositional PPs.

These properties, if real, are completely unexpected if these sentences are analyzed
in the same way as the sentences containing other R-pronouns fulfillíng multiple func-
tions. This suggests that a completely different phenomenon is involved here. Further

investigation will have to reveal whether these preliminary impressions can be upheld
or not.

Sentences such as in (160) from Model (1991 a:314-5) fonn more serious problems
for the analysis sketched:

(160) a Waar moesten we er toen mee tegen op kletteren'?

Where had-to we there then with against climb'?

b Waar moesten we hier toen mee tegen op kletteren'?

Where had-to we here then with against climb

In these sentences two R-pronouns with prepositional function outside their PPs
occur. Such sentences cannot be generated in the analysis proposed, since both prepo-
sitional R-pronouns must pass through the single R-position. Clearly, if these sentences
are well-fonned, a revision of the analysis is in order, perhaps along the lines of Model
(I 991 a ).

A third area where problems remain concerns an example adduced and analyzed by
Van Bart and Kager (19R4) and Model (1991 a):

(161 ) ~Waar~- heeft zij hier~ vaak over gesproken

Where has she here often about talked

[f the sentence given is indeed ill-formed (ihe judgement is rather subtle), it forms
a problem for my analysis, which allows the sentence.

An additional unsolved problem concerns the distribution of expletive er. It has
been pointed out by Drewes et aL (1984) that expletive er cannot occur in certain
constructions (topicalization, relativization) where a PP has been preposed:

(162) a Daarover wordt (~er,x ) niet gepraat

About that is (~there) not talked
'One does not talk about that'

b Het onderwerp, waarover (~`er,x~) niet gepraat wordt

The subject, about which (xthere) not talked is

`The subject about which one does not talk'
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If the PP contains the interrogative pronoun H~aar, however, expletive er can occur:

(163) Waarover wordt ( er) niet gepraat?

About what is (Chere) not talked'?

The same set of facts holds for locative R-pronouns, when preposed:

(164) Waar woont (er) iemand met een Jaguar?
Where lives (there) someone with a Jaguar?

Daar woont (~er) iemand met een Jaguar?

There lives (~`there) someone with a Jaguar

Het huis, waar (~er) iemand met een Jaguar woont

The house, where (~`there) someone with a Jaguar lives

And the facts hold for PPs not containing or consisting of R-pronouns as well:

(165) In welke straat woont (er) iemand met een Jaguar?

In which street lives (there) someone with a Jaguar?

In deze straat woont (~er) iemand met een Jaguar

In this street lives (~`there) someone with a Jaguar

De man, in wiens huis (~er) iemand met een Jaguar woont

The man, in whose house (~`there) someone with a Jaguar lives

Henk van Riemsdijk pointed out that definiteness of the locative phrase might be a
relevant factor in these constructions, but I have no explanation for these facts, which
require further investigation.

A final area relates to implementing a practical system which deals with facts where
there is a certain amount of speaker variation. Apart from the core facts analyzed here,
a practical system must have measures to deal with speaker variation and with typical
errors made in real texts. Of course, this problem is not limited to R-pronouns, but
concerns all constructions. In the current system these problems have been dealt with
only marginally.

Despite these problems, it can be stated that quite a succesful analysis of the complex
syntax of R-pronouns in Dutch has been given and implemented. The approach adopted
to deal with R-pronouns is elegant and systematic. A fairly complex array of facts has
been accounted for by adopting only a few simple assumptions. The analysis avoids
the ill-motivated deletion analysis presented by Bennis (1986), who deals with the
same array of facts in a theoretical framework, and replaces it with a more principled
account of why certain R-pronouns can and others cannot coincide. In addition, the
analysis given is also empirically more correct. Therefore, my analysis provides a
description which is superior to Bennis's analysis in many respects. The analysis given
in Model (1991a) developed much later is approximately equivalent (perhaps superior)
with respect to the basic facts concerning the distribution of R-pronouns, but has nothing
to say about R-pronouns fulfilling multiple functions. I know of no analyses or real
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implementations of the syntax of R-pronouns in computational frameworks which cover
the same amount of facts.

R-pronouns play an important role in a wide variety of constructions in Dutch:
they appear as locative arguments and adjuncts, as complements of prepositions and in
constructions in which headless NPs occur. They play a role in existential sentences,
in impersonal passives and in several sentence types to induce non-generic and~or non-
specific readings of subject NPs. I have argued that in most cases (all but the case
of locative R-pronouns) the apparently associated semantics should be associated with
other elements or rules. Most rules accounting for the syntax of R-pronouns are not
associated to a meaning and are not relevant for translation. This makes it possible
to account for the syntax of R-pronouns and for their interaction by fairly simple and
general rules which are valid for almost all uses of R-pronouns.



Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

71 Conclusions

The main purpose of this dissertation was ro attempt to incorporate syntactic general-
izations in the compositional framework of controlled M-grammar. I believe that I have
shown that compositional M-grammar fornis an excellent framework for achieving this
goal.

In chapter 3 it was shown that the controlled M-Grammar formalism makes it possi-
ble to find a proper balance between purely syntactic reyuirements and the requirements
of a compositional grammar in which form and meaning must be associated in a fairly
direct way. Though the strong semantic bias of a compositional grammar could easily
lead to syntactically inadequate analyses, there is compensation by allowing syntactic
transformations: rules which have the identity operation as their meaning. In addition,
we found that it was necessary to allow that rules which are normally associated with
a meaning are applied without this associated meaning, to form structures which are
introduced syncategorematically. [n this way it is possible to express syntactic gener-
alizations adequately within this framework.

The combination of ineaningful rules and syntactic transfotmations, each of which
may be relatively simple, increases the amount of rule interaction and makes the rela-
tion between form and meaning somewhat indirect in the following sense: many rules
which account for form differences should be transformations in a syntactically adequate
description, even though the form differences appear to correlate with meaning differ-
ences. Other rules, which often apply to more abstract representations of the sentence
and therefore do not have directly visible formal effects in the surface, account for the
meaning differences.

Chapter 4 discussed how predicate-argument relations are dealt with in the Rosetta
grammars. It was shown that the compositional nature of controlled M-grammar has

immediate and far-reaching consequences for the treatment of predicate-argument rela-
tions: the very design of the grammar immediately derives a variant of the 0-criterion in

a very strict way; it implies that only the notion `semantic argument' is relevant, and it

has immediate conseyuences for the treatment of optional arguments. The treatment of
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argurnents within the framework has been dealt with extensively. To avoid the undesir-
able conseyuences of this approach for a certain class of phrases, it has been proposed
that this class should not be dealt with as arguments, but as hound adjuncts, which are
intermediate between arguments and adverbials (free adjuncts). The treatment of small
clauses, which play an important role throughout the grammar, has been illustrated in
detai I.

Chapter 5 illustrated how a number of constructions have been incorporated in
the Rosetta grammars. The treatment of passivization (section 5.2). Verb Second in
Dutch (section 5.3), unbounded dependencies (section 5.4) and crossing dependencies
in Dutch (section 5.5) have been discussed. For all these constructions a particular
existing analysis has been adopted as a starting point, and an attempt has been made to
incorporate these analyses in the framework adopted here. This required adaptation of
the original analyses in certain cases, though in general, the existing analyses could be
incorporated fairly directly.

The resulting analysis for passives is one in which a conglomerate of rules, only
one of which is particular to passives, derives passive constructions. Most of the rules
postulated are also used in the derivation of completely different constructions, and
are for this reason not construction-specific. The operations which are common to the
derivation of several constructions have been identified and isolated (factored out) in
separate rules, so undesirable duplication has been avoided.

The analysis of Verb Second in Dutch incorporates the analysis developed originally
by Den Besten (1983) in a fairly direct manner. It was argued that this analysis, which
reyuires a movement rule, is superior to alternative analyses developed in the GPSG
and HPSG frameworks. The analysis of Verb Second as developed by Den Besten
states that the application of the relevant rule is conditioned by syntactic structure: no
other factors are relevant and there is no direct link with semantic properties. Though
the position of the finite verb in a sentence may appear to have a direct influence on
the interpretation of a sentence, the rule accounting for the position of the verb hati
been formulated as a transformation which is sensitive to syntactic structure only. It
plays a role in the derivation of many different kinds of seniences and is therefore not
construction-specific. The fact that Den Besten's analysis can be~ incorporated directly
forms an illustration of one of the main virtues of the controlled M-grammar framework:
the transforniations allowed in this framework make it possible to factor out common
properties in separate rules.

For unbounded dependencies, an analysis is adopted in which phrases are actually
moved from one position in the tree to another position in a successive cyclic manner,
as proposed originally in Chomsky (1973). It was argued that such a movement analysis
is superior to analyses using feature-transportation mechanisms to describe unbounded
dependencies.

The movement rule involved in describing these unbounded dependencies is also a
transformation which is sensitive to syntactic structure only. It is not associated to a
specific meaning aspect. This makes it possible to use this rule in all constructions where
unbounded dependencies play a role, so that this rule is also not construction-specific.

Finally, I discussed the treatment of crossing dependencies in Dutch. 1 adopted
the analysis by Evers (1975) as a starting point, and incorporated it with a few minor
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modifications into the grammar. It was shown that the controlled M-grammar formalism
makes it possible to incorporate this syntactic analysis rather directly, so the relevant
syntactic generalizations concerning the distribution of verbs in Dutch can he expressed
with a minimum of machinexy.

In chapter 6 quite a successful analysis of the complex syntax of R-pronouns in
Dutch has been given. The approach adopted to deal with R-pronouns is elegant and
systematic. A fairly complex array of facts has been accounted for hy adopting only a
few simple assumptions. It was argued that the analysis provides a description which
is superior to other existing analyses.

[t was shown that R-pronouns play an important role in a wide variety of con-
structions in Dutch. I have argued that in most cases (apart from locatíve R-pronouns)
the apparently associated sernantics should be associated with other elements or rules.
Most rules accounting for the syntax of R-pronouns are not associated to a meaning
and are not relevant for translation. This makes it possible to account for the syntax of
R-pronouns and for their interaction by fairly simple and general rules which are valid
for almost all uses of R-pronouns.

These conclusions can be summarized in the following way: (1) the framework of
controlled M-grammars supplies - due to its compositional nature - a finn framework
to deal with syntactic phenomena which are directly related to semantics (e.g. predicate-
argument relations); (2) many complex constructions can be dealt with adequately in this
framework by means of a conglomerate of rule~s. Most of these rules are also used in
the formation of other constructions, and are therefore construction-independent. In this
way it is possible to capture several syntactic generalizations. Syntactic transformations
played a crucial role in this. As a conseyuence, the relation between forni and meaning
becomes rather indirect in many case~s, as explained above. (3) The framework makes
it possible to incorporate and extend existing syntactically adeyuate descriptions based
on insights from theoretical linguistics into a compositional framework in a fairly direct
manner.

In short, the framework makes it possible to integrate some of the best work done in
semantics (the work done in the Montague tradition) with some of the best work done
in syntax (the generative-grammar tradition).

7.2 Topics for Further Research

Though considerable success in expressing syntactic generalizations in a compositional
framework was achieved, a number of problems that have not been addressed sufficiently
remain. A few of them have been mentioned before. 1 will repeat these here and add
some additional areas where further improvement can be achieved. They can serve as
topics for further research.

I mentioned the fact that the rule notation, which was fixed after a certain point,
is not fully optimal yet. The limitations of the rule notation make it impossible to
adequately express the relevant generalizations in certain cases. I did not deal with this
in this book, but it certainly is a real problem. An initial attempt to ameliorate the rule
notation has been made already by Rous and Jansen (in prep) and Jansen (1992).
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I also discussed syncategorematically introduced structure. In the current grammar
this is dealt with in a way that is not satisfactory, but in chapter 3 I introduced an
alternative method which makes it possible to capture the relevant generalizations.

Sometimes two different rules (e.g. rules from different subgrammars) must perform
exactly the same task. In the current situation it is not possible to turn them into one
rule, and it is also not possible to let them share their bodies. It would certainly be
desirable if one of these restrictions were relieved, so that either the same rule can occur
in several subgrammars or different rules can share the same body.

Finally, the Mnre a program claims that there are no construction-specific and no
language-specific rules in grammars, at least for a core set of facts. Though I extensively
discussed how we attempted to incorporate construction-independent rules in controlled
M-grammar, I did not discuss in any way this second part of the Moti~e a program and
no attempts have yet been made to attain it. Nevertheless, it is often the case that rules
from different languages share many properties, and it would certainly be appropriate
to isolate these and represent them only once. One might imagine that a`universal
grammar' is developed, which contains the aspects of the individual grammars which
are shared by all grammars. The language-specihc grammars should then contain only
properties which are specific to the language at hand. One way in which this might
be done would be by deriving a full grammar by superimposing a language-specific
grammar on the 'universal grammar', perhaps by a unification-like operation.

It is clear that such an approach would be a substantial improvement upon the current
situation, although it introduces certain complexities as well.

The advantages of such an approach would be that the grammars of individual
grammars would be shorter, easier and better to maintain. Furthermore, the grammars
of ihe individual languages will be more uniform, i.e. they will be identical wherever
possible, while in the current situation the grammars of the individual languages can
differ in uninteresting aspects such as notational conventions, choice of attribute-value
names, choice of category names, etc.

The complexities that this approach would introduce basically all relate to makíng
changes to a grammar: for each change one must determine whether it should be a
change of 'universal grammar' or of the grammar of the language at hand. One should
also be careful not to let 'universal grammar' be the somewhat accidental 'intersection'
of the grammars of the individual languages. If that were the case, extending the system
with additional languages, or even extending the grammars of the languages dealt with
might become more complex. Finally, a change in 'universal grammar' may reyuire
adaptations in all grammars of the individual grammars.

Though these additional complexities are introduced by this approach, they cannot
count as real arguments against the approach: it will be necessary to consider carefully
how changes are made, and this will perhaps be more time-consuming than in the current
system, but the eventual result is a much better, more modular grammar which expresses
syntactic generalizations more adequately than is possible in the current situation.
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Samenvatting

Compositionaliteit en Syntactische Generalisaties

Het doel van dit proefschrift is aan te geven hoe syntactische generalisaties uitgedrukt
kunnen worden in een compositioneel grammaticaal formalisme voor natuurlijke taal
dat ontworpen is om een automatisch vertaalsysteem te ontwikkelen.

Het grammaticaal formalisme dat als uitgangspunt is genomen, `gecontroleerde M-
grammatica', is compositioneel van aard, d.w.z. het is een kader waarin vorm en
betekenis op een zeer directe manier aan elkaar gerelateerd worden door de zogenaamde
`regel-op-regel' benadering. Een compositionele grammatica bestaat uit basisexpressies,
d.w.z. vormeenheden die een basisbetekenis hebben, en grammaticaregels die geasso-
cieerd zijn met een betekenisoperatie. Het compositionele karakter van de grammatica
leidt tot een beschrijving waarin de vonnopbouw in hoge mate bepaald wordt door de
betekenisopbouw. Hoewel dit gewenst is vanuit het oogpunt van het leggen van de
relatie tussen vorm en betekenis, kan het ook leiden tot beschrijvingen die vanuit zuiver
vormoogpunt minder adeyuaat zijn.

Dit probleem wordt in gecontroleerde M-grammatica opgevangen door het aan-
nemen van een speciaal type regels, srntactische h-ansformaties. Syntactische transfor-
maties zijn regels die geassocieerd zijn met de identiteitsoperatie als betekenis. In dit
proefschrift wordt beargumenteerd dat transformaties noodzakelijk zijn om syntactische
generalisaties tot uitdrukking te brengen.

Het vangen van syntactische generalisaties met behulp van transformaties leidt tot
beschrijvingen waarin een conglomeraat van betekenisvolle regels en syntactische trans-
formaties constructies afleidt. Er worden analyses voorgesteld waarin zorgvuldig is
afgewogen welke aspecten specifiek zijn voor een bepaalde constructie, en welke as-
pecten algemenere tcepassing hebben. De niet aan een specifieke constructie gebonden
aspecten worden uitgefactoriseerd in transformaties en op zo'n manier in de gehele
grammatica opgenomen dat zij ook een rol spelen bij het afleiden van andere construc-
ties. Deze methode wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand van een groot aantal constructies uit
de talen die het vertaalsysteem behandelt (Nederlands, Engels, Spaans), met de nadruk
op het Nederlands. De voorgestelde analyses worden ook vergeleken met analyses
uit andere computationeel georiënteerde formalismes. De nadruk ligt op monolinguale
aspecten.

Aan de constructie-onafhankelijke regels kan gewoonlijk geen betekenis toegekend
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worden. Hier brengt het bestaan van syntactische transformaties uitkomst. Een con-
sequentie van het type analyse dat voorgesteld wordt, is dat de relatie tussen vorm
en betekenis minder direct is: veel zinnen vertonen onderling zowel vormverschillen
als betekenisverschillen, maar in veel gevallen worden de vormverschillen door de ene
verzameling regels verantwoord, en de betekenisverschillen door de andere.

De geïllustreerde constructies zijn, samen met een groot aantal andere verschijnse-
len, daadwerkelijk geïmplementeerd in een groot, consistent, experimenteel automatisch
vertaalsysteem, Rosetta3, dat ontwikkeld is op het Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium
en dat bedoeld was als een prototype op basis waarvan echte applicaties ontwikkeld
zouden kunnen worden. Het ontwikkelen van dit systeem vereiste dat bepaalde assump-
ties vanaf een zeker punt gefixeerd werden. Dit had zowel voordelen als nadelen. Een
nadeel is dat bepaalde aannames niet meer gewijzigd konden worden zelfs als duidelijk
was dat ze complicaties van bepaalde beschrijvingen opleverden. Een voordeel was, dat
bepaalde problemen juist aan het licht konden komen doordat een groot aantal assump-
ties gehxeerd waren en de beschrijvingen binnen dit kader gegeven moesten worden.
Dit proefschrift identificeert een aantal van dit soort problemen of tekortkomingen van
het formalisme en er worden verscheidene suggesties en voorstellen gedaan om deze
problemen in de toekomst te vermijden.

Hoofdstuk I beschrijft het doel van het proefschrift en beschrijft het karakter van de
ontwikkelde grammatica's: het zijn artefacten, waarin de nadruk ligt op beschrijvende
adeyuaatheid en grote overdekking van de feiten. Ze zijn effectief omkeerbaar, zodat ze
zowel voor generatie als voor analyse gebruikt kunnen worden. Het belang van preciese
grammatica's, zowel vanuit theoretisch als vanuit praktisch oogpunt, wordt benadrukt.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft het gebruikte fonnalisme, gecontroleerde M-grammatica,
in detail en illustreert hoe het als basis kan dienen voor een daadwerkelijk automa-
tisch vertaalsysteem waarin de methode van compositionele vertaling toegepast wordt.
Bovendien worden enkele substantiële kenmerken van de ontwikkelde grammatica's
behandeld.

Hoofdstuk 3 geeft aan dat de analyse van bepaalde constructies in een composi-
tioneel formalisme zonder syntactische transforniaties leidt tot beschrijvingen die vanuit
syntactisch oogpunt minder adequaat zijn. Geïllustreerd wordt hoe adeyuatere beschrij-
vingen van deze constructies verkregen kunnen worden en hoe constructie-specifieke
en constructie-onathankelijke aspecten afgescheiden kunnen worden in aparte regels.
Het gedrag van hulpwerkwoorden in het Engels, verschillende zinstypes in het Neder-
lands, volgordevarianten, ongebonden afhankelijkheden en generische zinnen worden
vanuit dit perspectief behandeld. Bovendien wordt een specitiek voorstel gedaan om
de regelmatigheid van de syntactische structuur van syncategorematisch geïntroduceerd
materiaal op principiële wijze te verantwoorden.

Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een beschrijving van de behandeling van een verschijnsel waar
syntaxis en semantiek nauw aan elkaar raken, namelijk predicaat-argument relaties.
Geconcludeerd wordt dat gecontroleerde M-grammatica een stevig fundament verschaft
voor een principiële behandeling van deze relaties. Er wordt een onderscheid gemaakt
tussen argumenten en bepalingen. Drie kenmerken van de behandeling van argumenten,
die onmiddellijk voortvloeien uit het compositionele karakter van de grammatica's,
worden beschreven en toegelicht. Er wordt beargumenteerd dat een ordeningsconventie
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voor argumenten en het onderscheid tussen externe en interne argumenten noodzakelijk
zijn. Het hoofdstuk bevat een uitgebreide beschrijving van de representatie van deze
informatie bij basisexpressies .

ln detail wordt de analyse van verschillende soorten `verborgen argumenten' (d.w.z.
argumenten die niet aan de oppervlakte direct zichtbaar zijn) gesche[st. Voor een
bepaalde verzameling constructies wordt beargumenteerd dat noch een beschrijving als
argument noch een beschrijving als bepaling adeyuaat is, en een nieuwe categorie,
~eh~~nden bepalrngen, wordt geïntroduceerd om de problemen die verbonden zijn aan
de beschrijving van deze constructies te vermijden. De status van zogenaamde `small
clauses' in de grammatica's wordt uitgebreid toegelicht. Tot slot wordt voorgesteld
dat allerlei regelmatige relaties tussen predicaten m.b.t. hun argumenten door regels,
bijvoorbeeld door lexicate regels, uitgedrukt dienen te worden.

Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt de beschrijving van een aantal syntactische constructies, met
name lijdende-vormconstructies, de distributie van de persoonsvorm in he[ Nederlands,
kruisende afhankelijkheden tussen werkwoorden en hun argumenten in het Nederlands,
en onbegrensde athankelijkheden. In detail wordt aangegeven hoe in de beschrijvin-
gen van deze constructies constructie-specifieke en constructie-onafhankelijke aspecten
enerzijds, en betekenisvolle en betekenisloze aspecten anderzijds, geïdentificeerd en
geïsoleerd zijn, zodat syntactische generalisaties tot hun recht kunnen komen. Verder
wordt aangegeven wat de relatie is tussen de geïmplementeerde analyses en de analyses
uit de de meer theoretisch georiënteerde grammaticale formalismes waarop zij gebaseerd
zijn.

Hoofdstuk 6 bevat een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de analyse binnen het gecon-
troleerde M-grammatica formalisme van een van de meest complexe verschijnselen van
het Nederlands, namelijk de syntaxis van R-pronomina (d.w.z. de pronomina er, hier,
daar, ei~~ens, neih~en.r, nveral, waa~-). Er wordt beargumenteerd dat de twee centrale
problemen m.b.t. de syntaxis van R-pronomina, nl. (1) de distributie van R-pronomina,
en (2) de schijnbare `samenval' of versmelting van meerdere R-pronomina, beregeld
kunnen worden door een beperkt aantal aannames. Deze aannames implementeren twee
centrale ideeën, nl. (1) de distributie van R-pronomina wordt verantwoord door een
beperkt aantal posities te postuleren waar R-pronomina op kunnen treden en (2) de
schijnbare `samenval' van R-pronomina wordt verantwoord doordat het niet optreden
van R-pronomina welgevormde resultaten oplevert indien het optreden noch op syntac-
tische gronden noch op semantische gronden noodzakelijk is.

Hoofdstuk 7 vat de belangrijkste conclusies samen, en schetst onderwerpen voor
verder onderzcek. Deze onderwepen zijn voor het grootste deel rechtstreeks af te leiden
uit de overblijvende problemen van deze dissertatie en betreffen o.a. de beschrijving
van syncategorematisch geïntroduceerde elementen en de taalonathankelijke formulering
van bepaalde regels.
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